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Abstract

The solar resource is the most abundant renewable resource on earth, yet it is currently exploited with relatively low efficiencies. To make solar energy more affordable, we can either reduce the cost of the cell or increase the efficiency with a similar cost cell. In this thesis, we consider several different optical approaches to achieve these goals. First, we consider a ray optical model for light trapping in silicon microwires. With this approach, much less material can be used, allowing for a cost savings. We next focus on reducing the escape of radiatively emitted and scattered light from the solar cell. With this angle restriction approach, light can only enter and escape the cell near normal incidence, allowing for thinner cells and higher efficiencies. In Auger-limited GaAs, we find that efficiencies greater than 38% may be achievable, a significant improvement over the current world record. To experimentally validate these results, we use a Bragg stack to restrict the angles of emitted light. Our measurements show an increase in voltage and a decrease in dark current, as less radiatively emitted light escapes. While the results in GaAs are interesting as a proof of concept, GaAs solar cells are not currently made on the production scale for terrestrial photovoltaic applications. We therefore explore the application of angle restriction to silicon solar cells. While our calculations show that Auger-limited cells give efficiency increases of up to 3% absolute, we also find that current amorphous silicion-crystalline silicon heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) cells give significant efficiency gains with angle restriction of up to 1% absolute. Thus, angle restriction has the potential for unprecedented one sun efficiencies in GaAs, but also may be applicable to current silicon solar cell technology. Finally, we consider spectrum splitting, where optics direct light in different wavelength bands to solar cells with band gaps tuned to those wavelengths. This approach has the potential for very high efficiencies, and excellent annual power production. Using a light-trapping filtered concentrator approach, we design filter elements and find an optimal design. Thus, this thesis explores silicon microwires, angle restriction, and spectral splitting as different optical approaches for improving the cost and efficiency of solar cells.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Solar energy is the world’s most abundant source of renewable energy. With an incoming power of $1.2 \times 10^5$ terawatts, the solar resource dwarfs current worldwide energy consumption, estimated at 13 terawatts [1]. Despite the abundance of this renewable resource, fossil fuels provide greater than 80% of our energy [1]. While previously the high cost of photovoltaics prevented more widespread adoption, recent developments in the Chinese solar cell industry have greatly increased production and reduced price. In fact, current module prices have allowed photovoltaics to achieve a levelized cost of energy similar to coal and natural gas, though the long-term sustainability of such prices is a matter of debate [2]. However, further cost reductions may yet be required for solar energy to become a substantial part of the energy portfolio, as these cost estimates do not include the storage necessitated by the intermittency of the solar resource.

In reducing the cost of photovoltaic energy production, two approaches have been pursued. The first has focused on novel materials, such as organic semiconductors, quantum dots, and semiconductor nanowires, that could lead to cells that are substantially cheaper than current technologies but with somewhat lower efficiencies. The silicon microwires discussed in Chapter 2 are an example of such an approach, where the goal is to use microwires to reduce the cost of the cell significantly with a relatively small reduction in efficiency relative to crystalline silicon solar cells. An alternative approach is to improve the efficiency of the cell while attempting to minimize any associated cost increases. If efficiency can be increased without significant
increased cell cost, the cost per Watt will be reduced, as less cell area is required to produce the same amount of power. Furthermore, “balance of systems” costs, such as permitting, land, installation, and structural supports, are approximately half of the cost of a photovoltaic installation [3]. As many of these costs scale with area, improving cell efficiency also reduces balance of systems costs. With the exception of Chapter 2, this thesis will focus primarily on increasing efficiency for high performing cells as a means to reduce cost. The bulk of this thesis focuses on restricting the angles of emitted light to improve efficiency in gallium arsenide (GaAs) and silicon solar cells, two high performing materials. Finally, in the last chapter, we consider splitting light into separate spectral bands to improve the efficiency of high performing III-V solar cell materials.

1.2 Solar Cell Fundamentals

1.2.1 Solar Cell Structure

![Solar Cell Diagram](image)

Figure 1.1. Photons are absorbed by a solar cell to generate electrons and holes. These generated charge carriers are collected by a p-n junction, as shown above, or by some other form of selective contact.

Solar cells made from inorganic semiconductors often consist of a p-n junction, as shown in Figure 1.1. The basic concept is that incoming light is absorbed in the semiconductor and the resulting electrons and holes are collected by the junction.
While Figure 1.1 illustrates a planar p-n junction, not all cells utilize such a geometry. Furthermore, a p-n junction is not actually required, as all that is necessary are selective contacts to collect the electrons and holes separately. In silicon cells with an interdigitated back contact, for example, the bulk of the semiconductor has very low doping, and alternating n-type and p-type heavily doped regions at the back of the cell provide selective contacts to collect the electrons and holes respectively [4]. Finally, while many solar cells use homojunctions, where the selective contacts utilize the same material as the primary cell absorber, heterojunctions may also be utilized, where the selective contacts are formed from a different material than the primary absorber. Some III-V cells utilize this approach, as well as HIT (heterojunction with intrinsic thin-layer) silicon cells, where amorphous silicon is used to form the selective contact [5, 6].

1.2.2 Current: Absorption and Carrier Collection

The absorption in a solar cell is determined by the semiconductor bandgap. As shown in Figure 1.2, only photons with energy larger than the solar cell bandgap are absorbed by the solar cell, which limits the efficiency. In addition, high energy photons in this region are not utilized very efficiently, as the resulting carriers thermalize to the band edge, and are collected at the same voltage as lower energy photons. The short circuit current of a solar cell corresponds directly to the number of absorbed photons. Thus, the limiting short circuit current is determined by the number of photons in the solar spectrum that are above the band gap of the solar cell.

While the limiting short circuit current \( I_{sc} \) is determined by the band gap and solar spectrum, the actual short circuit current depends on how effectively the solar cell absorbs the light above the bandgap. The absorptivity at a given wavelength is determined by the path length of light within the solar cell, as well as the absorption length of the semiconductor. Direct bandgap semiconductors, such as GaAs, have short absorption lengths, and thus cells need only be a few microns thick to absorb most of the incoming light. Indirect bandgap semiconductors, such as Si, have much longer absorption lengths, and thus cells are on the order of 100 microns thick.
Figure 1.2. Only photons with energy larger than the semiconductor bandgap (shown in blue) are absorbed in the solar cell. This region is marked in blue for silicon in the plot of the AM 1.5G solar spectrum (below). Photons with energy above the band gap generate electron hole pairs that thermalize (gray arrow) to the band edge. Thus, high energy photons lose a substantial portion of their energy. Photons with energy less than the band gap (shown in red) are not absorbed in the semiconductor, and do not contribute to the solar cell current.
Figure 1.3. A light trapping geometry (top) enhances the light path length and resulting absorption relative to a planar geometry (bottom). Both cells have back reflectors.

Despite the thickness of current silicon cells, absorption is weak enough that light trapping is required to enhance the path length of light within the cell. Using a light trapping texture scatters the light, so it is trapped by total internal reflection, as shown in Figure 1.3. As will be further discussed in Section 1.3.2, this offers a significant path length enhancement relative to a planar cell. For direct bandgap materials, dual pass absorption, as shown in Figure 1.3, is sufficient, and cells generally utilize a planar geometry. A planar geometry also reduces surface recombination and easily accommodates epitaxially grown window layers, which are crucial for high quality III-V materials.

In a solar cell, it is key to collect the generated carriers, by either drift or diffusion, before they recombine. Recombination can occur at bulk trap states, as in Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, as well as at surfaces. These processes depend on the quality of the solar cell material and surface passivation layers. In addition, two intrinsic recombination processes occur within the bulk of the material. Radiative recombination occurs when an electron and hole recombine to form a photon, and is the inverse process to absorption. Auger recombination is a three particle process involving either two electrons and a hole or two holes and an electron. The inverse process to impact ionization, it involves the recombination of the electron hole pair.
and the transfer of energy to the remaining carrier. This high energy carrier then thermalizes to the band edge, ultimately producing heat.

1.2.3 Current-Voltage Relationship

At short circuit, all photogenerated carriers are collected before excess carrier population can build up within the cell. However, the excess carrier population within the cell leads to the cell voltage, and thus there is no voltage or power production at open circuit. At open circuit, in contrast, no carriers are collected, so the cell does not generate current or power. At open circuit, the excess carrier population and open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) are determined by the balance between absorption and recombination within the cell. (This will be discussed more fully in Chapter 3.) As radiative recombination and absorption are set by the bandgap, $V_{oc}$ is generally 400-500 mV lower than the bandgap for high quality cells. A larger $V_{oc}$-bandgap offset thus indicates that more non-radiative recombination is occurring in the cell.

![Figure 1.4. A schematic current-voltage curve illustrates short circuit current, $I_{sc}$, open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$, and the maximum power point where the cell operates. The area of the power producing region corresponds to the power produced at the operating point.](image-url)

While the short and open circuit conditions provide valuable information about
absorption and recombination in the cell, neither produce any power. The shape of the current-voltage relationship, or I-V curve, may be approximated as:

\[ I(V) \approx I_{sc} - I_o e^{qV/kT} \]  

(1.1)

where \( I \) is the current, \( V \) the voltage, \( I_o \) the dark or recombination current, \( q \) the electron charge, \( k \) the Boltzmann constant, and \( T \) the temperature. Because of the exponential shape, a small reduction in voltage relative to \( V_{oc} \), allows for currents near \( I_{sc} \), as is shown schematically in Figure 1.4. Thus, a voltage somewhat less than open circuit allows for maximum power production in the cell. This voltage is known as the maximum power or operating point, and the voltage is referred to as the operating voltage \( (V_{op}) \) of the cell. The power generated by the cell at the operating point \( (P_{op}) \) is then:

\[ P_{op} = I(V_{op})V_{op} = FFI_{sc}V_{oc} \]  

(1.2)

where \( FF \) is the fill factor of the cell, or the area of the rectangle representing the power producing region at the maximum power point divided by \( I_{sc}, V_{oc} \) product. The fill-factor indicates how “square” the I-V curve is and increased series resistance within the cell tends to degrade the fill-factor. The efficiency \( (\eta) \) of the cell is:

\[ \eta = \frac{P_{op}}{P_{sun}} = \frac{FFI_{sc}V_{oc}}{P_{sun}} \]  

(1.3)

where \( P_{sun} \) is the power in the solar spectrum.

1.3 Optics Background

1.3.1 Ray Optics

Ray optics refers to the interaction of light with structures that are significantly larger than the wavelength of light in the material. One rule of thumb is that the relevant length scale of a structure should be at least ten times larger than the wavelength of light in the material. This is very relevant when modeling the optics within solar cells.
For example, when modeling silicon solar cells, the largest wavelength of interest is about 1100 nm, and the refractive index is about 3.5. Thus, the wavelength of light in the material is about 300 nm, and we can feel confident using ray optics assumptions for cells where the minimum dimension is at least 3 \( \mu \text{m} \).

For cells that are thinner than the ray optic limit, optical guided modes develop within the thickness of the cell. These guided modes are based on the allowed solutions to Maxwell’s equations, and more guided modes are present for thicker cells. Once cells are in the ray optic limit, there are so many guided modes that they become a continuum of optical states corresponding to angles of light that lie outside the escape cone defined by total internal reflection. For cells thinner than the ray optic limit, we must account for the finite number of guided modes in considering light trapping within the cell. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

For structures in the ray optic limit, ray tracing may be used to model the optical properties. These simulations consist of starting a certain number of rays, and using the Fresnel equations to follow their progress as they interact with various surfaces. Receivers are used to detect the final location of each ray and determine the performance. Both home-built and commercial ray trace software was utilized in this work.

1.3.2 Lambertian Light Trapping Surfaces

When considering light trapping, Lambertian textured surfaces are often considered as an ideal light trapping structure. These surfaces scatter light with equal brightness in all directions, similar to a white sheet of paper. Alternatively, the intensity is proportional to the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the direction of observation. For solar cells, Lambertian scattering leads to significant light trapping benefits, including an approximately 50 times path length enhancement, for solar cells in the ray optic limit [7].

To understand light trapping with a Lambertian surface, we assume that the solar cell is not absorbing for purposes of calculating the intensity of light within the cell. This is reasonable as light trapping is only important where light is weakly absorbed.
Figure 1.5. For a solar cell with a Lambertian back reflector, incoming light is scattered in all directions, but only light that is not totally internally reflected and lies within the escape cone can leave the cell. This leads to increased light intensity within the cell relative to the intensity of incoming light.

Under the principles of detailed balance, at steady state in a non-absorbing material, the light entering and escaping the material must balance. We assume an incoming light intensity $I_{\text{inc}}$, and a light intensity within the cell of $I_{\text{int}}$. However, the escape cone defined by total internal reflection allows only $1/2n^2$ of the light within the cell to escape, where $n$ is the cell index of refraction. Thus, for the outgoing and incoming fluxes to balance:

$$I_{\text{inc}} = \frac{I_{\text{int}}}{2n^2} \quad (1.4)$$

and

$$I_{\text{int}} = 2n^2I_{\text{inc}} \quad (1.5)$$

This is known as the ergodic light trapping limit. For a solar cell without a back reflector, the light intensity enhancement is $n^2 [7]$.

When weak absorption is included, the absorptivity of the cell, $a$, is:

$$a(E) = \frac{\alpha(E)}{\alpha(E) + \frac{1}{4n^2W}} \quad (1.6)$$

where $E$ is the energy of light for which absorptivity is being evaluated, $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient, and $W$ is the cell thickness. This can be understood intuitively as the ratio of absorption to all sources of light loss, including absorption and light
escape. We also see a $4n^2$, or approximately 50 times, path length enhancement, relative to a single pass through the cell. The additional factor of two relative to the probability of light escape is due to enhanced path length from light at oblique angles [7].

1.3.3 Interference-based Optical Coatings

In an optical thin film, interference occurs between light reflected at each interface, and the patterns of constructive and destructive interference result in the reflectivity of the film. The simplest example is a single layer anti-reflective coating, where destructive interference of reflected beams leads to enhanced transmission. The principle is similar to impedance matching in electronics. With many alternating high and low index layers in an optical coating, known as a Bragg stack, high reflectivity bands result from constructive interference of the reflections from each interface. While Bragg stacks are traditionally periodic, introducing aperiodicity into a Bragg stack can increase transmission around the reflecting band, as shown in Figure 1.6.

![Figure 1.6. Optical multilayers with alternating high and low index layers lead to high reflectivity bands. As these two reflectance spectra show, introducing aperiodicity can increase transmission away from the reflecting bands.](image)
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To produce the interference effect, each layer in the thin film will have a thickness on the order of the wavelength of light. To model such structures, the transfer matrix method is traditionally used. In this method, the propagation of the electric field through each layer is represented by a matrix. The matrices for each layer are then multiplied together, and the resulting matrix is used to determine the electric field on either side of the optical multilayer, allowing the reflection and transmission coefficients to be determined. Essentially, this method provides a simple formalism for imposing the boundary conditions from Maxwell’s equations across each interface in the multilayer.

1.4 Overview of Thesis

This thesis explores several problems related to optics and solar cells. In the second chapter, we focus on light trapping in silicon microwires, developing a ray optical model, and comparing to experimental measurements of absorption in the wires. For the rest of the thesis we focus on very high quality cells performing near the thermodynamic efficiency limits, and explore how optics can be utilized to further increase the efficiency of such cells. The bulk of the thesis, Chapters 3-6, focuses on utilizing optics that limit the angles at which light is emitted from a solar cell to enhance efficiency. Using such optics both reduces the loss of radiatively emitted light, and enhances light trapping for incoming light. In these chapters we introduce the detailed balance model used to calculate the effects of angle restriction, and explore the effects of angle restriction in both GaAs and Si for ideal and more realistic cells. We also explore various optical structures that may be used to restrict the emission angle and discuss a proof-of-concept experiment demonstrating the voltage benefits to angle restriction. Finally, the last portion of the thesis, Chapter 7, focuses on spectrum splitting, where external optics split the incoming light into spectral bands of different energies. These spectral bands are then directed onto cells with bandgaps tuned to the appropriate energy, thus reducing losses due to carrier thermalization and lack of absorption. This chapter will discuss the benefits of spectrum splitting and
then focus on one particular optical design, the light-trapping filtered concentrator, which applies many of the optical concepts discussed previously.
Chapter 2

Light Trapping in Silicon Microwires

2.1 Motivation

Silicon nanowire and microwire arrays have attracted significant interest as an alternative to traditional wafer-based technologies for solar cell applications [8-19]. Originally, this interest stemmed from the device physics advantages of a radial junction, which allows for the decoupling of the absorption length from the carrier collection length. In a planar cell, both of these lengths correspond to the thickness of the cell, and high quality material is necessary so that the cell can absorb most of the light while successfully collecting the carriers. In contrast, a radial junction offers the possibility of using lower quality, lower cost materials without sacrificing performance [12, 13]. More recently, such arrays have been found to exhibit significant light trapping and absorption properties [8-10], and this absorption has been modeled in the nanowire regime with a variety of wave optical models [15, 20-24].

As discussed previously, enhancing the light trapping and absorption within a solar cell leads to an increase in short circuit current, and light trapping is particularly important in silicon owing to the relatively low absorption in the material. Under the light trapping limit for textured planar solar cells, known as the ergodic limit, the intensity of light inside the solar cell is $n^2$ times the intensity of light incident upon the cell, or $2n^2$ for the case of a back-reflector, where $n$ is the index of refraction for the cell [7]. Some very recent experimental results have suggested that nano and microwire arrays can exceed the ergodic limit [8, 9]. To explore this further, we follow the approach used to derive the ergodic limit in the planar case to find the expected light trapping and absorption for wires in the ray optics limit. This allows
us to compare to the ergodic limit and consider wires of a different scale than those considered previously.

While much of the previous work has considered nanowires in the subwavelength regime, far below the ray optics limit, large diameter microwires can be grown by vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) techniques [8]. Previous device physics modeling suggests that for efficient carrier collection wires should have diameters similar to the minority carrier diffusion length, [13] and experimental measurements show diffusion lengths for VLS grown microwires of 10 microns [25]. Because wires with such diameters could approach the ray optics limit for solar wavelengths, it seems sensible to model these structures in the ray optics regime. In addition, comparison of the ray optics model with experimental data provides insight into the relative importance of wave optics effects for wires of various diameters.

We begin by assuming there is no absorption in the wires and examine the case for isotropic illumination so that we can compare to the ergodic light trapping limit for textured, weakly absorbing solar cells with a traditional planar geometry. To make this comparison, it is also necessary to postulate textured surfaces for the wires. We then examine the case of wires on a Lambertian back reflector, which are illuminated isotropically over the upper half sphere. Finally, we add a weak absorption term and find the absorption as a function of wavelength and angle of incidence, allowing us to compare with experimental data.

2.2 Modeling Wire Array Intensity Enhancement under Isotropic Illumination

2.2.1 Model Set-up: Balancing Fluxes

We base our model on the principle of detailed balance, as was done to derive the ergodic limit for textured planar sheets, discussed in Section 1.3.2 [7]. Under detailed balance, in steady state the light escaping from the wires is set equal to the light entering the wires. To illustrate our approach and show proof of concept for the model,
we first imagine a hexagonal array of wires suspended in free space and isotropically illuminated. Furthermore, we assume that the wire surfaces are roughened such that they act as Lambertian scatterers. In other words, the brightness of the wire surfaces will be equal regardless of the angle of observation [26]. This fully randomizes the light inside the wires in the limit of low absorption, just as the roughened surfaces of planar solar cells do. The randomization of light within the wires serves to trap the light inside by total internal reflection.

With these assumptions in mind, we find the governing equation by simply balancing the inflows and outflows of light within a single wire.

\[ I_{\text{inc}} 2A_{\text{end}} \bar{T}_{\text{end}} + I_{\text{inc}} A_{\text{sides}} \bar{F} = \frac{I_{\text{int}} 2A_{\text{end}} \bar{T}_{\text{end}}}{n^2} + \frac{I_{\text{int}} A_{\text{sides}} \bar{L}}{n^2} \]  

(2.1)

Above, \( I_{\text{inc}} \) is the intensity of the incident radiation, \( I_{\text{int}} \) is the intensity of light within the wires, \( A_{\text{sides}} \) is the area of the wires sides, \( A_{\text{end}} \) is the area of one wire end, and \( n \) is the index of refraction of the wire. In addition, \( \bar{T}_{\text{end}} \) is the average transmission factor through the end, \( \bar{L} \) is light from the sides which escapes the array, and \( \bar{F} \) is the incident light which enters through the sides.

The terms on the left hand side represent the energy entering the wire array, with the two terms representing the incident light which enters through the side and tops of the wire, respectively. For the top of the wire, the calculation is quite simple because there is no shadowing or multiple scattering, assuming that the wires are all the same height. Thus, we need only average transmission into the top over the incident angles to find \( \bar{T}_{\text{end}} \). For light entering through the sides, we take into account transmission into the wire in addition to shadowing and multiple scattering. Thus, for a given incident angle, we determine \( \bar{F} \), which gives the fraction of light transmitted through the sides, averaged over the angles of the incident radiation.

On the right hand side, we have the energy outflows. Once again, the outflows from the top are quite simple, as all light that leaves the top is lost to the array. The factor of \( 1/n^2 \) is due to total internal reflection of the randomized light inside the wire, as Yablonovitch previously demonstrated for ergodic structures [7]. Due to the
isotropic incident radiation, the averaged transmission factor $T_{\text{end}}$ is the same for incident and escaping light. For losses through the sides, much of the emitted light will be transmitted into other wires, and not lost from the array. Thus, an average loss factor, $\bar{L}$, is found, which gives the side losses that are not transmitted into other wires.

We rearrange the above equation to find the degree of light-trapping, or $I_{\text{int}}/I_{\text{inc}}$.

$$\frac{I_{\text{int}}}{I_{\text{inc}}} = \frac{n^2(2A_{\text{end}}\bar{T}_{\text{end}} + A_{\text{sides}}\bar{F})}{2A_{\text{end}}\bar{T}_{\text{end}} + A_{\text{sides}}\bar{L}}$$ (2.2)

Note that in the limit where the area of the sides goes to zero, the light trapping factor is $n^2$, which reproduces the ergodic limit for a planar textured sheet that is isotropically illuminated, as we expect. If $\bar{F}$ is larger than $\bar{L}$, the light trapping in this structure could exceed the ergodic limit. This seems unlikely, however, as time-reversal invariance would suggest that $\bar{L} = \bar{F}$ because each path into the array must also be an equally efficient path out of the array. Furthermore, from a thermodynamics perspective, we expect that the light trapping in this structure should be exactly $n^2$. This is because the equipartition theorem states that all the states or modes should be equally occupied in thermodynamic equilibrium, and the density of states within the wires is $n^3$ the of states in free space. (When calculating the intensity, it is necessary to multiply by the group velocity which goes as $1/n$, such that the intensity is increased by $n^2$ [7].) Thus, this case will allow us to assess the accuracy of the model and the assumptions necessary to simplify the calculation.

Averaging over all solid angles, with an appropriate intensity weighting, gives $\bar{T}_{\text{end}}$:

$$\bar{T}_{\text{end}} = \frac{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} T(\phi) \cos(\phi) \sin(\phi) \, d\phi \, d\theta}{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} \cos(\phi) \sin(\phi) \, d\phi \, d\theta} = \frac{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} T_n \cos^2(\phi) \sin(\phi) \, d\phi \, d\theta}{\int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi/2} \cos(\phi) \sin(\phi) \, d\phi \, d\theta} = \frac{2}{3} T_n$$ (2.3)

where $\phi$ is the angle of incidence and $T_n$ is the transmission factor at normal incidence, and where we have used the transmission factor associated with a Lambertian surface ($T_n \cos(\phi)$) [26].
Figure 2.1. a) Schematic of the wire array for isotropic illumination. The blue wires illustrate how light escaping from the side of a wire impinges on a neighboring wire a given distance away. The orange wires illustrate how the sides of the wires are shadowed by neighboring wires for a given distance and angle of incidence. b) A top-down view of the wire array illustrates the radial escape approximation. The arrows show the directions of light escape being considered, and the yellow areas give the in-plane angle subtended by the neighboring wires, with the distinct shades indicating neighboring wires at two distinct distances. The wires farther away will have greater loss associated than the closer wires.
2.2.2 Evaluation of Side Losses with a Radial Escape Approximation

To calculate $\bar{L}$, we determine the fraction of light, $g$, escaping from the sides of a given wire that impinges on neighboring wires. Then we determine the transmission into those neighboring wires and the effect of multiple scattering from neighboring wires. To find $g$, we invoke a radial escape approximation where we treat each wire as if it were a line extending upward from the plane of the array. This approximation will be more accurate for low filling fraction arrays, because greater distance between the wires means that neighboring wires will more closely approximate line sources. The radial escape approximation serves to significantly simplify the treatment of the in-plane shadowing. With this assumption, we only need to calculate the portion of the in-plane angle that is subtended by wires at a given distance, and the losses associated with each distance in order to find $g$. As Figure 2.1b illustrates, the in-plane angle subtended by neighboring wires at a given distance is calculated geometrically.

The fraction of light that impinges on a wire a given distance away, $f(h)$, is easily calculated from geometrical arguments and the properties of Lambertian surfaces, as Figure 2.1a illustrates. To simplify the calculation we ignore the increase in wire to wire distance as the wires curve away from each other. As before, this approximation will be more accurate for lower filling fractions, where the wires are farther apart and this effect will be smaller.

$$f(h) = \frac{\int_{-\theta_B}^{\theta_T} \cos(\theta) d\theta}{\int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos(\theta) d\theta} = \frac{\sin(\theta_T) + \sin(\theta_B)}{2}$$

To find $g(d)$, we integrate $f(h)$ over the height of the wire and normalize.

$$g(d) = \frac{\int_0^l \sin(\theta_T) + \sin(\theta_B) dh}{2l} = \frac{\sqrt{l^2 + d^2} - d}{l}$$

Then $g$ is an average of $g(d)$ weighted by the angles subtended at each distance.

Naturally, not all of the light which strikes a neighboring wire will be transmitted into the wire. As before, we calculate a transmission factor as a function of distance,
\( T_{\text{int}}(d) \), and take a weighted average to find the overall internal transmission factor, \( T_{\text{int}} \). Here, however, we must account for the curvature of the wire because this significantly affects the angle the transmitted light makes with the wire surface. Assuming equal brightness for the allowed in-plane and out-of-plane angles, the expression for \( T_{\text{int}}(d) \) is:

\[
T_{\text{int}}(d) = \frac{\int_{0}^{l} \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} \int_{\alpha_1}^{\alpha_2} T_n \cos^2(\phi) d\alpha d\theta dl}{\int_{0}^{l} \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} \int_{\alpha_1}^{\alpha_2} \cos(\phi) d\alpha d\theta dl} \tag{2.6}
\]

where the \( \theta \)'s give the bounds of the out-of-plane angles, the \( \alpha \)'s the bounds of the in-plane angles, and \( \phi \) is the overall angle made with the wire.

To find \( \bar{L} \) we sum the losses in each pass through the wire array. For the first pass through the wire array, \( 1 - g \) of light which left the wire side is lost, because it does not impinge on any of the other wires, and escapes. This is multiplied by \( T_{\text{end}} \) because the light must leave the side of the wire before it can escape the array. On the second pass, the losses, \( L_2 \), are as follows:

\[
L_2 = \bar{T}_{\text{end}}g(1 - T_{\text{int}})(1 - g) \tag{2.7}
\]

This assumes that the reflected light has a uniform height distribution. In reality, more of the light emitted from the sides of the wires will impinge on the middle of the neighboring wire than either end, owing to the Lambertian distribution of light from the emitting wire. Thus, this assumption will overestimate the losses on succeeding passes through the array, but greatly reduces the computational intensity of the calculation by allowing for a generalization of the losses on the \( i \)th pass through the array as:

\[
L_i = \bar{T}_{\text{end}}(g(1 - T_{\text{int}}))^{i-1}(1 - g) \tag{2.8}
\]

This can easily be summed to give \( \bar{L} \).

\[
\bar{L} = \bar{T}_{\text{end}}(1 - g) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (g(1 - T_{\text{int}}))^n = \frac{1 - g}{1 - g(1 - T_{\text{int}})} \tag{2.9}
\]
2.2.3 Evaluating Side Absorption: Shadowing

In calculating $\bar{F}$, the main additional phenomenon we must address is shadowing. As Figure 2.1a illustrates, the shadowing fraction, $u$, as a function of wire to wire distance and angle of incidence is:

$$u(d, \beta) = \frac{l - s}{l} = \frac{d \cot(\beta)}{l} \quad (2.10)$$

We then take a weighted average over the angle subtended at each distance to find $u(\beta)$, and also find the transmission factor for the incoming light as a function of $\beta$ by averaging over all in-plane angles $\alpha$.

$$T_0(\beta) = \frac{\int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} T_n \cos^2(\phi) d\alpha}{\int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos(\phi) d\alpha} \quad (2.11)$$

As before, $\phi$ is the overall angle the incoming ray makes with the wire, which will depend on both $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Finally, we modify the multiple scattering model because light will only be reflected off the unshadowed portion of the wire, which will vary as a function of $\beta$. For the losses on the first pass through the array:

$$L_1(\beta) = u(\beta)(1 - T_0(\beta))(1 - g_1(\beta)) \quad (2.12)$$

For $i > 1$,

$$L_i(\beta) = (1 - g)u(\beta)(1 - T_0(\beta))g_1(\beta)(1 - T_1(\beta))[g(1 - T_{int})]^{i-2} \quad (2.13)$$

where $L_i$ gives the losses on the $i$th bounce, as before, and $T_1$ and $g_1$ give the transmission and impingement factors associated with the light reflected from the unshadowed portion of the wires. Summing to find the total losses:

$$L_t(\beta) = u(\beta)(1 - T_0(\beta)) \left(1 - g_1(\beta) + \frac{(1 - g)g_1(\beta)(1 - T_1(\beta))}{1 - g(1 - T_{int})}\right) \quad (2.14)$$
Thus, for a given angle, $\beta$, the amount of light which is transmitted into the wires, $F(\beta)$, accounting for multiple scattering and shadowing is:

$$F(\beta) = u(\beta) - L_t(\beta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Averaging over all the angles of incidence gives $\bar{F}$.

$$\bar{F} = \frac{\int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} F(\beta) \sin^2(\beta) d\beta d\eta}{\int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} \sin^2(\beta) d\beta d\eta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

Above, $\eta$ is the polar angle, $\sin(\beta)d\beta d\eta$ is the differential solid angle, and the additional factor of sine gives the change in intensity with angle of incidence.

### 2.3 Results for Wire Array Intensity Enhancement under Isotropic Illumination

Inserting the expressions found above into Equation 2.2, we calculate the light trapping factor across a range of areal filling fractions, the fraction of the array covered by wires, for various wire aspect ratios. The results are given in Figure 2.2 and are indicated by the curves labeled “no back reflector”. For very large filling fractions we approach the ergodic limit, because the terms involving the wire sides become very small. We also reproduce the ergodic limit for very low filling fractions, where the radial escape approximation will be most accurate.\(^1\) In between the results fall below the ergodic limit, likely because the side loss factor, $\bar{L}$, is overestimated in the radial escape approximation. Because we expect thermodynamically that the result should be $n^2$, this suggests that our approximations are reasonable, especially for low filling fractions, which are more likely to be of experimental interest. We also note that our

\(^1\)Our model very slightly exceeds the ergodic limit across all aspect ratios for the smallest filling fraction. This is observed across aspect ratios, with no trend with increasing aspect ratios. The maximum amount by which the ergodic limit is exceeded is approximately 1% and is likely due to small inaccuracies in the model.
Figure 2.2. The variation of the light trapping factor, as a multiple of $n^2$, as a function of areal filling fraction, for various aspect ratios (height/radius). $n=3.53$. Because we assume a cylindrical wire geometry, the maximum attainable packing fraction is approximately 90%, which corresponds to the sides of the wires touching each other. The minimum filling fraction shown is 0.1%. Both cases approach their respective ergodic limits (denoted by gray dashed lines) for large filling fractions. The no back reflector case is also very close to the ergodic limit for very small filling fractions where the radial escape approximation is accurate. Parts a and b show the same data plotted against a linear and log scale.
results are closer to the ergodic limit for smaller aspect ratios. This is likely because the terms involving the wire sides are relatively smaller, and thus inaccuracies in those terms, such as overestimating $\bar{L}$, will have less impact. Thus, our approach reasonably approximates the result we expect from thermodynamics, and the inaccuracies introduced by the radial escape approximation are well understood.

2.4 Modeling Wire Array Intensity Enhancement with a Lambertian Back Reflector

2.4.1 Governing Equation: Back Reflector Model

We now investigate the effect of having a Lambertian back reflector with isotropic illumination in the upper half-sphere. In this case, no light will enter or escape through the bottom ends of the wires, which are covered by the back-reflector, and light that strikes the reflector will be scattered. In the planar case, the ergodic light trapping limit for such a geometry is $2n^2$, owing to the back reflector. Additionally, it seems that this geometry would give optimal scattering, as can be understood by basic physical arguments. Experimentally, it has been found that placing scatterers within the wire array can, in combination with a back-reflector, improve the performance of the array [8, 14]. This is because scatterers prevent light which is at normal or nearly normal incidence from going between the wires and bouncing off a planar back-reflector and out of the array. Imagine that we could place scatterers at any height level within the wire array. The light that scatters upward from the scatterers near the bottom of the array will be more likely to impinge on a wire, as Figure 2.3 shows. For optimal scattering, then, the scatterers should be placed at the bottom of the array. Since a Lambertian back reflector is similar to placing scatterers on a planar back reflector, this geometry allows us to investigate an optimal scattering regime as well as providing an interesting comparison to the planar case.

The governing equation for this case once again relies on detailed balance, as
Figure 2.3. A schematic of the Lambertian back reflector case. The green wires show the effects of scatterers placed at different heights within the array. Note that for the lower scatterer light from a much smaller range of angles is able to escape. The purple wires illustrate the light which bounces off the reflector at a given point \( r \) that escapes between the surrounding wires. Between the red wires the shadowing of the reflector for incident light at a given angle and wires at a given distance is shown.
shown below.

\[ I_{\text{inc}}A_{\text{end}}T_{\text{end}} + I_{\text{inc}}A_{\text{sides}}F' + I_{\text{inc}}A_{\text{refl}}R' = \frac{I_{\text{int}}A_{\text{end}}T_{\text{end}}}{2n^2} + \frac{I_{\text{int}}A_{\text{sides}}L'}{2n^2} \]  

(2.17)

The terms on the left give the light entering a wire, and the terms on the right give the amount of light escaping. Note that a factor of $1/2n^2$ replaces the $1/n^2$ factor because the back reflector doubles the intensity of the light within the wires [7]. In addition, $L$ and $F$ are replaced with $L'$ and $F'$, indicating that we need to account for the Lambertian back reflector when calculating them. Finally, we note that there is a term accounting for the light that initially falls between the wires and strikes the reflector. $R'$ gives the fraction of the light which initially strikes the back reflector that subsequently enters a wire, accounting for shadowing and multiple scattering. With a one wire unit cell, $A_{\text{refl}}$, is simply the reflector area associated with a single wire. As before, we rearrange the above equation to find the relative intensities inside and outside the wire.

\[ \frac{I_{\text{int}}}{I_{\text{inc}}} = \frac{2n^2(A_{\text{end}}T_{\text{end}} + A_{\text{sides}}F' + A_{\text{refl}}R')}{A_{\text{end}}T_{\text{end}} + A_{\text{sides}}L'} \]  

(2.18)

Once again, in the limit of zero side area, the light trapping reduces to the planar ergodic limit of $2n^2$, as expected.

### 2.4.2 Evaluating Side Loss with Reflector Scattering

To find the appropriate expressions for $L'$ we note that $g$ and $T_{\text{int}}$ will both be modified by the back reflector. Therefore, using the modified values of these, $g'$ and $T_{\text{int}}'$, in our previous multiple scattering model gives $L'$. To find $g'$, we tally the light lost. Half of the losses from the non-reflector case remain, corresponding to the light that escapes from the top. The other half of the non-reflector losses are multiplied by the losses associated with light bouncing off the reflector and not striking a wire, $L_{\text{refl}}$.

\[ 1 - g' = (1 - g)/2 + (1 - g)/2 * L_{\text{refl}} \]  

(2.19)
As Figure 2.3 illustrates, we consider two wires a distance \( d \) apart, and of height \( l \), with the light being reflected from a point \( r \) on the reflector. The fraction of light which escapes at a given location on the reflector will be

\[
L(r) = \frac{\int_{-\theta_B}^{\theta_T} \cos(\theta) d\theta}{\int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos(\theta) d\theta} = \frac{\sin(\tan^{-1}(r/l)) + \sin(\tan^{-1}((d - r)/l))}{2} = \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 + l^2}} + \frac{d - r}{\sqrt{(d-r)^2 + l^2}} \tag{2.20}
\]

Summing the light coming from all points along the two neighboring wires and accounting for the Lambertian nature of the wire surfaces, we find the intensity of light at point \( r \):

\[
I(r) = \int_0^l \cos(\eta_1) dh + \int_0^l \cos(\eta_2) dh = \int_0^l \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 + h^2}} dh + \int_0^l \frac{d - r}{\sqrt{(d-r)^2 + h^2}} dh \tag{2.21}
\]

where \( \eta_1 \) is the angle to the horizontal made by a ray escaping the wire at a height \( h \) to strike the reflector at a point \( r \), and \( \eta_2 \) is the same quantity for the other wire. Averaging over all the points between the two wires with the appropriate intensity weighting gives:

\[
L_{refl}(d) = \frac{\int_0^d I(r) \left[ \frac{r}{\sqrt{r^2 + l^2}} + \frac{d - r}{\sqrt{(d-r)^2 + l^2}} \right] dr}{2 \int_0^d I(r) dr} \tag{2.22}
\]

\( L_{refl}(d) \) is inserted into Equation 2.19 to find \( g'(d) \). We then take a weighted average of \( g'(d) \) with respect to the angle subtended at each distance to find \( g' \).

To find \( T_{int}' \) we note that light which impinges without striking the back reflector has a transmission factor which remains unchanged from the non-reflector case. Thus, once the transmission factor for light which bounces off the back reflector is calculated, these two transmission factors can be appropriately weighted together to give an overall transmission factor.

The approach to finding the transmission factor for light that has bounced off the back reflector is similar the the approach for finding the transmission factor for incident side light. Thus, we take \( T_0(\beta) \) (see Equation 2.11), and weight it by the cosine dependence associated with the back reflector. Finally, we average over the
position along the reflector with a weighting to account for the varying intensity, as shown below.

\[
T_{\text{refl}}(d) = \frac{\int_0^d I(r) \left( \int_{\theta_1}^{\pi/2} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} T_n \cos(\theta) \cos^2(\phi) d\alpha d\theta + \int_{\theta_B}^{\pi/2} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} T_n \cos(\theta) \cos^2(\phi) d\alpha d\theta \right) dr}{\int_0^d I(r) \left( \int_{\theta_1}^{\pi/2} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos(\theta) \cos(\phi) d\alpha d\theta + \int_{\theta_B}^{\pi/2} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos(\theta) \cos(\phi) d\alpha d\theta \right) dr}
\]

(2.23)

Since \( g' - g \) is the additional light impingement which results from light which has struck the back reflector, we find:

\[
T_{\text{int}}'(d) = \frac{g(d)T_{\text{int}}(d) + (g'(d) - g(d))T_{\text{refl}}(d)}{g'}
\]

(2.24)

Then the overall \( T_{\text{int}}' \) is a weighted average with the in-plane angles subtended at each distance. Finally, \( g' \) and \( T_{\text{int}}' \) are used in place of their unprimed counterparts in the multiple scattering model (see Equation 2.9) to find \( \bar{L}' \).

### 2.4.3 Evaluating Side Absorption with Reflector Scattering

To find \( \bar{F}' \) we insert \( g' \) and \( T_{\text{int}}' \) in the multiple scattering model in place of their unprimed counterparts. However, as Equation 2.14 shows, we also need to find \( T_1' \) and \( g_1' \). To find \( g_1' \) we estimate the impact of the reflector, \( R \), using the following expression:

\[
R = (1 - g_1(d)) - (1 - g(d))/2
\]

(2.25)

This estimates the amount of light that would be lost, but instead strikes the reflector. Because the top part will always be shadowed last, we assume the losses from the top are constant and equal \( (1 - g(d))/2 \). Thus, everything else will strike the reflector, and we use our previous result for \( L_{\text{refl}} \) to find the total losses, \( 1 - g_1'(d) \).

\[
1 - g_1'(d) = R \ast L_{\text{refl}} + (1 - g(d))/2
\]

(2.26)
This allows us to modify the transmission factor:

\[ T_1'(d) = \frac{T_1(d)g_1(d) + T_{refl}(d)(g_1'(d) - g_1(d))}{g_1'(d)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

Inserting all the primed quantities for their unprimed counterparts in the equation for \( F \) and dividing by two to account for the hemispherical illumination gives \( F' \). Obviously, the shadowing fraction, \( u \), and the transmission factor prior to any reflection, \( T_0 \), are unchanged by the presence of the reflector since the sun is directly striking the wire.

To find \( R' \), we first determine the shadowing of the reflector as a function of wire to wire distance and angle of incidence. From Figure 2.3, the shadowed fraction of the reflector \( u(d, \beta) \) is:

\[ u(d, \beta) = \frac{d - l \tan(\beta)}{d} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

Taking a weighted average with respect to angle subtended at a given distance gives \( u(\beta) \). We average over all \( \beta \)'s, including the differential solid angle and a weighting for intensity, to find \( u \).

\[ u = \frac{\int_0^{\pi/2} u(\beta) \sin(\beta) \cos(\beta) d\beta}{\int_0^{\pi/2} \sin(\beta) \cos(\beta) d\beta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

Next we develop a multiple scattering model. The losses from light that doesn’t hit a wire after the initial reflection is \( L_{inc} \), which we find by averaging \( L(r) \) over the unshadowed portion of the reflector at each distance, with appropriate weighting for shadowing and the angle subtended at each distance. \( T_{inc} \), the transmission of light after initial reflection, is found in an exactly analogous manner. \((1 - L_{inc})(1 - T_{inc})\) is reflected back into the array after bouncing once off the wire. From the previous result, \((1 - g')/(1 - g'(1 - T_{inc}'))\) of this light will be lost. Thus, the total losses for light that initially strikes the reflector are:

\[ L_{tot} = L_{inc} + (1 - L_{inc})(1 - T_{inc}) \frac{1 - g'}{1 - g'(1 - T_{inc}')} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)
Then,

\[ \bar{R}' = (1 - L_{tot})u \]  

(2.31)

To find \( \bar{R}' \), we have approximated the shadowing of the reflector using the closest distance between two wires, leading to an overestimation of the shadowing impact, which should be larger for high filling fractions. This is consistent with our use of the closest distance between two wires for wire to wire shadowing and losses.

2.5 Results for Wire Array Intensity Enhancement with a Lambertian Back Reflector

Inserting the terms derived above into Equation 2.18, we find the light trapping factor, which is plotted as a function of filling fraction in Figure 2.2 by the curves labeled “Lambertian back reflector”. The results closely approach the relevant ergodic limit of \( 2n^2 \) for large filling fractions as the terms involving the wire sides and the reflector become very small. As in the no back reflector case, the light trapping factor falls below the ergodic limit as the filling fraction is decreased from the maximum. It seems likely that, as before, the overestimation of \( L \) in the radial escape approximation for these filling fractions is at least partially responsible for the decrease. This is supported by the trend in aspect ratios, which is similar to that for the no back reflector case.

Interestingly, we see that for small filling fractions, the light trapping increases asymptotically, significantly exceeding the ergodic limit, in contrast to the no back reflector case. As we previously noted, our approximations improve with decreasing filling fractions. Thus, there is no reason to suspect that surpassing the ergodic limit is an artifact of the modeling assumptions. Furthermore, we can understand the observed asymptotic increase physically by considering the limit of small filling fraction. For very small filling fractions, the side loss factor, \( \bar{L}' \), and the side transmission factor, \( \bar{F}' \), are nearly constant, as they have nearly reached their maxima. In addition, the radius is rapidly approaching zero. Thus, all the terms in Equation 2.18, with the
exception of the back reflector term, are decreasing as the square of the radius. However, the reflector area remains nearly constant with decreasing filling fraction, as the array is already almost entirely reflector. Thus, if \( \bar{R}' \) is decreasing less quickly than the radius squared, we should see asymptotic increase. In fact, fitting the asymptotic regions of each of the curves, we find that the curves are increasing as \( r^{-p} \), where \( p \) has values between 0.33 and 0.37. Figure 2.4 uses the fit in the calculation of the power to give a sense of the goodness of the fit. The fits are quite good across all the curves, and the values of \( p \) do not trend with aspect ratio. These fits suggests that the back reflector transmission goes approximately as the radius to the 5/3 power in the low filling fraction regime, across the range of aspect ratios explored here. The variation of the onset of asymptotic behavior with aspect ratio is also consistent with this explanation, as the denominator of the light trapping factor will decrease more rapidly for shorter wires.

![Figure 2.4. The variation of power with filling fraction, for aspect ratio=50. The dotted lines use the asymptotic fits across all filling fractions, so that the goodness of fit can be evaluated. The solid lines use the model results across all filling fractions. Note that while the asymptotic increase produces increased power per volume of silicon, it does not produce increased power per unit area in the array.](image)

To explore this further, we evaluated the relative power, per unit area and per unit
volume of silicon, for an array with an aspect ratio of 50. We assume constant solar cell fill factor\(^2\) with increasing filling fraction, and assume that the short circuit current is proportional to the volume and the light trapping factor. For an axial junction, the open circuit voltage is proportional to \(\ln(J_{sc}/J_0)\), where \(J_{sc}\) is the short circuit current density and \(J_0\) is the saturation current. We assume that for a light trapping factor of \(2n^2\) the short circuit current density is 30 mA/cm\(^2\) and the saturation current density is \(10^{-12}\) A/cm\(^2\). As Figure 2.4 illustrates, while the asymptotic increase does produce an increase in power per unit volume of silicon, as we expect, it does not produce an increase in the power per unit area. This is because the reduced volume of silicon per unit area leads to a reduced short circuit current, which is not overcome by the relatively small increase in open circuit voltage. Thus, in some sense, the Lambertian back reflector is acting as a concentrator, leading to increased power per unit volume of silicon at the cost of power per unit area.

2.6 Comparison of Model with Experimental Data

2.6.1 Including Absorption in Ray Optics Model

Absorption measurements have been reported as a function of angle of incidence and wavelength for VLS-grown microwire arrays [8]. We therefore calculate the absorption for such an array in the ray optics limit. This will give us insight as to the importance of wave optic effects, and will allow us to determine the accuracy of the model for arrays at various scales. We consider an array embedded in PDMS, with a quartz slide underneath it. This very similar to the non-reflector case, except for the fact that we have PDMS/quartz (n=1.4) instead of free space. In addition, we include an absorption term in the governing equation. As Yablonovitch has shown, this term should be equal to \(2\alpha V I_{int}\), where \(\alpha\) is the absorption coefficient, and \(V\) is the volume

\(^2\)This should not be confused with the areal filling fraction of the wire array. As mentioned previously, in solar cells the power can be calculated by multiplying the short circuit current, the open circuit voltage, and the fill factor, where the fill factor accounts for the fact that the current-voltage curve is not square in the power-producing region.
where the absorption is occurring [7].

Thus, the governing equation for a given angle of incidence $\theta$, is:

$$A'_{\text{sides}} I_{\text{max}} \sin(\theta) F(\theta) + 2A_{\text{end}} I_{\text{max}} \cos(\theta) T(\theta) = 2\alpha V I_{\text{int}} + \frac{2A_{\text{end}} I_{\text{end}} I_{\text{int}}}{n^2} + \frac{A_{\text{sides}} \bar{I} I_{\text{int}}}{n^2}$$

(2.32)

where $I_{\text{max}}$ is the intensity of the incident light at normal incidence, and the factors of $\sin(\theta)$ and $\cos(\theta)$, account for the decreased intensity at non-normal incidence. Note that for the light entering through the sides we have $A'_{\text{sides}}$ instead a $A_{\text{sides}}$, to denote that we need to account for decreased intensity as the wire turns away from the in-plane direction from which the light enters. Rearranging to find $I_{\text{int}}$ gives:

$$I_{\text{int}} = \frac{A'_{\text{sides}} I_{\text{max}} \sin(\theta) F(\theta) + 2A_{\text{end}} I_{\text{max}} \cos(\theta) T(\theta)}{2\alpha V + \frac{2A_{\text{end}} I_{\text{end}}}{n^2} + \frac{A_{\text{sides}} L}{n^2}}$$

(2.33)

The fraction of light absorbed, $A$, is:

$$A = \frac{2\alpha V I_{\text{int}}}{A_{\text{tot}} I_{\text{max}} \cos(\theta)} = \frac{2\alpha V (A'_{\text{sides}} F(\theta) \tan(\theta) + 2A_{\text{end}} T(\theta))}{A_{\text{tot}}(2\alpha V + \frac{2A_{\text{end}} I_{\text{end}}}{n^2} + \frac{A_{\text{sides}} L}{n^2})}$$

(2.34)

where $A_{\text{tot}}$ is the total area of one unit cell. With the exception of $A'_{\text{sides}}$, these terms follow directly from our previous work. However, between various in plane angles, the amount of shadowing will vary. Previously, to find $\bar{F}$ we averaged this over all the in-plane angles. Experimentally, though, the light will only come from one in-plane direction, which in this case was aligned in the direction of maximal shadowing. In addition, to account for a non-free space medium, all the factors of $1/n^2$ are replaced with $n_1^2/n_2^2$, where $n_1$ is the index of the embedding medium and $n_2$ is the index of the wires, due to the relative density of modes between the two media.

### 2.6.2 Experimental Methods

To find the experimental absorption data, arrays of silicon microwires were grown by the VLS mechanism from SiCl$_4$ precursors as reported previously [27]. The geometry of the arrays was defined by the photolithographic mask used to pattern the VLS
catalyst islands. Wires with a radius of 1 µm were grown from a hexagonally packed mask with 3 µm diameter holes with a center to center spacing of 9 µm. Larger wires with a radius of approximately 4 µm were grown from a hexagonally packed mask with 15 µm diameter holes and 30 µm center to center spacing.

After growth, the metal VLS catalyst was removed from the wires and the height and diameter of the wires were measured using scanning electron microscopy. The wires were embedded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard) as reported previously [27]. The PDMS was dropcast onto the wires and spun at 3000 rpm, and then cured at 120 °C for 30 minutes. Wires were removed from the substrate by scraping the PDMS film with a razor blade. Integrated reflection and transmission measurements were performed with a custom-built 4 inch integrating sphere apparatus using a Fianium supercontinuum laser illumination source and a 0.25 m monochromator [8]. The absorption of each sample was determined from the wavelength and angle resolved transmission and reflection measurements [13].

We then input structural parameters, as determined by SEM, from these measured arrays into the model developed above. The PDMS embedding material was included in the model, but the PDMS/air interface was neglected. (The PDMS/air interface gives about 3% reflection.) For each angle of incidence and wavelength we found the various absorption and loss terms, using wavelength specific $n$ and $\alpha$ data. For wires with an approximately 1 µm radius, results are given in Figure 2.5a and b. We also compare to wires with a radius of approximately 4 µm and a similar aspect ratio, which should be closer to the ray optics limit. The results are shown in 2.5c and d.

2.6.3 Comparison of Model and Experiment: The Importance of Wave Optical Effects

We found that the results for the larger wires are much more similar to the experimental data, though there is still significant disagreement. This suggests that there are significant wave optics effects in the 1 µm radius case, which become less significant for the 4 µm array. For example, if we examine the maximal absorption at near normal
Figure 2.5. a) The outlined surface gives the model output for wires with a 4.9% filling fraction, a 1 $\mu$m radius, and a height of 44 $\mu$m. The upper surface is the experimental result for such an array. b) The solid lines show the experimental data for various wavelengths, and the dotted lines show the model output. Note that even for the low absorbing 1000 nm curves, the model significantly underpredicts the absorption. c) The outlined surface gives the model output for wires with a 7.3% filling fraction, a 4 $\mu$m radius, and a height of 160 $\mu$m. The other surface is the experimental result for such an array. d) As before, the solid lines show the experimental data and the dotted lines show the model output. Note the reasonable agreement, especially at 1000nm.
incidence, we see that the model produces values similar to the filling fractions, and the 4µm array gives a value fairly close to the filling fraction, with 11% absorption for a 7% filling fraction. However, for the 1µm array we see 23% absorption for a 5% filling fraction, suggesting a significant wave optic effect in this regime. In fact, it is well known that particles on the order of the wavelength of light can have scattering and absorption cross sections considerably larger than their physical size, whereas in ray optics the cross section corresponds to the physical size [28]. It seems likely that this effect is causing the enhanced absorption observed in the smaller wires.

Despite the reasonable agreement for angles of incidence relatively near normal, the ray optics model fails to capture the strong increase in absorption observed with large angles of incidence for wavelengths where the absorption is strong. However, our model assumes that the light is fully randomized before any significant absorption takes place, which will not occur in strongly absorbing wavelength regimes. Thus, it is not surprising that our model fails to explain this behavior. As we expect, the agreement is improved for wavelengths where the absorption is low and this randomization condition is more accurate, as is shown in Figure 2.5d. However, even in this case, the shape of the curve is not captured particularly accurately, most likely due to differences between the experimental and modeled wires. For example, if the experimental wire surfaces were not perfectly Lambertian, but somewhat specular, the angular profile would likely be sloped across a wider range of angles, as is seen here. This is because the light which strikes the wire sides would reflect in one direction rather than be scattered in all directions, so light at near normal incidence would be less likely to enter the sides than for specular wires. Thus, our model works reasonably well in the low absorbing ray optics regime, but does not quite capture the angular dependence, perhaps due to non-Lambertian experimental wire surfaces.

2.7 Conclusions

The model developed in this paper addresses wire geometries from a ray optics perspective, assuming Lambertian surfaces and weak absorption. In the non-reflector
case, the model produces light trapping close to the ergodic limit of \( n^2 \) for filling fractions approaching zero and approaching unity. This conforms with our thermodynamic expectation and allows us to understand the accuracy of the approximations used for computational feasibility. In addition, it confirms our physical expectations about the regimes for which the approximations will be most accurate.

Applying the model to the case of a Lambertian back reflector, we observe significant intensity enhancements, including asymptotic increases for small filling fractions that significantly exceed the ergodic limit of \( 2n^2 \). Quantitatively, for a filling fraction of 0.1\%, the enhancement can exceed \( 3n^2 \), and the asymptotic increase goes approximately as \( r^{-1/3} \), where \( r \) is the wire radius. These asymptotic increases result from the reflector acting as a concentrator. Fitting these results gives insight into the asymptotic behavior of the transmission factor for light that initially strikes the reflector, which goes as approximately \( r^{5/3} \). It seems that a more sophisticated back reflector, which preferentially scattered light sideways, could allow for asymptotic behavior which would be even more dramatic, a topic that deserves further study. However, while the asymptotic increases found here do give increased power per volume of silicon, there is reduced power per unit wire array area, owing to reduced silicon volume at low filling fractions.

Finally, in comparing the model with experimental absorption data, there is agreement with experiment for large (4 \( \mu m \) radius) wires in the low absorbing regime where the model is valid. The results suggest that the very strong absorption observed in smaller wires (1 \( \mu m \) radius) may be significantly due to wave optical effects, and analysis using a wave optics formalism is required in order to understand this strong absorption. Thus, even though previous modeling has suggested that large wires could be superior from a device physics perspective, they appear to be less optimal from a light trapping perspective. This trade-off deserves further study, as do the wave optics effects observed in smaller wires.
Chapter 3

Modeling the Effects of Angle Restriction

3.1 Angle Restriction and Photon Entropy

Under direct sunlight, conventional solar cells emit light isotropically, while receiving light only from the angles spanned by the solar disk, as shown in Figure 3.1. This increase in the angular distribution of light corresponds to an increase in the photon entropy, and the inherent entropy increase reduces the solar cell efficiency [29-32]. Thus, efficiency may be increased by reducing the angular spread of emitted light.

Figure 3.1. In a conventional solar cell under direct sunlight, light is received from a narrow angular range but emitted from the cell into a wide angular range, resulting in a photon entropy increase and associated efficiency reduction. Here, the sun is illustrated at normal incidence to the solar cell, as we assume a tracking system.
from the solar power conversion system.

Figure 3.2 illustrates two possible approaches to reducing the photon entropy increase. Most commonly, concentrating solar systems partially exploit this angular photon entropy term by redirecting the solar cell light emission into a narrow angular range, as shown in Figure 3.2a. As is well known from deployed systems and experimental measurements of solar cells under concentration, this leads to efficiency increases at low to moderate concentration ratios, due to increases in the solar cell voltage. While higher concentration ratios further reduce the angular spread of emitted light and resulting photon entropy increase, they do not practically realize the further efficiency gains that would be expected. At high concentration and the resulting high current densities, increased series resistance and heating degrade the cell efficiency, so that maximum efficiencies are achieved around a few hundred suns for typical high concentration cells, rather than the approximately 46,000 suns possible at maximum solar concentration [33-35].

While concentration has been employed with significant success, the heating and series resistance losses mentioned earlier limit the possible benefits of photon entropy management. With angle restriction, as shown in Figure 3.2b, an optic is placed above the cell that allows light to enter or leave the cell only near normal incidence. Thus, light that would otherwise be emitted at oblique angles is reflected back into the cell, a process known as photon recycling [32]. Since cells with angle restriction operate with current densities similar to traditional flat plate cells, heating and series resistance do not contribute additional losses, and efficiencies above 40% are predicted in ideal systems [31, 32]. However, while concentration has been implemented in commercial systems, until recently it was thought that the benefits of angle restriction and photon recycling would not be observable in experimental solar cells, owing to non-radiative recombination [32].
Figure 3.2. a) A concentrator system takes the light emitted from all angles in a solar cell and reflects it to within a narrow range of angles. As concentration ratio increases, the emission angle from the concentrator is reduced, so to fully reduce the angle of emission, maximum concentration is required. b) We propose a design for a thin coupler which limits the emission angle without concentrating. This avoids the deleterious heating and series resistance effects observed in high concentration solar systems. Key to achieving the highest possible efficiencies with design are the thin cell and the highly reflective, light trapping back reflector shown in the schematic.
### 3.2 Enhanced Light Trapping and Photon Recycling

In a more mechanistic picture, the benefits to angle restriction are due to a narrowed escape cone. As shown in Figure 3.3, total internal reflection in a non-angle restricted cell leads to an escape cone of 16°. With angle restriction, this escape cone and the angular range of emission are both narrowed. This leads to enhancements in both light trapping and photon recycling as it is more difficult for both emitted and scattered light to escape. Enhanced light trapping occurs only in a cell with a randomizing surface. (Such cells will be referred to as “light trapping” cells, while cells without a randomizing surface will be referred to as “planar”.) Incoming light is scattered by the randomizing surface, and the narrower escape cone leads to an enhanced path length inside the cell. This modifies our previous expression...
(Equation 1.6) for the absorptivity in a light trapping cell:

\[ a(E) = \frac{\alpha(E)}{\frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{4n^2W} + \alpha(E)} \]  

where \( \theta \) is the emission angle of the solar cell \([7, 30, 36]\). Note that this expression reproduces Equation 1.6 where there is no angle restriction \((\theta = 90^\circ)\). Most importantly, angle restriction allows for full light absorption in a thinner cell.

Enhanced photon recycling occurs because radiatively emitted photons that would otherwise leave the cell are reflected back by the narrowed escape cone. Thus, radiatively emitted photons are more likely to be re-absorbed and losses from radiative recombination are reduced, leading to an increase in voltage. Note that enhanced photon recycling can occur in either a light trapping or planar geometry, as radiative emission occurs in all directions, randomizing the emitted light. However, the benefits of enhanced photon recycling will only be significant for materials where radiative recombination and emission is a major loss mechanism, like GaAs or other III-V materials. In silicon, where non-radiative processes like Auger recombination limit the voltage, enhanced photon recycling has little effect on efficiency. Instead, as enhanced light trapping allows for full absorption in a thinner cell, losses from bulk non-radiative processes are reduced, with a resulting increase in voltage and efficiency.

### 3.3 Detailed Balance Models

#### 3.3.1 Cells in the Radiative Limit

To model the effects of angle restriction, we implement a detailed balance model, originally developed by Shockley and Queisser \([29]\). In modeling angle restriction with GaAs, detailed balance allows us to account for photon recycling effects, which are not routinely included in device physics solar cell models. As in previous work, we initially assume that all recombination is radiative, known as the radiative limit \([29, 32, 36]\). While this may seem unrealistic in a real cell, experimental GaAs cells have recently come within a few percentage points of the detailed balance efficiency, and have
also achieved high external radiative efficiency\(^1\) (ERE) values, indicating that they are approaching the radiative limit \([37, 39]\). Detailed balance also assumes that each photon absorbed above the bandgap produces a single electron hole pair, which immediately thermalizes to the solar cell bandgap \([29]\). Because of the thermalization energy loss, the model balances photon number flux, rather than energy flux.

Figure 3.4. In a detailed balance model the photon flux from the sun (yellow) must equal the emitted photon flux (red) from the cell at open circuit. The population of excess carriers (electron-hole pairs) builds up within the cell until these two photon fluxes balance, defining the open circuit voltage. Figure courtesy of Carrie Hofmann.

As shown in Figure 3.4, we consider a cell in the radiative limit, so at open circuit the only route for carrier loss from the cell is via a radiatively emitted photon \([29, 32, 36]\). As the sun shines on the cell, the excess carrier concentration inside the cell increases, increasing the rate of radiatively emitted photon loss until steady state is reached and the photon fluxes balance. In steady state the carriers created from the solar photons absorbed by the cell must equal the carriers lost via radiatively

\(^1\)External radiative efficiency (ERE) is the probability that a recombination event results in a photon emitted from the cell. Internal radiative efficiency (IRE), refers to the probability of a recombination event resulting in a photon emitted within the cell. In high quality GaAs, IRE values greater than 90% are expected. However, owing to strong total internal reflection and re-absorption of internally emitted photons, recent world-record cells have ERE values in the 22.5-48% range \([37, 38]\). In the radiative limit, both IRE and ERE are 100%.
emitted photons leaving the cell:

\[
\int_{E_g}^{\infty} S(E) a(E) dE = \int_{\Omega_c}^{\infty} \int_{E_g}^{\infty} a(E) \frac{2}{h^3 c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV_{oc})/kT} - 1} dE \cos(\theta) d\Omega
\]  

(3.2)

where \(a(E)\) is the fraction of photons at energy, \(E\), absorbed by the solar cell, \(\Omega_c\) is the solid angle the cell emits into, \(S(E)\) is the solar spectrum, and \(qV_{oc}\) equals the chemical potential of the cell due to excess carrier concentration [32]. The left side is the flux of solar photons absorbed by the cell, and the right side is the flux of radiatively emitted photons leaving the cell, as given by Planck’s law with increased emission owing to the chemical potential, or voltage, of the cell. To find the net current at conditions other than open circuit, \(V_{oc}\) is replaced by an input voltage, and the radiatively emitted flux from the cell is subtracted from the solar flux to find the net current. Tracing out the current-voltage relationship in this way, we find the maximum power point and the cell efficiency, as well as \(J_{sc}\) and \(V_{oc}\) if desired. As in the original work, this assumes that carriers are collected without loss [29]. This assumption is quite accurate for GaAs, silicon, and most other well-developed inorganic solar cell materials, as solving the charge transport problem is necessary to achieving reasonable efficiencies.

Assuming that the \(V_{oc}\) does not closely approach the bandgap, we may approximate \(V_{oc}\) from Equation 3.2 as

\[
V_{oc} \approx kT \ln \left( \frac{\int_{E_g}^{\infty} S(E) a(E) dE}{\int_{\Omega_c}^{\infty} \int_{E_g}^{\infty} a(E) \frac{2}{h^3 c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV_{oc})/kT} - 1} dE \cos(\theta) d\Omega} \right) = kT \ln(J_{sc}/J_0)
\]

(3.3)

where \(J_{sc}\) is the short-circuit current and \(J_0\) is the dark current, which is solely due to radiatively emitted light under these assumptions. Thus, reducing \(\Omega_c\) with angle restriction reduces \(J_0\) and increases \(V_{oc}\). Similarly, increasing \(J_{sc}\) by operating the cell under concentrated sunlight also leads to increased \(V_{oc}\). In fact, the \(V_{oc}\) increase for an ideal cell from maximum concentration is the same as from angle restriction to the solar disk, as we expect from photon entropy arguments.
3.3.2 Accounting for Non-Radiative Losses

While the original detailed balance formulation includes only radiative emission, to model more realistic cells, non-radiative recombination and absorption in non-ideal back reflectors must be included. In the low injection limit, for n-type material, we include these losses as:

$$\int_{E_g}^{\infty} S(E) a(E) dE = \int_{E_g}^{\infty} \left[ \int_{\Omega_c} a(E) \cos(\theta) d\Omega + \pi n_r^2 a'(E) \right] \frac{2q}{h^3 c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E/qV)^/kT} - 1} dE + qW(C_n n^2 p + C_p p^2 n) + 2qSp + WqP/\tau_{SRH} \quad (3.4)$$

As before, the right hand side of the equation gives all the sources of loss from the cell. The first term includes radiative light emitted from the cell or absorbed in the back reflector, where $a(E)$ is the angle-averaged emissivity of the cell, and $a'(E)$ is the angle averaged absorption in the back reflector. $n_r$ is the index of refraction in GaAs, and is included because light only needs to be emitted into the cell, rather than air, to be absorbed in the back reflector [32, 40]. The next terms account for Auger recombination and surface recombination where $C_n$ and $C_p$ are the Auger coefficients [41], $W$ is the cell thickness, and $S$ is the surface recombination velocity. The surface recombination term is multiplied by two, to account for both the front and back surfaces of the cell, where $S$ is an average over the two surfaces. The final term accounts for bulk recombination due to Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in trap states, where $\tau_{SRH}$ is the lifetime associated with this recombination mechanism [42]. As with Auger recombination, this term is also multiplied by the cell thickness as both are bulk recombination mechanisms. $n$ and $p$, the electron and hole concentrations, are assumed to be constant across the cell and are determined from the assumed base doping, the neutrality condition, the cell voltage, and the law of mass action [43, 44].

While low injection is a reasonable assumption for GaAs, silicon cells often have lower base doping than GaAs, and often operate at or near the high injection limit. To account for this, we use the full expressions for surface and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 [42]. In addition, band gap
narrowing, free carrier absorption, and a more sophisticated Auger parameterization are included in the silicon model. These will also be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

3.4 Absorptivity in Light Trapping and Planar Cells

3.4.1 Accounting for Modal Structure

While Equation 3.1 works well for solar cells in the ray optic limit, such as silicon cells, thin GaAs cells are not in this limit, and the optical modes of the cell must be accounted for in calculating \( a(E) \). To accurately model thin cells, we follow the approach taken by Stuart and Hall [45]. This approach is similar to the ergodic limit derived in the introduction, but the guided modes and their group velocities are accounted for. First, the modal structure of the solar cell is calculated, neglecting the absorption within the cell. We assume that all radiating and guided optical modes of the cell are equally occupied by a randomizing, scattering mechanism, such as a textured back reflector or cladding layer. This scattering mechanism is unspecified, and we therefore neglect it in calculating the modal structure. The modal occupancy is calculated as a function of the light intensity entering the cell from the bulk ray optical modes outside the cell, just as in the ergodic limit [45]. To account for the limited emission angle, we reduce the density of these in- and out-coupling bulk modes, denoted as \( \rho_0 \) by a factor of \( \sin^2(\theta) \), where \( \theta \) is the emission angle.

Propagating this modification through Stuart and Hall’s analysis, we arrive at the following expression:

\[
\alpha(E) = \frac{\rho_{\text{rad}}}{\rho_{\text{tot}}} + \frac{\alpha}{W \rho_{\text{tot}} \Gamma} + \sum_m \frac{\rho_m}{W \rho_{\text{tot}} \Gamma_m} + \frac{\Gamma_m \alpha}{W \rho_{\text{tot}} \Gamma}
\]

where \( \rho \) gives the optical mode density, \( v_g \) is the group velocity, \( \alpha \) the absorption coefficient at the relevant energy, and \( \Gamma \) the confinement factor for the trapped modes. Quantities related to the trapped modes are indexed by \( m \), the radiating
modes are labelled by rad, and the in- and out-coupling modes by 0. This expression can be understood intuitively as a weighted average of the fraction of light absorbed in the trapped and radiating modes of the cell. The weighting factors give the modal density of a given optical mode as a fraction of the total modal density of the cell, and the absorption factors are the ratio of the modal absorption rate to the total modal loss rate due to absorption and light out-coupling. With angle restriction, the number of in- and out-coupling modes is reduced with decreasing angle of emission, thus increasing the absorption factors. This result reduces to the ray optical result (Equation 3.1) under limited emission angle for a thick cell, and recovers the original Stuart and Hall result for a thin cell without limited emission angle [30, 45].

3.4.2 Absorption in a Light Trapping Cell with Non-Ideal Back Reflector

To find the parasitic absorption in a light trapping cell, we include the parasitic absorption in all non-guided optical modes of the cell as an absorption coefficient:

$$\alpha' = \frac{1 - \bar{R}}{4W}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

where \(\alpha'\) is the parasitic absorption length owing to non-unity reflectivity at the back surface and \(\bar{R}\) is the angle averaged back surface reflectivity [46]. The factor of four results from path length enhancements for light traveling at all angles, as in the ergodic limit, as well as the dual pass through the cell associated with each reflection at the back reflector. This can be easily incorporated into Equation 3.1 as an additional loss mechanism:

$$a(E) = \frac{\alpha(E)}{\alpha(E) + \alpha'(E) + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{4n^2W}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Thus, along with losses due to useful absorption and light escape, parasitic absorption is an additional loss mechanism. Note that this parasitic loss reduces the useful absorption of light in the solar cell, \(a(E)\). To include free carrier absorption, as in
silicon, we simply add it as an additional parasitic loss:

$$\alpha'(E) = 1 - \frac{\tilde{R}}{4W} + \alpha_{FCA} \quad (3.8)$$

where $\alpha_{FCA}$ is the absorption coefficient for free carrier absorption.

For the cells with modal structure, the absorption rate for the non-guided or radiating modes is increased by the absorption in the back reflector. (We neglect free carrier absorption in all GaAs cells, which are the only cells where we are concerned with the modal structure.) We assume the guided modes do not suffer back reflector absorption, as they are confined to the semiconductor core by thick cladding layers. Thus, in analogy to the semiconductor absorption:

$$r_{abs}^{rad} = \alpha' L_{rad} AW \Omega_{rad} \quad (3.9)$$

where $r_{abs}^{rad}$ is the parasitic absorption rate in the radiating modes, $L_{rad}$ is the radiance in the radiative modes, and $\Omega_{rad}$ is the solid angle occupied by radiating modes. Note that with limited emission angle, all the radiating modes as defined by Stuart and Hall may not actually radiate, owing to the reduced escape cone. However, these modes have the same group velocity and absorption properties as under non-angle limited conditions. Since the calculation only considers these properties of the modes, they continue to be classified as radiating modes. In addition, all radiating modes, as originally defined, will suffer parasitic loss from the back reflector, as they are not confined to the semiconductor.

Propagating this modification through Stuart and Hall’s analysis, we find that the absorption in the semiconductor is:

$$a(E) = \frac{\rho_{rad}}{\rho_{tot}} + \frac{\alpha}{\alpha' + \frac{\sin^2(\theta) \rho_0 v_0^2}{4W \rho_{tot} v_0^2 \pi}} + \sum_{m} \frac{\rho_m}{W \rho_{tot} \Gamma_m} + \frac{\Gamma_m \alpha}{\frac{\sin^2(\theta) \rho_0 v_0^2}{4W \rho_{tot} v_0^2 \pi}} \quad (3.10)$$

Intuitively this makes sense as the parasitic absorption in the back reflector represents another loss channel for each radiating mode, and should therefore reduce the absorption factor for these modes. Furthermore, as the reflectivity of the back surface
decreases, the amount of light absorbed in the semiconductor is reduced, reducing the short circuit current. Note that for both the ray optical and modal structure case, the reduction in short circuit current is somewhat overestimated, as we have assumed that all the modes are equally occupied before any substantial absorption occurs. If the randomization occurs at the back surface only, most of the light in the blue portion of the spectrum will have been absorbed before it is randomized.

3.4.3 Parasitic Absorption of Emitted Light in a Light Trapping Cell

In addition to the reduction in short circuit current with a non-ideal back reflector, as shown above, there is a decrease in photon recycling due to parasitic absorption of radiatively emitted light in the back reflector. Thus, as in Equation 3.4, we must find an expression for $\alpha'(E)$. To do this, we use a reciprocity approach developed by Martí, where the parasitic loss of emitted light at the back surface is determined by finding the fraction of light coming through the back surface that is ultimately absorbed in the cell [32, 40]. While the expression originally developed with this approach refers to a fully absorbing back reflector and a planar cell, it can be modified to account for a partially reflective back surface. We treat all parasitic loss as an angle averaged back surface reflectivity $R_b$ defined as:

$$R_b = 1 - 4W \alpha'$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

Then, $1 - R_b$ of the light can enter “through” the back reflector, and we assume that it is immediately scattered in a light trapping cell. The absorption of the scattered light then gives the parasitic absorption of emitted light. For cells in the ray optics limit:

$$\alpha'(E) = (1 - R_b) \frac{\alpha(E)}{\alpha(E) + \alpha'(E) + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{4n^2W}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)
For cells with modal structure, the scattering also occupies guided modes:

\[ a'(E) = (1 - R_b) \left[ \frac{\rho_{\text{rad}}}{\rho_{\text{tot}}} \frac{\alpha}{\alpha' + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)\rho_{\text{rad}}}{4W\rho_{\text{tot}}\Gamma_{\text{rad}}} + \sum_m \frac{\rho_m}{W\rho_{\text{tot}}} \frac{\Gamma_m\alpha}{4W\rho_{\text{tot}}\Gamma_{\text{rad}}} + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)\rho_{\text{rad}}}{4W\rho_{\text{tot}}\Gamma_{\text{rad}}}} \right] \quad (3.13) \]

Note that in these expressions, the parasitic losses increase as the back reflectivity decreases. In addition, parasitic loss of emitted light occurs only at wavelengths where there is band to band absorption, as we expect.

### 3.4.4 Absorption in a Planar Cell

For the planar case, while the governing equation is unchanged, the absorptivities are modified based on the geometry. In addition, the absorptivity now depends on the angle of incidence, as the light is not randomized. The absorptivity in GaAs is now due to double pass absorption:

\[ a(E, \theta) = 1 - e^{-\frac{\alpha W}{\cos(\theta)}} + e^{-\frac{\alpha W}{\cos(\theta)}} R(1 - e^{-\frac{\alpha W}{\cos(\theta)}}) \quad (3.14) \]

where \( \theta \) is the angle of the light in GaAs. We assume that incoming light enters at normal incidence, and that the absorptivity for emitted light is averaged within the emission angle. Owing to the high index of refraction inside the cell, the effect of incidence angle on absorption is small. We note that neglecting the modal structure of the cell in this case is reasonable, as there is no mechanism for light in the trapped modes to access free space, and thus they do not contribute to the absorptivity.

Similarly, for parasitic absorption, the modal structure may be neglected. While radiative emission into guided modes will occur, we assume light in the guided modes will not experience parasitic absorption in the back reflector, as it will be confined by the cladding layers. Thus, we utilize a ray optical approach to calculate parasitic absorption of emitted light in these cells. As there is no scattering, for \( a'(E) \) we consider separately light within the escape cone, and light that lies outside this escape cone. We again extend Martí’s approach and imagine light entering “through” the back reflector and then passing through the cell many times, being absorbed in both
the cell and back reflector [32, 40]. The fraction of light absorbed in the back reflector is then expressed as:

$$a'(E, \theta) = \frac{(1 - R_b)(1 - e^{-2\alpha W/\cos \theta})}{1 - R_b e^{-2\alpha W/\cos \theta}}$$

(3.15)

where $R_b$ is the reflectivity of the back reflector, $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient of GaAs, and $\theta$ is the angle in GaAs. For light inside the escape cone, we use the same approach, but consider the reflectivity, $R_c$, and transmissivity, $T_c$, of the cell surface to find the back reflector absorption:

$$a'(E, \theta) = \frac{(1 - R_b)(1 - T_c e^{-\alpha W/\cos \theta} - R_c e^{-2\alpha W/\cos \theta})}{1 - R_b R_c e^{-2\alpha W/\cos \theta}}$$

(3.16)

Finally, to calculate $a'(E)$ we evaluate $a'(E, \theta)$ for all angles, and take an angle average at each energy. For our previous expressions we neglected reflections at the cell surface, as anti-reflective coatings are quite advanced. However, many of the experimental cells do not have anti-reflective coatings, so reflection at the cell surface is more significant, and is included for the analysis of these cells, as in Chapter 5. We also include realistic anti-reflective performance at the cell-glass interface in Section 4.8. For all other calculations in Chapter 4, we assume $T_c = 1$, as with an ideal anti-reflective coating. We note that similar expressions have been derived by other authors for a perfectly absorbing back reflector, and that these expressions are a straightforward extension of the same approach. Furthermore, these results reduce to the previously derived results [32, 40].
Chapter 4

Angle Restriction in GaAs Solar Cells

4.1 Motivation

In this chapter, we consider the effects of limiting the solar cell emission angle in GaAs solar cells. By limiting the solar cell emission angle, as discussed in the previous chapter, photons emitted by radiative recombination are less likely to escape from a solar cell, reducing dark current and increasing efficiency. This photon recycling effect is inherent in Shockley and Queisser’s original detailed balance analysis, but the limited emission angle case was not considered explicitly [29]. While it has been calculated that limiting emission angle could yield efficiencies exceeding 40%, more recent work analyzing this effect in a planar GaAs cell concluded that no advantage would exist for a realistic material owing to non-radiative recombination [32]. In contrast, we find that utilizing a light-trapping-rather than planar-cell geometry mitigates losses from non-radiative recombination, so significant benefits are possible with angle restriction. In fact, using the detailed balance model introduced in the last chapter, we demonstrate that efficiencies exceeding 38% are potentially achievable with limited emission angle and an ideal back reflector.

As discussed in the previous chapter, for cells with a light-trapping structure, limiting the solar cell emission angle reduces the optical escape cone and enhances the light trapping effect [7, 36]. Previously, efficiency benefits under angular restriction have been considered with silicon in a light-trapping geometry [30]. However, photon recycling benefits are minimal due to low radiative efficiency in silicon, and were not included in the model. Here we consider a light trapping GaAs cell, where photon recycling is much more prominent owing to high radiative efficiency in GaAs. Thus
while previous work has considered either light trapping or photon recycling, the thin, light trapping GaAs solar cells considered here maximize both of these effects, and we find a new regime of higher efficiencies that were not previously considered achievable for a single junction solar cell under one sun illumination [30, 32, 47]. We also illustrate that a light trapping geometry allows for thinner cells with higher efficiencies, significantly increasing the feasibility of the scheme.

While an angle restriction system, like a concentrator system, will require solar tracking, the one-sun nature of the angle restricting system avoids the deleterious heating and series resistance effects associated with high concentrations that were mentioned in the previous chapter [33-35]. Furthermore, the light trapping nature of the cells allows for cells that are 1/60th the thickness of current technology with full light absorption. Assuming that junctions and window layers can be fabricated with high quality in such a thin layer, this allows some of the materials savings associated with concentrating systems to be realized in a flat plate geometry, without the high aspect ratio optics found in traditional high concentration systems. We thus envision a flat plate tracking system with thin, light trapping GaAs cells operating efficiencies significantly higher than those achievable today.

4.2 Angle Restriction in a Light Trapping GaAs Cell: Limits to Efficiency

4.2.1 Cell in the Radiative Limit

Using the expression for the absorptivity found in the previous chapter, along with the air mass 1.5 direct solar spectrum (AM 1.5 D)\(^1\) and the optical constants of GaAs, detailed balance efficiencies were calculated for various GaAs cell thicknesses,\(^1\) This is the standard solar spectrum for terrestrial applications. In these calculations we utilize the direct, rather than global, solar spectrum, which includes only light coming directly from the sun. Scattered, diffuse solar illumination from clouds or air particulates are included in the global spectrum. However, limiting the emission angle will reduce the absorption of this diffuse light, and therefore we consider only the direct portion of the solar spectrum.
assuming silicon nitride on both sides of the cell in the modal calculation. As shown in Figure 4.1a, as the angle of emission narrows, both light trapping and photon recycling are enhanced. With narrow angle restriction, to about \(7^\circ\), cell performance is independent of cell thickness, as increased light trapping allows all the light to be absorbed within even a 50 nm thick cell, or approximately 1/60th of the material in a conventional non-angle restricted cell.

The angular accuracy of a tracker is usually expressed as a concentration, with higher concentrations corresponding to improved angular accuracy. As the angular accuracy of the tracker must be smaller than the emission angle, concentration factors which correspond to a given emission angle are marked in Figure 4.1a to illustrate the tracking accuracy required. As 1000x trackers are currently commercially available, with higher accuracies demonstrated in research systems, we see that very high single junction efficiencies are possible using existing two-axis solar tracking technology [48, 49].

### 4.2.2 Effect of Auger Recombination

While the results in Figure 4.1a are encouraging, they assume all recombination is radiative, which is unrealistic in a real material. Since GaAs can be fabricated with very high purity and excellent surface passivation via III-V capping layers, for now we consider only Auger recombination as it is the sole intrinsic, unavoidable source of non-radiative recombination [41, 46, 50-52]. As in the previous chapter, we include Auger recombination in the detailed balance equation as:

\[
\int_0^\infty S(E)a(E)dE = \int_0^\infty a(E)\frac{2}{\hbar^3c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV_{oc})/kT}} - 1 dE\cos(\theta)d\Omega + CWn_i^3e^{qV_{oc}/2kT} \tag{4.1}
\]

where \(C\) is the Auger coefficient of \(7\times10^{-30}\text{cm}^6\text{s}^{-1}\), and \(n_i\) is the intrinsic carrier concentration in GaAs [40, 41, 47]. In contrast to the expression in the previous chapter, this expression is applicable under high injection, where the carrier concentration is dominated by light generation and is proportional to \(n_i e^{qV_{oc}/2kT}\). Since we are interested in the efficiency limits with only intrinsic sources of recombination, we assume
Figure 4.1. Detailed balance efficiencies as a function of emission angle for various thickness light trapping GaAs solar cells with thick silicon nitride cladding. In panel a, all recombination is assumed to be radiative with an ideal back reflector. In panel b, Auger recombination is accounted for assuming an ideal back reflector. In panel c, the back reflector is assumed to have 98% angle-averaged reflectivity, as is typical in silver, and Auger recombination is included. The dotted lines indicate the concentration factors which have the same degree of angular restriction to illustrate the tracking difficulty.
that the cell is very lightly doped, so it will operate in high injection. High quality material with a Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime greater than 14.3 \( \mu \text{sec} \) and surface recombination velocity less than 1.75 cm/sec for a 500 nm thick cell is required for Auger recombination to be dominant at open circuit.

With increased voltage from photon recycling, Auger recombination increases relative to radiative emission. Thus, as Figure 4.1b illustrates, the effect of Auger recombination is greatest for narrow emission angles, and there is little benefit for emission angles below one degree. Interestingly, thinner cells show the best performance for small emission angle because the Auger term is minimized while enhanced light trapping allows for full absorption.

### 4.3 Ideal and Non-Ideal Back Reflectors for a Light Trapping Cell

#### 4.3.1 Effect of a Non-Ideal Back Reflector

While a nearly ideal back reflector may be achieved utilizing a dielectric stack reflector in air, a metallic back reflector is more likely to be cost effective [53]. However, an imperfect back reflector will reduce the absorbed solar flux and photon recycling via parasitic absorption of solar and radiatively emitted photons. Using expressions found in Section 3.4.2 in the previous chapter, we calculate efficiencies for a 98\% reflective rear surface, as is typical for silver, in Figure 4.1c [54]. While the benefits of limiting emission angle persist, particularly for thinner cells, the maximum achievable efficiency is significantly reduced. In contrast to the ideal reflector case, the performance of cells of all thicknesses converge for sufficiently limited angles. While these results demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme, they also indicate the importance of a highly reflective back surface, and suggest that either dielectric or metallo-dielectric back reflectors with higher reflectivity may be worth the additional cost and fabrication difficulties.
4.3.2 Dielectric Mirrors Approaching Unity Reflectivity

Given the importance of an ideal back reflector for achieving maximum efficiencies with angle restriction scheme, it is important to understand how closely an ideal omnidirectional back reflector could be approximated with a real optical structure. For this purpose we examined a chirped, multilayer dielectric mirror, similar to the Bragg stacks mentioned in Chapter 1, with an air gap separating the cell and the mirror. Such dielectric omnidirectional reflectors with light incident from air have been fabricated and experimentally validated in the visible regime, with the results closely matching calculations [53]. However, we desire a mirror with high omnidirectional reflectivity from about 400 to 870 nm, while the previous workers used ZnS, which absorbs below 590 nm.  

We therefore have performed some simple calculations to show that our wavelength requirements can be achieved with a similar approach. Rather than a ZnS/SiO$_2$ stack, we consider a mirror made from alternating layers of TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$, sacrificing index contrast for transparency in the blue. Figure 4.2 shows the results of these calculations [55]. We consider a dielectric stack with 200 TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers, with an initial thicknesses of 125 nm and 190 nm, respectively, and linear chirping to 30% of the initial thickness values. For this structure, unity reflectivity is achieved or very closely approached for all angles across the wavelength range of interest, giving an angle and wavelength averaged reflectivity of 99.999%. We also consider a thinner structure with sixty TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers, with initial thicknesses of 136 nm and 203 nm, respectively, and linear chirping to 30% of the initial thickness as before. Performance is excellent except at oblique angles, and is omnidirectional at the radiative emission wavelengths, giving an overall angle and wavelength averaged reflectivity of 99.6%. Depending on the cell thickness, such a reflector may give similar performance with less fabrication difficulty than the 200 layer stack. Thus, we find that a dielectric

\footnote{While there is solar radiation below 400 nm the external quantum efficiency in GaAs cells is low, owing to absorption in the window layer [39]. In addition, GaAs has absorption lengths less than 15 nm in this portion of the spectrum. Thus, more than 96% of the ultraviolet light is absorbed on the first pass in a 50 nm thick cell and avoids the back reflector.}
Figure 4.2. Calculated reflectivity in air as a function of incidence angle and wavelength from 400 to 870 nm. a) Reflector with 200 TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers with initial thickness of 125 nm/190 nm and linear chirping to 30% of the initial thickness. b) Reflector with 60 TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers with initial thickness of 136 nm/203 nm and linear chirping to 30% of the initial thickness.
stack with broadband omnidirectional calculated reflectivity closely approximating unity is achievable, and have also demonstrated a design that sacrifices reflectivity at oblique angles for simpler fabrication.

4.4 Comparison with a Planar Cell Geometry

Figure 4.3 gives analogous results for a planar, rather than light-trapping, cell geometry using expressions derived in Section 3.4.4 of the previous chapter. As we expect, thinner cells have low efficiencies in a planar geometry owing to poor absorption. Thus, for the Auger-limited case, significantly higher efficiencies are achievable with the light-trapping geometry. In fact, we would expect such a trend in any cell where bulk recombination processes, like Auger or Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, are dominant. However, with a metallic back reflector, the achievable efficiencies are similar in the light-trapping and planar cases, though these efficiencies are achievable in a much thinner cell with the light-trapping geometry. Thus, light trapping allows for much thinner cells in all cases, and with an excellent back reflector it allows for significantly higher overall efficiencies.

4.5 Comparison to Previous Work: The Radiative Efficiency Approach

Previously, Martí and co-workers have argued that a limited emission angle scheme would not be feasible in planar GaAs, as a ratio of non-radiative to radiative lifetime of 0.1 eliminated any benefit [32]. While a voltage dependent internal radiative efficiency is inherent in the more realistic Auger recombination model presented previously, we also consider a model which allows for explicit variation of the internal radiative efficiency. This allows for comparison with the previous work. We find that with a light-randomizing geometry even reasonable levels of non-radiative recombination are not disastrous to the scheme.

To include non-radiative recombination, we re-write the detailed balance equation
Figure 4.3. Detailed balance efficiencies as a function of maximum emission angle for various thickness planar GaAs solar cells. In panel a, all recombination is assumed to be radiative with an ideal back reflector. In panel b, Auger recombination is accounted for assuming an ideal back reflector. In panel c, the back reflector is assumed to have 98% angle-averaged reflectivity, as is typical in silver, and Auger recombination is also included. The dotted lines indicate the concentration factors which have the same degree of angular restriction to illustrate the tracking difficulty.
\[
\int_0^\infty S(E)a(E)dE = 1 + R \left[ \int_{\Omega_c} \int_0^\infty a(E) \frac{2}{h^3 c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV_{oc})/kT} - 1} dE cos(\theta) d\Omega \right] \tag{4.2}
\]

where \(R\) times the radiative emission gives the non-radiative recombination [56]. Then the external radiative efficiency, or the fraction of recombination events that result in light escaping the cell, is:

\[
\eta_{ext} = \frac{1}{1 + R} \tag{4.3}
\]

Parallel to previous analysis of light emitting diodes, we have modified an expression relating the external and internal radiative efficiency of a randomizing bulk slab with an ideal back reflector to account for narrowing of the escape cone by a factor of \(\sin^2(\theta)\) [46].

\[
\eta_{ext} = \frac{\eta_{int} \sin^2(\theta)/4n^2}{\sin^2(\theta)/4n^2 + (1 - \eta_{int})\alpha W} \tag{4.4}
\]

Considering the radiatively emitted light from a planar cell gives a parallel expression for the external radiative efficiency in this geometry:

\[
\eta_{ext} = \frac{\eta_{int}(1 - a_{int})}{1 - \eta_{int}a_{int}} \tag{4.5}
\]

where \(a_{int}\) is the probability that an internally emitted photon will be re-absorbed before it escapes the cell, which has been modified to account for a limited emission angle [57].

\[
a_{int} = 1 - \frac{(1 - e^{-2\alpha W}) \sin^2(\theta)}{4n^2\alpha W} \tag{4.6}
\]

For non-unity internal radiative efficiency, external radiative efficiency is reduced as the emission angle is limited, leading to relatively more non-radiative recombination. Also, thicker cells have lower external radiative efficiency for a given internal radiative efficiency, as we expect. In the above expressions, the fraction of the light within the escape cone under no angle restriction is approximated as \(1/4n^2\), a ray optics result. To account for modal structure in thin cells, we replace \(1/4n^2\) with half the fraction of total optical modal density from radiating, as opposed to trapped,
modes as defined by the Stuart and Hall absorptivity model presented in the previous chapter [45]. This corresponds to the escape cone in the bulk ray optics limit with the factor of one half due to escape occurring only from the top of the cell. For a closer comparison to Martí’s model, the cladding layers considered in the main manuscript are omitted in the modal calculation, and are replaced by air.

Figure 4.4. Detailed balance efficiency calculations for a textured (a) and planar (b) cell geometry with a constant internal radiative efficiency of 90%. An ideal back reflector and an air front interface are assumed. Note that for the textured case the 3 µm thick cell performs worse than the 500 nm thick cell. This is due to reduced external radiative efficiency in the 3 µm cell and nearly full light absorption in the 500 nm cell.

Figure 4.4 shows efficiency results for 90% internal radiative efficiency in the planar and light trapping cases. As noted, previous work considering non-randomizing cells
found that benefits did not persist for non-unity internal radiative efficiency, and our results are consistent with this conclusion, despite slight differences in the models [32]. However, for a given internal radiative efficiency and thickness a light trapping cell will have a larger external radiative efficiency and less non-radiative recombination than a non-randomizing cell. Thus, as in the main manuscript, there are significant efficiency benefits to angle restriction in these cells, particularly if the cells are thin. Clearly, then, a light trapping structure is key to overcoming non-radiative losses and obtaining the maximum benefit in an angle restriction strategy.

### 4.6 Radiative Efficiency in Current GaAs Cell Technology

While this chapter has suggested the significant advantages possible with angle restriction, it is unclear if current GaAs technology has sufficiently low non-radiative recombination to benefit. Recently, there has been considerable progress in increasing the world record single junction efficiencies via GaAs solar cells with high voltages, suggesting a high material quality and a good back reflector [39, 58]. While these cells are likely thick with a planar geometry and are thus unlikely to benefit significantly from angle restriction, they are an excellent example of current GaAs material quality, and external radiative efficiencies have been calculated [37]. Thus, by assuming a 2µm thick planar cell with 98% back reflectivity, we can estimate the internal radiative efficiency, and determine the feasibility of the angle restriction approach with current material quality. Using the same procedure as was used above to find \( \eta_{ext} \) for a planar cell with an ideal reflector, we find

\[
\eta_{ext} = \frac{\eta_{int} (1 - a_{tot})}{1 - \eta_{int} a_{cell}}
\]

(4.7)
where $a_{\text{tot}}$ is the total reabsorption of light in the cell and loss back reflector and $a_{\text{cell}}$ is the reabsorption of light in the cell. Then,

$$a_{\text{tot}} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{2n^2}\right) + \frac{1}{2n^2}a_{\text{tot,esc}} \quad (4.8)$$

and

$$a_{\text{cell}} = a_{\text{tot}} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{2n^2}\right) \left(1 - a_{\text{refl,trap}}\right) + \frac{1}{2n^2}a_{\text{cell,esc}} \quad (4.9)$$

where $\text{esc}$ denotes light within the escape cone, $\text{trap}$ denotes light outside the escape cone, and $a_{\text{refl}}$ denotes light absorbed in the lossy reflector. Finally, then:

$$a_{\text{tot,esc}} = \left(1 - \frac{1-e^{-\alpha L}}{\alpha L}\right) \frac{1}{2} R \left(\frac{1-e^{-\alpha L}}{\alpha L}\right) \left(1-e^{-\alpha L}\right) + \frac{1}{2} \left(1-R\right) \left(\frac{1-e^{-\alpha L}}{\alpha L}\right) \quad (4.10)$$

$$a_{\text{cell,esc}} = \left(1 - \frac{1-e^{-\alpha L}}{\alpha L}\right) + \frac{1}{2} R \left(\frac{1-e^{-\alpha L}}{\alpha L}\right) \left(1-e^{-\alpha L}\right) \quad (4.11)$$

$$a_{\text{refl,trap}} = \frac{(1-R)(1-e^{-\alpha L})(1+e^{-\alpha L})}{2 \alpha L \left(1-Re^{-2\alpha L}\right)} \quad (4.12)$$

where $R$ is the reflectivity, $L = W/\cos(\theta)$, and we average over all angles within and outside the escape cone. For an external radiative efficiency of 22.5%, as calculated by Green, we find an internal radiative efficiency of 92.6%, very similar to the 90% IFY assumed in figure 2 [37]. Thus, a thin, light trapping cell with material quality similar to current GaAs technology should show significant benefit with an angle restriction scheme, illustrating its immediate feasibility.

### 4.7 Broadband Angle Restrictor Designs

Throughout the previous analysis, we have assumed a device which facilitates light in-coupling within the specified angle without loss, while excluding all other light spanning wavelengths from the blue edge of the solar spectrum to the band edge of GaAs at 870 nm. While there has been some discussion in the literature about
possible strategies for designing such an angle restricting coupler, we are not aware of designs whose performance has been optically analyzed [30, 59]. Other than the design of an emission angle limiting coupler, our scheme relies largely on existing technologies, such as tracking and high quality GaAs cells. Thus, to complete the feasibility argument, two broadband angle restrictor designs are presented and their performance analyzed, with experimental work showing the early fabrication of one design.

Figure 4.5a,b illustrates a coupler that utilizes total internal reflection within dielectric cone-type structures based on a modified compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) shape [60]. The cone-like structures have the side curvature of a CPC, but the curvature of each portion of the side, as defined by the CPC acceptance angle, is adjusted so that the top of the cone-type object has a hexagonal cross-section, allowing for close-packing. The small bottom openings are circular, even though the tops are hexagonal. A double close-packed array of cones, separated by a perfect, broadband reflector with small holes at the cone bottoms, completes the coupler design. The broadband reflector is important for reflecting light entering at large angles back into the solar cell. Unlike a single array of these cone type structures, the double array gives uniform, near normal illumination of the cell, minimizing reflection losses and avoiding the deleterious effects of non-uniform illumination on solar cell performance. Because this coupler functions on ray optics principles, it is naturally broadband.

A thinner coupler allows for easier integration with existing systems and lower materials cost. Since this coupler is based on ray optics, it can be built on any scale much larger than the wavelength. To minimize the coupler height, we set the scale so that the reflector openings are in the ray optic limit (4µm diameter). As the maximum CPC acceptance angle decreases, narrowing the allowed emission angles, the optimal height of the cone structure increases [60]. Thus, to more strictly limit the emission angle, we must either tolerate a thicker coupler structure or truncate from the optimal CPC height.

In Figure 4.5c, we compare three designs limited to 1mm in height by using ray tracing to determine the reflectivity. For the design marked 3.7°, with the least
Figure 4.5. a,b) Dielectric coupler schematic. c) Calculated dielectric structure reflectivity for 300 nm (dashed) and 870 nm (solid) light. Labels indicate maximum emission angle that defines the sides. Observed angles are larger due to refraction in the dielectric. d,h) Detailed balance I-V curves for light trapping cells with Auger recombination and an ideal back reflector with and without (90°) angle restrictors. Legends give efficiency, cell thickness, and design angle. e,f) Schematic of metal array coupler and SEM of fabricated structure. g) Calculated reflectivity for a 98% reflective metal surface.
angular restriction, there is no truncation, while for design with maximal restriction, marked 2°, the shape is truncated to approximately 30% of its optimal height. Because of the large size of the coupler relative to the wavelengths of interest, we analyze the coupler performance using ray tracing, with silicon nitride dielectric structures. The ray tracing was performed using a home-built Matlab code that traces rays at each in-plane and out-of-plane angle, and averages rays starting at different points on the cone top and over the in-plane angles, to find the results in Figure 4.5c. The ray traces also assume ideal anti-reflection coatings and the angle restrictor-cell and angle-restrictor air interfaces. We see excellent angular cutoff, and a broadband response, as illustrated by the curves for 300 and 870 nm. For the more truncated designs, the angular cut-off is less abrupt, but begins at smaller angles.

The ray tracing results can then be incorporated into the detailed balance calculation by replacing the factors of \( \sin^2(\theta) \) in the previous calculations with angular transmission averages. Figure 4.5d shows current-voltage curves for the three different coupler designs on a 250 nm thick cell with Auger recombination and an ideal back reflector, as well as results for cells with no angularly restricting coupler. We see that the most severely truncated design performs the best, with a four absolute percent efficiency increase over a thicker cell with no coupler, and a seven absolute percent increase over a no-coupler cell of the same thickness. While there is an approximately 100 mV increase in open circuit voltage, the short circuit current only increases by about 3 mA/cm\(^2\), so there should be no significant heating or series resistance effects, as in concentrator systems. Thus, this coupler design could be used to experimentally demonstrate significantly improved performance due to limited emission angle.

In Figure 4.5e-h, we analyze a similar coupler that is easier to fabricate, and show an initial fabrication of the structure over a small area using two-photon lithography. This coupler has a single, rather than double, array and uses metal coated cups, rather than total internal reflection in a dielectric. To limit degradation in device performance, the illuminating holes at the bottoms of the cups should be within the carrier diffusion length, so the coupler must be relatively small (micron) scale while remaining ray optical. With 98% metal reflectivity and neglecting the gaps between
cups, ray tracing results coupled to the detailed balance model suggest a significant performance increase.

The fabricated structures shown in Figure 4.5 were written into IP-L resist using the Nanoscribe Photonic Professional two-photon lithography system. To prepare the sample for writing, optical coupling fluid was placed on one side of a glass slide, and IP-L placed on the other. After writing, development in 2-propanol for 20 minutes, which removes all unwritten IP-L and the optical coupling fluid, was followed by drying of the glass slide. The structures written in resist remained on the glass slide, and were then coated with about 20 nm of sputtered chromium to aid conductivity for imaging. While these devices show the feasibility of creating such a structure, two-photon lithography is not suitable for large area fabrication, and some sort of stamping procedure would be desirable. In addition, further work would be required to deposit high reflectivity metallic coatings in such high aspect ratio structures [61].

4.8 Narrowband Angle Restrictor Design

While it is clear that light trapping GaAs cells are preferable for angle restriction, world-record quality cells made currently are planar [39, 43]. This is due to the difficulty of texturing an epitaxially grown film while maintaining high material and surface quality. In fact, to make a light trapping GaAs cell adding a transparent high index light randomizing surface, such as a textured layer of titanium dioxide, silicon nitride, or gallium phosphide,\(^3\) seems the most likely approach. In a planar cell, only photon recycling may be enhanced with angle restriction, as there is no mechanism to randomize incoming light, limiting the cell to dual pass absorption. Since the emitted light of interest for photon recycling occurs over a narrow wavelength range corresponding to the cell photoluminescence (approximately 800-870 nm in GaAs),

\(^3\)While gallium phosphide is not transparent over the entire range of interest, light above the gallium phosphide bandgap may be largely absorbed on the first pass through the cell, depending on the cell thickness. Thus, gallium phosphide, with its higher refractive index, may be an attractive option for backside scattering.
only a narrowband angle restricting structure is required. Furthermore, a narrowband structure allows much of the diffuse solar

As shown in Figure 4.6b, the narrowband angle restrictor design consists of alternating high and low index with large refractive index contrast to increase the angular range of reflection [7, 62, 63]. While the design is not strictly periodic, the angular properties can be understood from the Bragg condition

$$\cos \theta = \frac{m \lambda}{2 \Gamma}$$

(4.13)

where $\theta$ is the angle of maximum reflectivity, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $\Gamma$ is the period of the multilayer, and $m$ is an integer [64]. For shorter wavelengths maximum reflectivity occurs away from normal incidence, providing angle restriction for emitted light and excellent transmission at normal incidence in both the designed and fabricated structures. In a standard Bragg stack with discrete high and low index layers, the Bragg condition is applicable and angle restriction occurs. However, such simple structures also suffer from undesirable reflections at normal incidence owing to second order ($m = 2$) reflecting bands, as well as ripple-type reflections (see Figure 5.2 in the next chapter). Modifying these structures to include gradual index variation, as shown in Figure 4.6, known as a rugate or graded index structure, eliminates these undesirable reflections, allowing $J_{sc}$ to be maintained with angle restriction.

Figure 4.6 illustrates a rugate design for angle restriction in GaAs, based on reference [65], which eliminates both the second-order reflecting band and the smaller ripple-type reflections near normal incidence [66-68]. Unlike the simple Bragg stacks discussed in the next chapter, this angle restrictor is designed to perform under glass, as in an installed solar array. Our concept is that the angle restrictor would be deposited directly on the cell, with the glass covering attached with an index matched polymer to avoid any air gaps between the glass and angle restrictor. For a comparison case without angle restriction we consider a quintic-type graded index anti-reflection (AR) coating with the same index range and thickness as our angle restrictor deposited at the same glass/cell interface [69]. Thus, the performance of the graded
Figure 4.6. a) Refractive index profile of the graded-index AR coating used as a comparison case. Index range and optical thickness are matched to rugate angle restrictor. 0 represents the interface with the covering glass. b) Refractive index profile of rugate angle restrictor. 0 represents the interface with the covering glass.
index angle restrictor is compared to a graded index AR coating, assuming both are under glass.

For this point design we assume the minimum refractive index in the rugate angle restrictor and graded index AR control is 1.5 and assume a TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ co-deposition process with a maximum index of 2.5 [70-72]. (We note that if high index TiO$_2$ cannot be achieved with co-deposition, similar increases in performance can be achieved with lower index TiO$_2$ films, though the currents and overall efficiencies are somewhat reduced for both the graded index AR control and the rugate angle restrictor due to increased reflection.) Figure 4.7 gives the calculated reflectivity for both the graded index AR control and the rugate angle restrictor design [43, 55]. The rugate angle restrictor design has normal incidence transmission very similar to the graded index AR control and nearly complete suppression of the second-order reflecting ban [65, 69]. Angle restriction to about 20° is achieved near the peak in the emission spectrum, and, away from the angle restricting region, transmission is very similar for both the graded index AR control and the rugate angle restrictor across all angles. Thus, for most of the spectrum, diffuse light should be utilized equally well for the angle restrictor and graded index AR coating.

To quantify this further, in Figure 4.8 we estimate the short-circuit current in the cell as a function of the light incidence angle based on the cell internal quantum efficiency (IQE) spectrum and the transmission spectrum, including reflections from the top surface of the glass. The predicted current with the rugate angle restrictor is 99.98% of the graded-index AR comparison value at normal incidence, and remains above 99% up to 25 degrees. Furthermore, the minimum current with the rugate angle restrictor at any angle is 77% of the graded index AR control value, so we expect a very large portion of the diffuse light to be captured with this design.

Next, we evaluate the efficiencies of cells with the graded index AR control and rugate angle restrictor using the modified detailed balance model with short-circuit current values from Figure 4.8. We use a multipass model to account for reflections between the cell/glass interface, where the rugate angle restrictor or graded index AR is deposited, and the glass/air interface. Unlike previous cell models considered
Figure 4.7. a) Calculated reflectivity values for the graded index AR coating comparison structure. Structure is assumed to be under glass and immediately above a GaAs cell with 20 nm AlInP window layer. b) Calculated reflectivity values for the rugate angle restrictor design. Structure is assumed to be under glass and immediately above a GaAs cell with 20 nm AlInP window layer. All calculations use the transfer matrix method with the rugate profile divided into 1 nm thick layers.
Figure 4.8. Predicted J_{sc} as a function of light incidence angle for the rugate angle restrictor (red line) and graded index AR control (blue line) structures under glass. Values are normalized to the graded index AR structure at normal incidence. The ratio of the J_{sc} values is also plotted (dotted purple line).

In this chapter, to facilitate comparison with experimental cells, a surface recombination velocity is included, as in Equation 3.4. As in Figure 4.9, we vary the surface recombination velocity $S$, assuming an ideal back reflector, thereby varying the ERE up to the Auger limit. However, as the Auger limit is dependent on cell thickness and doping, we also perform the calculation at 100% ERE. As we expect, for higher ERE cells there is a larger improvement in efficiency with angle restriction. As shown in 4.9, for this point design we expect a 1% relative efficiency increase for cells with ERE values corresponding to the current GaAs world record [38], and a 2.5% relative efficiency increase for Auger limited cells with a 27mV Voc enhancement.

Because of this design’s wide acceptance angle, it can also be used under a conventional concentrator, rather than to collect diffuse light. Because currents are maintained out to 25°, we assume a conventional concentrator with an input angle of 2 degrees, and an output angle of 25 degrees, operating at the thermodynamic concentration limit of 146.6 suns [60]. We further assume that light output from
Figure 4.9. Predicted efficiency as a function of external radiative efficiency for the rugate angle restrictor (red) and the graded-index AR control (blue). The solid line indicates the range ERE values attainable with current GaAs cells. The end of the solid line corresponds approximately to ERE values for current world record cells [38]. The dotted line indicates ERE values beyond current world record cells and terminates at the Auger limit (grey line). Finally, the dots indicate efficiency values at the radiative limit (ERE=100%). Note that in the ERE range considered experimentally (3-16%) the angle restrictor and control lines are nearly overlaid, indicating a small voltage enhancement with angle restriction in this region, similar to the voltage enhancement we observed experimentally.
Figure 4.10. Predicted efficiency as a function of external radiative efficiency for the rugate angle restrictor (red) and the graded index AR control (blue) under a 146.6x concentrator with 25 degree output angle. The solid line indicates the range ERE values attainable with current GaAs cells. The end of the solid line corresponds approximately to ERE values for current world record cells at one sun [38]. The dotted line indicates ERE values beyond current world record cells and terminates at the Auger limit (grey line). Finally, the dots indicate efficiency values at the radiative limit (ERE=100%).
the concentrator is evenly distributed over the angular range from 0 to 25°, and determine the predicted current and efficiency for the cell. As in figure 4, at low ERE values current losses from the wide range of input angles outweigh voltage gains, and efficiencies are slightly reduced with angle restriction. However, with a high ERE cell, efficiency gains with angle restriction are possible under fairly high concentrations.

4.9 Conclusions

Developing a detailed balance model for a thin, light trapping GaAs solar cell with limited emission angle, we have found efficiencies above 38% may be achievable with a single junction solar cell. We identify a regime of efficiencies significantly higher than those previously predicted for realistic cells with limited emission angle, by maximizing both light trapping and photon recycling effects. A light trapping geometry, high quality material, an excellent back reflector, and a very thin cell are critical to reaching the highest single junction efficiencies. A metallic back reflector allows for the use of very thin cells while maintaining, and slightly improving, efficiency relative to a thick non-angle restricted cell. However, much larger efficiency benefits are possible with an ideal back reflector, which can be closely approximated by a dielectric mirror. These results suggest that limiting emission angle with a light trapping GaAs cell and an excellent back reflector could provide a new route to achieving high efficiencies without a tandem or third generation cell.

Encouragingly, this scheme relies largely on existing technology, with the exception of a low-loss, broadband, angularly restricting coupler. We therefore analyzed two broadband angle restrictor designs, found that these couplers could produce significant performance increases, and demonstrated initial fabrication of one design. Finally, while broadband couplers may be preferable for light trapping cells, there is little benefit for planar cells where photon recycling is the only benefit. For current planar cells, we presented a rugate structure point design, and illustrated that a 1% efficiency benefit could be realized with existing cells. Thus, we have identified a new regime of very high single-junction efficiencies achievable by limiting emission angle,
laid out the critical factors necessary to realizing these efficiencies, and considered both broadband and narrowband angle restrictor designs.
Chapter 5

Experimental Demonstration of Enhanced Photon Recycling in GaAs Solar Cells

5.1 Motivation

For ideal solar cells where all recombination is radiative, photons emitted from the cell are the sole source of carrier loss, as in the detailed balance limit introduced in Chapter 3 [29]. Cells approaching this radiative limit have significantly higher efficiencies, as evidenced by recent world record GaAs cells, and can also exhibit new effects owing to the significant number of radiatively emitted photons [39, 43, 73]. As we have shown previously, optically limiting the angles of emitted light causes emitted photons to be recycled back to the cell, leading to enhancement in voltage and efficiency. Despite this theoretical prediction, until recently even the highest efficiency solar cells were not close enough to the radiative limit for such an effect to be observed [32, 74].

However, with the introduction of cells lifted off the growth substrate, GaAs cells have shown significant gains in efficiency due to $V_{oc}$ increases, indicating an increase in the external radiative efficiency (ERE) of the cell [39, 43, 73]. In these lifted-off GaAs cells radiatively emitted photons are reflected from a metallized back surface instead of being absorbed in the substrate, resulting in a large increase in ERE and $V_{oc}$ [40, 73]. As radiative recombination is dominant in high quality GaAs, these lifted-off cells perform near the radiative limit and are therefore suitable for experimentally demonstrating enhanced photon recycling and $V_{oc}$ via angle restriction of emitted light. In fact, it was recently demonstrated that a voltage increase could be observed
in such cells by placing a reflecting dome above the cell to recycle emitted photons [75].

Here, as proof of concept, we demonstrate enhanced photon recycling and $V_{oc}$ experimentally using an optical element with angle restriction only over the narrow wavelength range of emitted light in GaAs that is placed on a high quality GaAs cell. We have designed a dielectric multilayer angle restrictor with excellent normal incidence transmission and high reflectivity at oblique angles for radiatively emitted wavelengths. Using this narrowband angle restrictor with a high quality GaAs cell, we observe enhanced photon recycling and a resulting voltage increase. In other words, simply placing an angle restrictor on the cell causes a voltage increase of 3.6 mV without a change in current. In addition, we observe a 12% decrease in the radiative component of the dark current, which is consistent with the observed $V_{oc}$ increase. Considering a variety of cells, the largest $V_{oc}$ enhancements occur in cells that are closest to the radiative limit, with maximum ERE values of 15.7%. Finally, we see that more closely coupling the angle restrictor to the cell leads to greater $V_{oc}$ gains, emphasizing the optical nature of the enhancement.

As was shown in Chapter 3, assuming the $V_{oc}$ does not closely approach the bandgap, we may approximate the $V_{oc}$ under illumination in the radiative limit as:

$$V_{oc} \approx kT \ln \left( \frac{\int_{E_{eq}}^{\infty} S(E)a(E)dE}{\int_{\Omega}^{\infty} \frac{2}{h^3 c^3} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV_{oc})/kT}-1} dE \cos(\theta) d\Omega} \right) = kT \ln (J_{sc}/J_0) \quad (5.1)$$

where $J_{sc}$ is the short-circuit current and $J_0$ is the dark current, which is solely due to radiatively emitted light. Restricting the emission angle causes photons generated by radiative recombination to be recycled and reabsorbed within the cell rather than emitted. Thus, enhanced photon recycling via angle restriction reduces $J_0$ and increases $V_{oc}$. For realistic cells, emitted light forms a larger fraction of $J_0$ in cells closer to the radiative limit. Thus, high ERE cells, like the GaAs cells in these experiments, are required for $J_0$ to be reduced sufficiently with angle restriction that a voltage increase may be observed. Furthermore, higher ERE cells should show larger voltage increases. For this reason, though the voltage increases in this proof-of-concept
experiment are modest, further improvements in GaAs cell technology, including the introduction of light trapping cells as discussed in Chapter 4, could significantly increase the performance benefits from angle restriction.

For terrestrial applications, we envision a flat plate, one sun, angle restricting system with high quality GaAs cells. While tracking may be beneficial, high accuracy tracking is not required as dielectric angle restrictors have a relatively large acceptance angle. Furthermore, for cells in the ERE range considered here, narrow angle restriction has limited benefit, as non-radiative recombination limits the possible voltage increase. Additionally, recent work has demonstrated the fabrication of high ERE cells in other III-V materials, notably GaInP, suggesting that this approach will become more broadly applicable with continued cell development, and could easily be incorporated with multijunctions [76]. Use with these cell technologies also suggests early applications in military and space solar, where efficiency and weight are paramount.

5.2 Narrowband Multilayer Angle Restrictor

While the previous chapter focused on broadband ray optical angle restrictors with light trapping cells, the cells in this experiment are planar with high reflectivity specular back reflectors that are metallic, with reflectivity of 75.5%, or metallodielectric, with reflectivity of 99.7%. The calculated reflectivity values refer to band edge (873 nm) emission angle-averaged within the GaAs. As the solar cells are planar and do not incorporate light trapping, only the photon recycling enhancement will be observed, as shown in Figure 5.1, and absorption will be dual pass. As enhanced photon recycling is the only angle restriction effect, we utilize a dielectric multilayer that provides angle restriction only over the narrow range of wavelengths at the semiconductor band edge where the GaAs cells emit light (see Figure 5.2). This narrowband angle restriction allows diffuse, non-normal incidence light to enter over most of the spectral range, as with the rugate structures shown in Section 4.8. Capturing this diffuse light gives significant current enhancements relative to a broadband concentra-
Figure 5.1. With a planar cell, absorption of incoming light is dual pass, regardless of angle restriction. In fact, slight reductions in current are observed owing to losses in the angle restrictor. However, enhanced photon recycling of emitted light and resulting voltage increase will still occur, as emitted light is randomized. As light is emitted only over a narrow wavelength range, only narrowband angle restriction is required.

As shown in Figure 5.2b, the angle restrictor design consists of alternating high and low index layers with large refractive index contrast to increase the angular range of reflection [7, 62, 63]. While the design is not strictly periodic, just as in Section 4.8, the performance can be understood with reference to the Bragg condition (Equation 4.13). As shown in Figure 5.2, for shorter wavelengths maximum reflectivity occurs away from normal incidence, providing angle restriction for emitted light and excellent transmission at normal incidence in both the designed and fabricated structures. We note that total internal reflection owing to the high index of GaAs already provides significant photon recycling within the cell, and despite this, there is still a substantial loss due to emitted light, as ERE estimates indicate [73]. As the measured reflectivity in air (Figure 5.2d) demonstrates, the dielectric structure provides photon recycling...
Figure 5.2. a) Experimental set-up: high quality GaAs cell placed in optical contact with either a dielectric angle restrictor deposited on fused silica (left) or a bare fused silica control (right). Emission angles shown schematically in yellow. b) The refractive index profile at 800 nm for dielectric multilayer angle restrictor design. (0 is the air interface.) c,d) Calculated (c) and measured (d) reflectivity for the dielectric multilayer as a function of angle in air and wavelength. Photoluminescence spectrum (white line) indicates the wavelengths where angle restriction is desired.
of light that would otherwise be emitted. This enhanced photon recycling occurs in addition to the photon recycling via total internal reflection, which is unaffected by the dielectric structure.

5.3 Dark Current Measurements

Theory clearly indicates that enhanced photon recycling via angle restriction will result in a reduction of the radiative dark current. We therefore measured the dark current characteristics of a single cell under both the angle restrictor and a bare fused silica control optic, as in Figure 5.2a. Fused silica index matching fluid was applied at the interface of the cell and the fused silica substrate to avoid extraneous reflections, and the edges of both optics were coated with a gold reflector to avoid light escape from the sides. (See Section 5.8 for further details.) In the high voltage region near \( V_{oc} \), where radiative emission contributes most significantly to the dark current, we see a clear decrease in dark current with angle restriction, as in figure 2a.

To quantify this we fit the dark current, \( J_0 \), over the high voltage 0.6 to 1.1 V region, to the double diode equation

\[
J_0 = J_{01}(e^{\frac{q(V-J_{dark}R_s})}{nkT}) - 1) + J_{02}(e^{\frac{q(V-J_{dark}R_s})}{nkT}) - 1) \quad (5.2)
\]

where \( J_{01} \) is the high voltage dark current component, \( J_{02} \) is the low voltage component, \( R_s \) is the series resistance, and \( n \) is the diode ideality factor [77, 78]. For both the control and angle restriction curves, the fit is excellent over several orders of magnitude. The fit deviates somewhat at very low currents, which we attribute to shunt resistance and has been previously observed in similar cells [39]. As figure 2b shows, \( J_{02} \), \( R_s \), and \( n \) are unchanged with angle restriction and \( n \) is very close to two, indicating that the double diode model is valid [77, 78]. In contrast, the \( J_{01} \) term, which has the same voltage dependence as radiative recombination, shows a 12% decrease with angle restriction, well beyond the error of the fit. Thus, by simply changing the optic above the cell to an angle restrictor, we observe a definite reduc-
Figure 5.3. a) Representative dark current curves and double diode fits for both the angle restrictor and control cases. Inset: a clear reduction in dark current is evident near $V_{oc}$ for the angle restrictor case. b) Double diode fitted parameter results with each bar representing one of three trials on the same 15.7% ERE cell for both the angle restrictor and fused silica control. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals derived from the fit. Consistent with reduced radiative loss, $J_{01}$ shows a marked decrease with angle restriction while all other parameters remain unchanged.
tion in the dark current. Specifically, the reduction occurs in the high voltage dark current component attributable to radiative loss, indicating that angle restriction is enhancing photon recycling within the cell.

5.4 Voltage Enhancements Under Illumination

In addition to a reduction in dark current, we also expect a direct $V_{oc}$ enhancement under illumination. Furthermore, this voltage enhancement should be larger for cells with higher ERE, as more photons are available to be recycled via angle restriction. We therefore measured light current-voltage curves for a set of four cells with differing back reflector and material quality leading to significant variations in ERE across the cells, as determined from the $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ characteristics under the control optic. (See SI for further model details.) Owing to a reflecting band in the optical coupler around 550 nm, we limited the spectrum in this proof-of-concept experiment to wavelengths longer than 605 nm. (As in Section 4.8, this reflecting band can be eliminated with a rugate filter optical design, but for the initial coupler we did not pursue these structures as they are more difficult to fabricate [65, 66].) As shown in Figure 5.4, when we directly compare the control and angle restrictor on the same cell, current losses of 3.5% to 5.3% are observed with angle restriction, consistent with the measured normal incidence reflectivity of the angle restrictor. Without a change in the dark current, a reduction in $J_{sc}$ would normally produce a corresponding reduction in $V_{oc}$, as in equation (1). However, $V_{oc}$ increases of up to 2.5 mV are observed under angle restriction for the highest ERE cells, as dark current reduction is the dominant effect. Thus, angle restriction increases cell voltage without any change in the illumination, despite a reduction in $J_{sc}$. Furthermore, as we expect for photon recycling, the voltage change tracks the cell ERE.

Fortunately, these current losses are not intrinsic, and result from the simplicity of our initial angle restrictor design, as illustrated in Section 4.8 [65, 66]. To isolate the photon recycling effect, we adjust the solar simulator to equalize the currents between the control and angle restrictor, as in figure 3b. Once $J_{sc}$ values are matched for the
Figure 5.4. Measured changes in open-circuit voltage (dark blue line) and short-circuit current (green line) with angle restriction. The set of four cells is plotted as a function of external radiative efficiency (ERE) determined from $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ under the control optic. Variations in ERE occur between cells owing to differences in back reflectors and material quality. The error bars are calculated from standard deviation of five measured trials. The dotted white line indicates the expected voltage increase based on a modified detailed balance calculation. The light blue area shows the expected range of the model based on uncertainty in $J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$, and temperature. As the solar simulator flux is held constant, there are current reductions (top) owing to normal incidence reflections in the multilayer angle restrictor, and thus $V_{oc}$ increases are only seen in high ERE cells, where the reduction in $J_0$ outweighs the loss in $J_{sc}$, as in Equation 5.1.
angle restrictor and control, voltage increases ranging from 1.2 mV to 3.6 mV are seen for all cells, with higher ERE cells showing larger voltage increases. As the 15.7% ERE cell was also used for dark current measurements, we can compare the change in \( J_{01} \) to the observed change in \( V_{oc} \). Since \( V_{oc} = kT \ln(J_{sc}/J_0) \) and the \( J_{01} \) term is dominant near \( V_{oc} \), the change in \( V_{oc} \) should be approximately \( kT \ln(J_{01}/J'_{01}) \), where \( J'_{01} \) indicates the average fitted value with the angle restrictor. Using this approach, we predict from the dark current fits that the \( V_{oc} \) increase should be 3.0 mV, which is reasonably consistent with the measured value of 3.6 mV for this cell. Thus, we observe a clear \( V_{oc} \) increase with angle restriction that is consistent with our dark current measurements, and an ERE trend that indicates enhanced photon recycling as the mechanism.

### 5.5 Modified Detailed Balance Model

We also develop a model that directly relates the voltage increase to the optical characteristics of the angle restrictor. While detailed balance is traditionally considered an idealized model, as shown in Chapter 3, we have developed a more realistic detailed balance model that includes the cell thickness, anti-reflective coating, back reflectors, and Auger and surface recombination. Including these non-radiative processes allows our model to be much more realistic than a traditional idealized detailed balance, where non-radiative losses are neglected. In addition, we simply input the measured short-circuit current, to avoid issues with the variability of the solar simulator lamp spectrum. Thus, the current at a given voltage, \( J(V) \), in the modified model for these cells is expressed as:

\[
J(V) = J_{sc} - \int_0^\infty \left[a(E) + n_{ph} d'(E)\right] \frac{2\pi q}{k^3c^2} \frac{E^2}{e^{(E-qV)/kT} - 1} dE - qW(C_n n^2 p + C_p p^2 n) - 2qSp
\]

where \( J_{sc} \) is the measured short-circuit current, and the rest of the terms give the various sources of loss from the cell. The first loss term includes radiative light emitted from the cell or absorbed in the back reflector, where \( a(E) \) is the angle-
Figure 5.5. Measured changes in open-circuit voltage (dark blue line) and short-circuit current (green line) with angle restriction. The set of four cells is plotted as a function of external radiative efficiency (ERE) determined from $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ under the control optic. Variations in ERE occur between cells owing to differences in back reflectors and material quality. The error bars are calculated from standard deviation of five measured trials. The dotted white line indicates the expected voltage increase based on a modified detailed balance calculation. The light blue area shows the expected range of the model based on uncertainty in $J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$, and temperature. The solar simulator was adjusted so that currents were equalized with the angle restrictor and control. With this current equalization, all cells see a voltage increase, with high ERE cells seeing a larger voltage increase.
averaged emissivity of the cell, and \( a'(E) \) is the angle averaged absorption in the back reflector, with the expression given in Section 3.4.4. \( n_r \) is the index of refraction in GaAs, and is included because light only needs to be emitted into the cell, rather than air, to be absorbed in the back reflector [32, 40]. The next terms account for Auger recombination and surface recombination where \( C_n \) and \( C_p \) are the Auger coefficients [41], \( W \) is the cell thickness, and \( S \) is the surface recombination velocity, which we treat as an adjustable parameter. \( n \) and \( p \), the electron and hole concentrations, are assumed to be constant across the cell and are determined from the assumed base doping, the neutrality condition, the cell voltage, and the law of mass action [43, 44].

To account for the optical environment, we calculate the angle-averaged emissivity for both the control and the angle restrictor based on measured reflectivity data as in figure 1d. Since there are multiple reflections in the glass substrate and the angular cutoff is gradual and varies with wavelength, we must use a slightly more complicated approach than that given in Section 3.4.4. To calculate the emissivity of the cell, \( a(E) \), we use a multipass approach for light within the fused silica control or substrate. First, we find the fraction of light returned to the cell as a function of angle in the fused silica, \( \phi \), and the energy:

\[
F_r(E, \phi) = \frac{R_t T_c}{1 - R_c R_t} \tag{5.4}
\]

where \( R_t \) is the reflectivity at the top of the fused silica. For most angles, \( R_t \) is larger for the angle restrictor than the control, so more light will be returned and less light will ultimately escape the cell. Since light that is not recycled is ultimately emitted,

\[
a(E, \theta) = (1 - F_r) a_c T_c n_g^2 \tag{5.5}
\]

where we include the dual pass absorption of the cell, \( a_c \), the transmissivity of the cell surface, and the fact that emission occurs into fused silica, with refractive index, \( n_g \), rather than into air. Note that if the fused silica had an ideal AR coating, \( F_r \) would be zero and the emissivity would simply be a function of the cell absorption and surface reflectivity, as we expect. Finally, we average the above expression over the angles in fused silica to find \( a(E) \). Note that we could also do this calculation
considering the angles in air rather than fused silica. While the result is the same with appropriate accounting of total internal reflection, we present the equations for fused silica as it is straightforward to generalize when accounting for light lost from the sides, as discussed below.

When considering the side loss, as in the next section, our simple multipass expression for $F_r$ is insufficient, as it neglects the cell edges. Therefore, we move to a ray-tracing model, where we incorporate the cell edges, cell mount, measurement stage, and the substrate geometry, as detailed in Section 5.8. In this ray tracing model, we place a source and receiver on the cell area, and find the fraction of rays returned to the cell as a function of wavelength and angle to determine $F_r$. We then proceed with the standard evaluation of $a(E)$ as above. Thus, for Figure 5.7, we simply include a separate set of ray trace derived $a(E)$ values for each optical setup.

Once $a(E)$ is evaluated for each optical case, we use the measured $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ values for the gold-edged control glass case to fit a surface recombination velocity (SRV) that describes the cell performance. With this SRV value, we can determine the cell ERE, by simply taking the ratio of radiatively emitted light to other sources of loss. Then, we use the fitted SRV value along with the measured $J_{sc}$ value and $a(E)$ determined for the optical environment to predict the cell $V_{oc}$ with that optical environment, as in figures 5.4, 5.4, and 5.7. Finally, the observed temperature fluctuations of 0.1 °C and uncertainty estimates for $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ are used to determine the range of the prediction, as shown in the figures. These calculations agree quite well with the experimental results, indicating that the reduction in emissivity with angle restriction and the resulting photon recycling enhancement fully explain the observed differences in $V_{oc}$.

## 5.6 Variable Angle Restrictor Coupling

Lastly, we perform a series of experiments where we gradually increase the photon recycling and $V_{oc}$ by coupling the angle restrictor more closely to the cell. As shown in Figure 5.7, we begin by placing a large, uncoated fused silica cylinder above the cell
Figure 5.6. With uncoated sides, emitted light will escape from the sides, reducing the photon recycling effect. With a thicker spacer, more light will escape from the sides, further reducing the photon recycling effect.

which allows light to escape unimpeded from both the sides and top of the cylinder. In essence, this fused silica spacer facilitates the outcoupling of light emitted from the solar cell to free space, similar to the glass sphere often used with light-emitting diodes. As before, index matching fluid is used at the fused silica-GaAs cell interface. Then, the angle restrictor is placed on a series of fused silica spacers with non-reflecting, uncoated sides that allow light to escape, as shown in Figure 5.6, with index matching fluid between the spacer and the angle restrictor substrate. As the height of the spacer is reduced, less light escapes through the transparent sides of the spacers and more light is recycled back to the cell by the dielectric angle restrictor. Finally, we use an angle restrictor with reflecting sides to prevent light escape from the sides of the fused silica substrate and maximize the photon recycling. As Figure 5.7 illustrates, more closely coupling the angle restrictor to the solar cell increases the observed $V_{oc}$, demonstrating that more effective angle restriction leads to enhanced photon recycling and $V_{oc}$. We also find close agreement between the experiment and realistic detailed balance calculations, indicating that the coupling of the angle restrictor explains the observed changes in $V_{oc}$. 
Figure 5.7. Measured open-circuit voltage (dark blue line) and short-circuit current (green line) as angle restriction is increased by coupling the angle restrictor more closely to the 15.7% ERE cell. The x-axis labels indicate the height of the fused silica spacer below the dielectric angle restrictor, or bare fused silica control, as on the far left. For all but the rightmost optical configuration, the sides of the fused silica spacers are uncoated so emitted light may escape. Thus, a taller spacer allows more light to escape from the sides, reducing photon recycling to the 1 cm$^2$ cell. In the rightmost configuration, the sides of the fused silica substrate are coated with a reflector to avoid side loss. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of five measured trials. The dotted white line indicates the expected $V_{oc}$ based on a modified detailed balance calculation and the light blue area shows the range of the prediction. The solar simulator was adjusted to equalize the currents across the various optical configurations.
5.7 Bandgap Raising and Angle Restriction Effects

For a cell with suitably high ERE, placing an omnidirectionally reflecting structure on the cell to completely block emitted light can lead to an effective “photonic” increase in the cell bandgap [74, 79]. While we intentionally designed our angle restricting structure to not block normal incidence light above the cell bandgap, the angle restrictor as-deposited had an approximately 25 nm blue shift in the normal incidence transmission cut-off. Thus, some of the voltage increase observed may be due to this band-gap raising effect rather than a pure angle restriction effect. To quantify this, we calculated the expected voltage increase for the highest ERE cell for both the as-deposited angle restrictor and the angle restrictor as it was originally designed, using the calculated reflectivity values. For the designed angle restrictor, we predict a current-normalized $V_{oc}$ increase of 3.3 mV, as opposed to the 4.0 mV prediction for the measured reflectivity values. Thus, angle restriction is clearly the dominant effect. In addition, we modeled the effect of an ideal bandgap-raising reflector for cells of similar ERE to those used in these experiments. We found that $V_{oc}$ actually decreased with the bandgap-raising reflector, as the losses in $J_{sc}$ from the reflector were not offset by the reduction dark current with enhanced photon recycling. While the departures from the original design have some impact on the voltage increase we observed, bandgap raising alone could not produce the $V_{oc}$ effect we observed in cells of this radiative quality, and angle restriction is the primary effect.

5.8 Materials and Methods

5.8.1 Cell Contacting and Characterization

High efficiency 1 cm$^2$ GaAs solar cells were provided by Alta Devices. To eliminate variability associated with probe based contacting, permanent silver ribbon (E. Jordan Brooks Solar) based contacts were installed on the cells using a silver epoxy
(Epotek H20F) with a surrounding dielectric epoxy to prevent shorting (Creative Materials 119-48). Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were taken at room temperature in a Zeiss Axio Observer inverted microscope with a 10x objective with illumination from a 630nm pulsed diode laser. The photoluminescence emission was spectrally resolved with a Roper Scientific CCD (Model 7346-0001) and a Princeton Instruments Acton SP2150 monochromator. The PL curves shown in Figure 5.2c and d weight the raw photoluminescence spectra with external quantum efficiency data provided by Alta Devices to eliminate sub-band defect mediated photoluminescence, which cannot be usefully recycled.

5.8.2 Optical Coupler Fabrication and Characterization

The angle restricting dielectric multilayer was designed and modeled with a transfer matrix method approach using the OpenFilters program [80]. The dielectric multilayer design was deposited on 2.2 mm thick fused silica substrates by Reynard Corp., who also provided refractive index information for their materials. The angle dependent reflectivity spectra were taken in a home-built integrating sphere setup utilizing a Fianium white light laser source with a monochromator. In order to measure the dielectric coated interface most directly, the measurements were taken from air. Owing to errors in the measurement, a few data points gave reflectivity values slightly greater than one. These points were set to one and the reflections on the back surface of the substrate were subtracted. To subtract the back surface reflections, a multipass approach was utilized, with reflections at the back surface of the fused silica determined from the Fresnel equations and the refractive index of fused silica. The measured reflectivity in the integrating sphere includes both the reflectivity of the dielectric on the first pass and the reflection of transmitted light from the back surface that is subsequently transmitted through the dielectric. Accounting for the multiple passes of transmitted light in the fused silica we find that the measured reflectivity, $R_m$, is:

$$R_m = R_d + \frac{T_d^2 R_b}{1 - R_b R_d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)
where $R_d$ and $T_d$ are the reflection and transmission at the dielectric coated surface, and $R_b$ is the reflection at fused silica-air interface at the back of the substrate. All reflection and transmission values refer to a given angle in air and the corresponding angle in fused silica, as determined by Snell’s law. Re-arranging the above expression gives:

$$R_d = \frac{R_m - R_b}{1 - 2R_b + R_m R_b} \quad (5.7)$$

The resulting values of $R_d$ are plotted in figure 1d and were used to calculate the angle restrictor emissivity for the detailed balance model. For the purposes of calculating emissivity, reciprocity allows us to equate $R_d$ at a given angle in air with $R_d$ at the corresponding angle in fused silica, as determined from Snell’s law. Fused silica substrates for use as controls were obtained from Reynard Corp. To eliminate side loss, the substrates were scribed and broken to approximately 13 mm x 12 mm. Side reflectors consisting of an 2 nm Cr adhesion layer and 400 nm of gold were deposited in an AJA magnetron sputtering system under DC power.

### 5.8.3 Current-Voltage Measurements

Angle restrictor and control optics were coupled to the cells using Cargille Fused Silica Index Matching Liquid (50350) at the interface of the cell and the fused silica substrate. Dark current measurements were performed using a Keithley 238 high current source measure unit. Dark current fits assumed a temperature of 24 °C, and were performed in Matlab using least-squares curve fitting with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

All light IV measurements were performed under an ABET Technologies solar simulator with 1° angular spread calibrated to 100 mW/cm². The spectrum was filtered using a Chroma Technologies (ET605LP) long pass filter with a 605 nm cutoff. The cells were measured on a temperature controlled stage, and were allowed to cool for three minutes between each IV sweep. However, peak stage temperature variations of approximately 0.1 °C were observed. IV sweeps were taken with a Keithley 2440 5A SourceMeter. Five sweeps were taken for each configuration with the standard
deviation defining the error in $V_{oc}$ and $J_{sc}$. For the solar simulator adjustments necessary to equalize the currents, the precise concentrations are not known, but currents to the solar simulator lamp were increased by 1-1.5 A depending on the cell, over a base value of 48.1 A.

### 5.8.4 Implementation of the Modified Detailed Balance Model

To model the voltage increase, we used the modified detailed balance model implemented in Matlab. Based on observed peak stage temperatures, all simulations assumed 299 K. To determine ERE for each cell, we fit the surface recombination velocity to match the measured $V_{oc}$ under the control optic with the measured $J_{sc}$ under the control. Taking the ratio of the radiative emission relative to all recombination at $V_{oc}$ gave the ERE value reported in figure 3. Fitted SRV values ranged from 591 to 2410 cm/sec. Differences in back reflector type and material quality, as reflected in the effective SRV values, led to the variations in ERE across the four cells in figure 3. The experiments in figures 2 and 4 utilized the 15.7% ERE cell reported in figure 3. Auger recombination assumed $1 \times 10^{17}$ n-type GaAs [43]. Back reflector losses were calculated using the Fresnel equations. To find the emissivity at each wavelength and angle, we used a multipass model assuming the light bounces between the cell and the fused silica/air top interface with no other sources of loss. The reflectivity of the top surface with the angle restrictor was derived from integrating sphere measurements as described above, and was calculated using the Fresnel equations for the fused silica control. The reflectivity at the cell surface was found using the transfer matrix method, assuming a 20 nm AlInP window layer, based on NREL designs [43]. For the AR coated (15.7% ERE) cell, we assumed 50 nm of TiO$_2$ and 100 nm of SiO$_2$ above the window layer.

To determine the range for the detailed balance model calculation, we used the uncertainties in the $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$, as determined from the multiple trials to determine a range for these values in the control case. We then used values for $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ at the edges of the range to determine maximum and minimum fitted SRV values. Finally, we used these SRV values along with the observed temperature uncertainty
and uncertainty in the measured $J_{sc}$ to determine a range of values for the predicted $V_{oc}$ under angle restriction.

5.8.5 Gradual Coupling Measurements

For the gradual coupling experiments in figure 4, cylinders of the varying heights were assembled from 25 mm diameter fused silica substrates of 2.2 mm and 6 mm thickness, provided by Reynard corporation. Cargille fused silica index matching liquid was used between the cell-fused silica and fused silica-fused silica interfaces. All substrates had ground glass edges, and currents were equalized across all configurations by adjusting the solar simulator as necessary. While the precise solar concentrations of this adjustment are not known, the currents to the simulator lamp ranged from 47.0 A for the control case to 48.7 A for the tallest restrictor structure. The modified detailed balance model was used with a ray trace to find the emissivity. The ray trace was performed in LightTools, a commercial software. The ground glass edges were assumed to be Lambertian surfaces, with reflectivity based on total internal reflection and Fresnel losses. For the ray trace, the reflectivity spectrum of the material surrounding the cell was measured in the Zeiss Axio Observer setup utilized for PL measurements, but with a lamp source. The gold edge reflectivity was modeled for the ray trace using the transfer matrix method assuming a 2 nm Cr layer with an optically thick Au layer.

5.9 Conclusions

We have performed a series of experiments that clearly demonstrate enhanced photon recycling and resulting $V_{oc}$ increases of up to 3.6 mV via angle restriction with a narrowband dielectric multilayer angle restrictor. Dark current measurements show a 12% decrease in the radiative component of the dark current consistent with the observed voltage enhancement. In addition, measurements of the voltage increase on several cells illustrate that cells closer to the radiative limit show larger voltage enhancements, as we expect for photon recycling. These measurements also show
good agreement with calculations based on the measured reflectivity of the angle restrictor. Finally, we have shown that more closely coupling the angle restrictor to the cell leads to predictable increases in voltage for several configurations, emphasizing that this voltage increase is due to a purely optical photon recycling effect.

Thus, we have demonstrated as a proof of concept that angle restriction with a narrowband dielectric multilayer leads to enhanced photon recycling and a corresponding voltage increase in high quality GaAs cells. The narrowband angle restrictor approach has significant advantages in admitting diffuse light and in the relatively simple design that can replace an existing anti-reflective coating. While the voltage enhancements shown here are relatively small, the effect becomes much larger as ERE increases and cells approach the radiative limit. High ERE cells are already being developed for III-V materials to achieve the highest possible voltage and efficiency, and these cells are ideal candidates for a broader applicability of the angle restriction approach [76]. As further improvements are made in III-V cell technology and other materials reach the high ERE regime, this approach holds promise for significantly increasing cell efficiencies in a flat plate geometry.
Chapter 6

Angle Restriction in Silicon Solar Cells

6.1 Motivation

Silicon solar cells are currently the dominant terrestrial photovoltaic technology due to material abundance and relatively low-cost manufacturing processes. While the world record had remained static for more than a decade, recently a new performance record of 25.6% was achieved [81, 82]. One alternative approach to increasing efficiency is restricting the angles at which light may escape the cells with an external optic. As discussed in Chapter 3, restricting the escape angle reduces the escape cone inside the cell, leading to increased light trapping and increased photon recycling in materials with high radiative recombination [7, 30, 32]. While recent experiments in GaAs, as in Chapter 5 and other work, have focused on the photon recycling effect, in low radiative efficiency materials, like silicon, the light trapping effect is more significant, as in Figure 6.1 [75, 83]. Limiting the light escape angle significantly enhances the light trapping effect already utilized in current silicon cells, allowing for excellent light absorption in a very thin cell and reducing materials usage. Enhanced light trapping also gives a small increase in current, as light near the band edge is more completely absorbed [7, 30]. Finally, the thinner cell leads to voltage enhancement, as the losses due to bulk recombination processes like Auger and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) are reduced.

While the limiting efficiencies for silicon cells under angle restriction were initially calculated by Campbell and Green in 1986 [30], we re-calculate these efficiencies to include models for free carrier absorption and band gap narrowing as well as improved Auger parameterizations that have been developed in the intervening decades. This
Figure 6.1. In silicon, radiative efficiency is low due to the indirect bandgap and significant Auger recombination loss. Thus, light trapping, rather than photon recycling, is the major effect of angle restriction. With angle restriction, the escape cone within the cell is reduced (solid line) relative to the escape cone without angle restriction (dotted line). This enhances the path length for a light-trapping geometry, where incoming light is scattered, as by the textured back reflector shown here. As absorption is weak owing to the indirect band gap, essentially all current production silicon cells have a light trapping geometry to allow for good absorption in a cell of reasonable thickness.
leads to an estimate of 3% absolute efficiency increase in an Auger-limited cell under angle restriction [30, 84, 85]. We further develop this model to include surface and bulk SRH recombination, allowing us to simulate the performance of current champion amorphous silicon heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) and homojunction interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cells [6, 58, 86]. We find that HIT cells perform significantly better under angle restriction, with efficiency gains of approximately 1% absolute achievable with moderate angle restriction in parallel with a 50% reduction in cell thickness. We also find that excellent surface recombination and back reflectivity are crucial for significant efficiency improvements with angle restriction, as we expect with thinner cells, while bulk lifetimes have little effect.

When we limit the escape angles for a cell, the angles at which light can enter are limited as well, as a consequence of optical reciprocity. As discussed in Chapter 3, limiting the escape angle will therefore likely necessitate some degree of solar tracking, in order to keep the direct solar flux within the angles at which light can enter the cell over the course of the day. While this system is similar to a concentrator system in that tracking is required, the angle restricting optics considered here are quite thin (several mm or thinner) and may be easily incorporated into a traditional flat plate module. However, depending on the degree of angle restriction and the accuracy of the tracking system, this approach may also be used in concert with low to moderate external concentration, for additional efficiency enhancements of 1% absolute or more for 10x concentration. In either a flat plate or low to moderate concentration geometry, the heating and series resistance effects which degrade performance at high concentrations are mitigated [33, 34, 35]. Thus, this approach allows for many of the efficiency benefits of concentration while avoiding the deleterious effects seen at high concentrations and allowing for a wider range of module geometries.

There has been significant previous work on various designs for achieving angle restriction in silicon cells [30, 59, 65, 66, 87]. However, most of these have focused on increasing short circuit currents in very thin idealized cells. In contrast, we explore the effects of both narrowband rugate structures and broadband ray optical structures for angle restriction over a wide range of cell thicknesses and for both ideal and realistic
cells. We find that broadband ray optical angle restrictors allow for much larger efficiency enhancements than their narrowband counterparts, owing to the narrower angle restriction provided over a broader range of wavelengths. With a broadband structure, efficiency increases up to 0.8% absolute for HIT cells and 1.5% absolute for idealized cells are predicted for optimal cell thicknesses.

6.2 Effects of Angle Restriction in Ideal and Realistic Silicon Cells

6.2.1 Angle Restriction in Ideal Cells

To find the limiting efficiency under angle restriction in ideal cells, we use a detailed balance approach with the recent Auger parameterization determined by Richter et al. [29, 84, 85]. This parameterization is more sophisticated than the simple parameterization used for GaAs, and accounts for Coloumb interactions of the carriers. However, we replace the derived radiative recombination coefficient given in this parameterization with a black-body type emission term, as in Chapter 3, which allows us to include angle restriction. Neglecting series and shunt resistance effects, the net current at a given voltage, \( J(V) \), is:

\[
J(V) = J_L(V) - R_A(n, p, n_0, p_0)W \\
- \int_0^\infty \left[ \int_{\Omega_c} a(E) \cos(\theta) d\Omega + \pi n^2 a'(E) \right] \frac{2}{\hbar^3 c^2} \frac{E^2}{e(E - qV)/kT - 1} dE \quad (6.1)
\]

where \( J_L \) is the light generated current, which has a slight voltage dependence owing to free carrier absorption, as parameterized by Rüdiger [88]. The quantity \( R_A(n, p, n_0, p_0) \) gives the Auger recombination as a function of the electron and hole concentrations under illumination and at equilibrium, respectively [84]. As before, this term scales with the cell thickness, \( W \), as Auger recombination is a bulk process. The electron and hole concentrations are determined from the assumed doping, the neutrality condition, the cell voltage, and the law of mass action [44, 85]. Bandgap narrowing
occurs due to impurity bands from highly doped regions and from modification of the band structure owing to the carrier plasma, and also affects the carrier populations within the cell [89, 90]. Unlike GaAs, well-developed models for bandgap narrowing exist for silicon, and we include band gap narrowing effects using Schenk’s model with intrinsic carrier concentration, \( n_{i,0} \) of 8.28x10^9 [85, 89, 91, 92]. However, the effect of bandgap narrowing is quite small for silicon at one-sun illuminations [85]. The right-most term gives the losses due to radiative emission within the cell, with \( \Omega_c \) the solid angle of light emission, \( a(E) \) the band to band absorptivity, and \( a'(E) \) the parasitic absorptivity, which in the ideal case is due solely to free carrier absorption. This term is multiplied by the square of the silicon refractive index \( n_r \), to account for the relative concentration of light within the solar cell [29, 32, 36, 40, 93]. Finally, \( E \) gives the energy of the emitted light, \( h \) is Planck’s constant, \( c \) the speed of light, \( q \) the electron charge, and \( kT \) the temperature (25°C) in units of energy.

The light generated current, \( J_L \) is given by:

\[
J_L = C_f \int_0^\infty a(E)S(E)dE
\]  

(6.2)

where \( S(E) \) is the AM 1.5 direct solar spectrum and \( C_f \) is the external concentration factor. For the moment, we assume no external concentration, so \( C_f = 1 \) The band to band absorptivity, \( a(E) \), is:

\[
a(E) = \frac{\alpha(E)}{\alpha(E) + \alpha'(E) + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{4n_r^2W}}
\]  

(6.3)

where \( \alpha(E) \) and \( \alpha'(E) \) are the band to band and parasitic absorption coefficients, respectively, and \( \theta \) is the maximum angle of light emission. [7, 30, 93]. Thus, as the escape angle, \( \theta \), is reduced, \( a(E) \) increases as the escape cone for light within the solar cell narrows. Finally, the parasitic absorptivity, \( a'(E) \), which is due solely to free carriers in the ideal case, is:

\[
a'(E) = 4W\alpha'(E)\frac{\alpha(E)}{\alpha(E) + \alpha'(E) + \frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{4n_r^2W}}
\]  

(6.4)
where the amount of parasitic absorption is proportional to both the band-to-band emission and the parasitic absorption coefficient [32, 40, 46].

Using these relations, we calculate the maximum power under angle restriction using the AM 1.5 direct spectrum, as well as short circuit current, $J_{sc}$, and open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$. Efficiency is calculated with respect to the direct spectrum and 90 W cm$^{-2}$ incoming power. Figure 6.2 shows the results for an n-type, lowly-doped ($1 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$) silicon substrate with unity reflection from the back surface and neglecting all recombination other than Auger. Highest efficiency, up to a 3% absolute increase, is achieved for thinner cells with narrow angle restriction. While thinner cells show improved performance, we limit the minimum cell thickness to 3 µm, as the absorptivity expressions above apply only in the ray optical limit. Additionally, thinner cells are not optimal when more realistic losses are considered, as in the next section. Most of the enhancement at a given thickness is due to increased light trapping as seen as increased $J_{sc}$ (Figure 6.2b) with much less impact from $V_{oc}$ (Figure 6.2c). In fact, we achieve more than 2 mA improvement in $J_{sc}$ over a 200 µm thick non-angle restricted cell, owing to the very long absorption lengths in silicon. The $V_{oc}$ is mostly improved by thinning the cell as Auger recombination is reduced.

From the efficiency, Figure 6.2a, we can discern the optimum thickness at a given angle restriction. With no angle restriction ($90^\circ$), the optimal thickness is approximately 119 µm (in good agreement with previous calculations under AM 1.5 global [84]). As the angle restriction narrows, the optimal thickness decreases as well. While narrow angle restriction and very thin cells lead to the highest efficiencies, for cells thicker than about 50 µm, angle restriction narrower than 10° has very little impact on cell performance, suggesting that improvement for wafer-based silicon cells may be achievable with lower cost technologies.

### 6.2.2 Angle Restriction in Realistic Cells

While the limiting efficiency case is of theoretical interest, it is also important to consider the effects of angle restriction on current production-scale silicon solar cell technologies. To account for non-idealities, we include additional losses due to bulk
Figure 6.2. Efficiency $\eta$, short circuit current, $J_{sc}$, and open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$, for an ideal, Auger-limited silicon solar cell. Narrow angle restriction and a very thin cell lead to the highest efficiencies. Increases in both $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ are observed.
SRH and surface recombination in Equation 6.1.

\[
J(V) = J_L(V) - R_A(n, p, n_0, p_0)W - \int_0^\infty \left[ \int_{\Omega_c} a(E) \cos(\theta) d\Omega + \pi n_e^2 a'(E) \right] \frac{E^2}{\hbar^3 \epsilon^2 e^{(E-qV)/kT} - 1} dE - J_{SRH} - J_{SRV}
\]

(6.5)

where

\[
J_{SRH} = qW \frac{np - n_{eff}^2}{\tau_{SRH} p + \tau_{SRH} n}
\]

(6.6)

\[
J_{SRV} = 2q \frac{np - n_{eff}^2}{p/S + n/S}
\]

(6.7)

where \(\tau_{SRH}\) is the bulk lifetime associated with SRH processes, and \(S\) is the surface recombination velocity (SRV) [42]. For both of these expressions, we assume a single SRV and SRH lifetime averaged over both carrier types, and, in the case of the SRV, both surfaces. (The factor of two in the surface recombination expression accounts for the top and bottom surfaces of the cell.) We also include non-ideal back reflectors, as part of the parasitic absorption, along with free carrier processes according to the following relation:

\[
\alpha'(E) = \alpha_{FCA} + \frac{1 - R_b}{4W}
\]

(6.8)

where \(\alpha_{FCA}(E)\) is the absorption coefficient for free carrier absorption and \(R_b\) is the back reflectivity [46].

We estimate the SRV and SRH lifetimes for IBC and HIT cells by matching the \(V_{oc}\) of the modeled cell to experimental values for a given optimal cell thickness. While our model neglects series and shunt resistance, this should have little effect on \(V_{oc}\), as series resistance largely impacts fill factor and in these high quality cells shunt resistance should be sufficient to avoid any significant effects on \(V_{oc}\). Our estimates also rely on assumptions about cell doping, back reflectivity, and optimal thickness without angle restriction. For the HIT cell, we assume a 98% reflective back surface, as well as losses from 6 nm of amorphous silicon on the top surface of the cell and 9 nm on the bottom surface [94]. We then vary the SRH lifetime and SRV to fit the
reported champion HIT cell voltage (750 mV) with an optimal cell thickness of 100 microns, finding an SRV of 2.87 cm/sec and a SRH lifetime of 2.2 msec [6]. For the IBC cell, we use a similar procedure, but assume a 180 micron optimal cell thickness and a 95% back reflector to find an SRV of 11.64 cm/sec and a lifetime of 1.2 msec [58, 86]. Thus, using the reported cell voltages, we can estimate the surface and bulk recombination for each of these champion cells. Table 6.1 summarizes the full set of parameters for each of the cell models considered here.

Table 6.1. Cell Parameters for Ideal and Realistic Cell Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ideal</th>
<th>HIT</th>
<th>IBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dopant Type</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopant Density (cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>1x10$^{11}$</td>
<td>1.6x10$^{15}$</td>
<td>1.6x10$^{15}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Reflectivity (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRV (cm/sec)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>11.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH Lifetime (msec)</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To explore the sensitivity of our model to the optimal cell thickness assumption, we vary the optimal thickness, and determine a range of possible SRV and SRH lifetime values, as shown in the lower panels of figures 6.4 and 6.3. For this range of possible SRV values we then calculate the efficiency with no angle restriction (90°) and with an emission angle of 10°. We also calculate the optimal thickness with no angle restriction and with 10° emission angle, as shown in the top panels of figures 6.4 and 6.3. The optimal thickness at 90° is slightly different than that plotted on the x-axis. This is because we use AM 1.5 G for the SRV and lifetime estimation, as the experimental open-circuit voltages we match to were taken under the global spectrum. In contrast, the efficiencies and optimal thicknesses plotted in figures 1a and 2a use an AM 1.5 D spectrum, as angle restriction utilizes only the direct portion of the solar spectrum.

For the IBC cell, shown in Figure 6.3, increasing the optimal thickness leads to longer SRH lifetimes and increased SRV values, as we expect. However, for very
Figure 6.3. As the optimal thickness is varied for the IBC cell, the estimated values for SRV and SRH lifetime change, as plotted in the lower panel, to match the experimental $V_{oc}$ of 721 mV. However, the efficiency increase with angle restriction is not very sensitive to these changes, and the proportional reduction in thickness is fairly constant.
Figure 6.4. As the optimal thickness is varied for the HIT cell, the estimated values for SRV and SRH lifetime change, as plotted in the lower panel, to match the experimental $V_{oc}$ of 750 mV. However, the efficiency increase with angle restriction is not very sensitive to these changes, and the proportional reduction in thickness is fairly constant.
thick cells the SRV begins to plateau and even decrease, as all recombination must be reduced to achieve the experimental $V_{oc}$ in a very thick cell with its increased bulk recombination. Similarly, for the HIT cell, achieving the very high experimental $V_{oc}$ in a thicker cell requires reductions in both surface and SRH recombination, while in a thinner cell increased levels of both types of recombination may be tolerated. For both the HIT and IBC cells, the proportional reduction in cell thickness and the efficiency increase with angle restriction are not very sensitive to changes in the SRV and SRH lifetime estimates as the optimal thickness without angle restriction is varied. However, the values of efficiency and optimal thickness at 10° emission do vary more significantly.

Using the SRV and SRH lifetime values estimated above, we calculated the impact of angle restriction on on both HIT and IBC cells. As is shown in Figure 6.5, there is a clear contrast in the effects of angle restriction for the HIT and IBC cells, despite similar reported efficiencies for these two cells [58]. In fact, for the IBC cell, only about 0.5% absolute efficiency improvement is expected relative to a non-angle restricted cell. However, narrow angle restriction is not required to achieve these relatively meagre benefits, with an escape angle of about 40° sufficient for a 100 micron thick cell. For the HIT cell, in contrast, efficiency increases of up to 1% absolute are achievable with angle restriction. To achieve this, cells in the 40-90 micron thickness range with angle restriction to at least 10° are required. Thus, while significant materials savings are possible if desired, cells need not be thinned appreciably relative to current technology to realize significantly improved efficiencies with angle restriction [6].

For these two high efficiency current technologies, there is a significant difference in the impact of angle restriction, with HIT cells showing twice the benefit under angle restriction relative to IBC cells. To understand this more clearly, we need only consider the $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ values plotted in Figure 6.5. While the shape of the $J_{sc}$ contours are similar, currents are maintained better in thinner cells for the HIT structure, owing to the improved back reflector. Additionally, while HIT cells show consistent $V_{oc}$ improvements down to 10 micron thick cells for the HIT structure, $V_{oc}$ improvements plateau in the IBC structure, as the higher SRV begins to limit the
Figure 6.5. Efficiency, $\eta$, short circuit current, $J_{sc}$, and open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$, for cells with surface recombination and SRH lifetimes that approximate HIT (left) and IBC (right) type silicon cells. HIT cells show much greater efficiency improvements with angle restriction.
voltage. These larger $V_{oc}$ enhancements offset any reductions in current for thinner HIT cells, so much thinner cells are optimal under angle restriction for HIT cells, and much larger efficiency improvements are seen.

While we have argued above that the improved SRV and back reflectivity are crucial to the improved performance under angle restriction seen with the HIT cell, the HIT cell also has a longer SRH lifetime. To explore the relative importance of these factors, in Figure 6.6 we plot the efficiency and efficiency increase under angle restriction as a function of back reflectivity, and also examine the effect of a factor of two improvement in either SRV or SRH lifetime. While improvements in either back reflectivity, SRV, or lifetime lead to an overall efficiency enhancement, only improved SRV and back reflectivity lead to greater efficiency increase with angle restriction. In fact, the efficiency enhancements with angle restriction are slightly lower with an improved bulk lifetime. This is consistent with efficiency increases due to enhanced light trapping allowing for a thinner cell, and a resulting decrease in bulk recombination processes, like SRH. The significantly larger optimal cell thicknesses shown in Figure 6.6 for longer lifetimes support this explanation. Thus, the results in Figure 6.6 suggest that with angle restriction, there is less benefit to utilizing high lifetime silicon, particularly for a cell with an excellent back reflector. These results also emphasize the importance of an excellent back reflector and low SRV for achieving maximal benefits with angle restriction in a thin cell.

### 6.2.3 Angle Restriction with External Concentration

So far, we have considered the effect of escape angle restriction for enhanced light trapping in the solar cell. Next we consider how external concentration can further enhance the performance of a Si device when used in combination with the same angle restriction geometry. An external concentrator will also limit the optical acceptance angle: light is collected from a limited range of incoming angles and concentrated onto a smaller area with a broader angular spread. At the thermodynamic limit [60] of concentration by the factor $C_f$, the relationship between the angular spread of
Figure 6.6. a) Improved SRV, SRH lifetime, and back reflectivity all lead to increases in efficiency with 10° escape angle. b) Efficiency increases relative to non-angle restricted cell are greater with improved SRV and back reflectivity, and slightly smaller with improved SRH lifetime. c) Improved SRH lifetime leads to much larger optimal cell thicknesses, while improved SRV and back reflectivity lead to reduced optimal cell thicknesses.
incoming light, \( \theta_{in} \), and the angular spread of light after concentration, \( \theta_{out} \) is

\[
\sin(\theta_{out}) = \sqrt{C_f} \sin(\theta_{in}).
\]  

(6.9)

For this calculation, we assume this spread is 0.267° ± 2.5° in accordance with the measurement conditions of the direct solar spectrum [95]. However, this fairly conservative relative to the acceptance angles of current high concentration systems. Due to reciprocity, the angular spread of light after concentration sets the narrowest possible solar cell escape angle where all incoming light is collected.

In Figures 4a and 4b, we plot the efficiency and optimal thickness respectively of a HIT-type cell with angle restriction combined with various levels of concentration, neglecting heating or increased series resistance losses in the cells. Efficiency can be improved up to 0.8% absolute by narrowing the escape angle to 20°. For higher concentration ratios, the optimal thickness increases due to the increased carrier density and increased recombination rates. Conversely and similar to the case with no concentration, we see that the optimal thickness decreases with increased angle restriction. Thus for a given concentration, higher efficiency could be reached with a thinner device.

As mentioned previously, an angle restriction scheme would likely require tracking to ensure the sun’s image falls within the allowed angles for light to enter the cell. A typical low-precision tracking system for solar is on the order of 5°; performance limitations for such a tracker are also indicated in Figure 4. With such a tracking system, using 50x concentration in combination with moderate angle restriction of 40° a HIT device could achieve greater than 30% efficiency (with respect to the direct spectrum) with a 100 \( \mu \)m thick substrate. To achieve similar efficiencies without angle restriction approximately 100x external concentration and a significantly thicker cell would be required. Thus, using angle restriction in concert with external concentration allows for higher efficiencies with lower external concentrations, reducing the requirements for heat-sinking and allows for a greater choice of module geometry. The tradeoff between cell thickness, concentration, and angle restriction offers a variety of options.
Figure 6.7. Impact of external concentration applied to an escape angle restricted HIT type cell for various concentrations, assuming ideal tracking precision. Numbers for $5^\circ$ tracking precision indicated by ‘x’. Maximum cell efficiency (a) is achieved for an optimal thickness (b) of substrate.

6.3 Angle Restrictor Designs

In all the preceding calculations, we have assumed a lossless angle restrictor which only allows light to enter and leave the cell within the cone described by the escape angle. Furthermore, we assumed that the escape angle cutoff was the same across all wavelengths. In this section, we explore the performance of various structures that limit the escape angle either over all wavelengths or over a narrow range of wavelengths.
near the silicon band edge. There has been significant prior work focused on designing such structures for both crystalline and amorphous silicon cells [30, 59, 65, 66, 87]. However, most of this work has focused on structures that limit the escape angle only over a narrow wavelength range for very thin, idealized solar cells or has been more conceptual. Here we consider both narrowband and broadband angle restrictors and analyze the effects of these structures on the performance of both the idealized and HIT silicon cells over a range of thicknesses.

6.3.1 Narrowband Angle Restrictor

To achieve narrowband angle restriction, we consider a multilayer structure with alternating high and low refractive index. Similar to the narrowband structure presented in Chapter 4, the angle restriction effect may be understood by considering the Bragg condition (Equation 4.13) for reflection from a periodic stack, though the design presented here is more sophisticated.

As shown in figure 6.8 for shorter wavelengths, maximum reflection occurs away from normal incidence, giving the angle restriction effect we desire. To avoid undesirable second-order reflecting bands, and other normal incidence reflections, we utilize a rugate structure, with a gradual variation of refractive index [65-68]. As in Chapter 4, we assume the cell is placed under glass (n=1.5), as is common in deployed systems, and that gradual index variation between 1.5 and 2.5 may be achieved with SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ codeposition [70-72]. We also assume that the rugate structure is deposited in place of an anti-reflective (AR) coating between the glass and the solar cell. As a comparison case, we consider a quintic-type graded index AR coating deposited at the same interface and with the same range of refractive index [69]. Figure 6.8a illustrates the refractive index profiles of the optimized rugate angle restricting structure and the graded index AR coat comparison. As shown in figures 6.8b,c, the calculated normal incidence transmission is very similar for both the angle restrictor and AR comparison. Thus, the rugate structure avoids additional optical losses. As the angle restriction is narrowband, the angle restrictor will capture diffuse light over most of the solar spectrum, and may also allow for simpler, cheaper tracking.
Figure 6.8. a) Refractive index profile for rugate angle restrictor design (blue), and quintic graded index AR coat comparison (black). 
b,c) Calculated reflectivity for rugate angle restrictor design (b) and graded index AR (c). The transfer matrix method was used to calculate the performance of the thin film structures, and reflections off the overlying glass (n=1.5) were included with a multipass model. 
d) Efficiency with rugate angle restrictor (blue) and graded index AR (black) for the HIT cell model (solid), and the ideal cell model (dashed).
However, this also means that significant enhanced light trapping will only occur for light at wavelengths longer than 1 micron, which limits the possibilities for thinning the cell. The angle restriction also has a fairly wide escape angle over much of the spectral range, which is not ideal for maximizing the enhancement.

Due to the relatively wide escape angles and narrow wavelength range, we expect that the rugate angle restrictor will not give the full performance benefits predicted in figures 6.2 and 6.5. To calculate the performance under angle restriction, we replace the factors of $\sin^2(\theta)$ in the absorptivity expressions and the angular integral in Equation 6.1 with a wavelength dependent angle-averaged transmission, determined from the reflectivity results in Figure 6.8b,c. As shown in Figure 6.8d, for an ideal cell, the optimal thickness decreases from 110 microns to 80 microns with a 0.6 percentage point efficiency increase. For the HIT cell, the effect is even smaller, with only a 0.3 percentage point efficiency increase and 7 micron reduction in the optimal cell thickness. Thus, while the narrowband design allows for the utilization of diffuse light, the efficiency gains are rather small, and a significant reduction in cell thickness is not preferable.

### 6.3.2 Broadband Angle Restrictor

The results above suggest that narrower angle restriction over a broader wavelength range will be required to achieve the substantial efficiency increases suggested by figures 6.2 and 6.5. To explore this further, we examined a broadband ray optical angle restrictor, which utilizes an array of hexagonal solid compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) structures [60]. In this design, similar to that proposed by Green, the CPC structure utilizes total internal reflection to direct light near normal incidence to the output aperture where it enters the cell [30, 59]. Except for the area under the output apertures of the CPCs, the top surface of the cell is coated with a metallic reflector, such that light inside the cell can only escape through the output apertures and light trapping is enhanced.

As in the previous section, we assume that the top of the CPC array is in optical contact with a covering glass of index 1.5. We also assume that the solid CPC struc-
tures have index 1.5, that the reflector above the cell has 98% reflectivity, and that the graded index AR coat presented in Figure 6.8 is deposited at the output apertures of the CPC structures between the index 1.5 CPC material and the underlying silicon cell. Ray trace results, as in Figure 6.9b, show that quite narrow angle restriction, to about 10°, is possible, with normal incidence transmission similar to the AR coat alone. We note that achieving this narrow angle restriction requires including a conical section at the bottom of the CPC to narrow the range of output angles from the structure and avoid skew rays, increasing the height of the structure. While this structure is ray optical and may be fabricated at any scale significantly larger than the wavelengths of interest, ideally the spacing between the reflector holes would be no larger than the carrier diffusion length, so the CPC structure would be no taller than several millimeters.

Similar to the previous section, we incorporate the ray trace results into detailed balance model. However, in this case we must also include the losses in the non-ideal back reflector above the solar cell. Thus, the escape value used in place of \( \sin^2(\theta) \), \( P_{esc} \), is now expressed as:

\[
P_{esc} = \bar{T} + A_r (1 - R_t)n_g^2 \tag{6.10}
\]

where \( \bar{T} \) is the angle-averaged transmission determined from the ray trace, \( A_r \) is the fraction of the top surface area covered by the reflector, and \( R_t \) is the reflectivity of the top reflector, assumed to be 98% in this case. \( n_g \) is the refractive index of the material between the solar cell and the reflector, which is assumed to be 1.5 in this case.

Using the above expression, we calculated the efficiency as a function of thickness for both the ideal and HIT cell models for the two different CPC designs presented in Figure 6.9b. As shown in Figure 6.9c, with the broadband angle restriction and smaller escape angles, the efficiency improvements suggested by figures 6.2 and 6.5 are, in fact, realizable. For the HIT structure, 0.8% absolute efficiency improvement is found, with the optimal thickness decreasing substantially to 62 microns. In line with Figure 6.5a, much of the efficiency benefit (0.6% absolute) is achieved with the
Figure 6.9. a) CPC based ray optical angle restrictor schematic. b) Ray trace results at 1 micron wavelength and scale CPC profiles for CPC array with 5° acceptance angle and 57° output angle (red), and 15° acceptance angle and 83° output angle (purple) [60]. The CPC output aperture for the 15° CPC is six times wider than for the 5° CPC. Note that the effective angle restriction is less narrow than the design acceptance angle, owing to refraction at the air-glass interface as light enters the CPC. c) Efficiency results for both CPC arrays and graded index AR (black) with the HIT cell model (solid) and the ideal cell model (dashed).
larger escape angle CPC structure, which would also allow for cheaper, less accurate tracking and more utilization of diffuse light. For the ideal cell, the effects are even larger, with optimal thicknesses as low as ten microns and efficiency increases of 1.5 absolute percent. Thus, significant efficiency benefits are possible with realistic angle-restricting optical structures.

6.4 Conclusions

Restricting the light escape angle with an external optic has significant potential to further improve the performance of silicon solar cells by improving light trapping, allowing for thinner, more efficient cells in a flat plate geometry. Using a detailed balance approach, we have re-evaluated the ideal, Auger-limited case and found that efficiency increases of up to 3% absolute may be expected with very thin cells and narrow angle restriction. Considering the performance characteristics of champion HIT and IBC cells, we have found that the efficiency benefits of angle restriction are much more significant in the HIT case, with 1% absolute efficiency increases expected with cells that are half as thick as current cells. Unlike the idealized case, for current technologies we find that limiting the escape angle more narrowly than 10° has minimal additional benefit. Low surface recombination velocity and excellent back reflectivity, as found in HIT cells, are crucial to achieving the maximal efficiency benefits with angle restriction. Angle restriction may also be used in concert with low to moderate external concentration, for addition efficiency enhancements. Finally, we have considered both narrowband rugate-based and broadband ray-optical angle restrictor designs. With the rugate structure, escape angles are wide, and efficiency benefits are modest for both the HIT and ideal structures, with small changes in the optical thickness. In contrast, broadband angle restrictors can achieve quite narrow escape angles, and show significant efficiency benefits and reductions in the optimal cell thickness. Thus, we envision broadband angle restriction with a CPC-based ray optical structure used in either a flat plate geometry or with low to moderate external concentration for silicon solar cells. With current HIT cell technology, this approach
allows for cells that are half as thick as current cells, with significant efficiency improvements.
Chapter 7
Light-Trapping Filtered Concentrator For Spectral Splitting

7.1 Motivation

While the previous few chapters have focused on efficiency improvements with angle restriction, photon entropy increase due to isotropic emission is not the largest source of loss in ideal solar cells. In fact, while 10% absolute efficiency increase may be gained with full photon entropy management in an ideal cell, thermalization and lack of absorption losses owing to a single bangap, as discussed in Chapter 1, are a much larger source of loss [31, 96]. One way to address this loss is to utilize additional bandgaps, so that higher energy photons are absorbed by larger bandgap materials and lower energy photons are absorbed by lower bandgap materials. In this way, higher energy photons are absorbed by materials more closely matched to their bandgaps, reducing thermalization loss. Additionally, lower energy photons that would not have been absorbed by an optimal single bandgap may now be absorbed and converted by the lower bandgap materials. Thus, 46% absolute efficiency gain may be realized with infinite bandgaps, as opposed to the conventional single bandgap [96].

Multijunction solar cells are the most advanced and heavily studied approach to incorporating additional bangaps in a solar cell. In these cells, several materials with different band gaps are grown in a monolithic structure, with tunnel junctions to allow current to flow between each junction [97-100]. The materials are arranged vertically from highest to lowest band gap, with the highest bandgap cell grown on top, so that
the highest energy photons are absorbed in materials with the largest bandgap. Lower energy photons that are not absorbed continue through the monolithic stack until they are absorbed in lower energy bandgaps. While very high efficiencies have been recorded with multijunction cells, including a recent record exceeding 44% efficiency, there are some fundamental issues limiting the efficiencies that can be achieved with this technology [58].

The monolithic nature of a multijunction solar cell limits its efficiency because of both a lattice-matching and current-matching constraint. To obtain the highest quality photovoltaic material with a minimum of defects, the different materials in the structure must have similar lattice constants. With this lattice-matching constraint, the limited choice of materials may lead to non-optimal band gap selection or the material quality may suffer, either of which reduces the efficiency [101]. Additionally, as all the cells are connected in series, the current produced by each cell in the monolithic stack must match, or power will be lost. This affects the choice of bandgaps, leading to bandgap selections that would be non-optimal in the independently connected case, where the currents need not match [97, 98]. Furthermore, over the course of the day and the year the spectrum will shift so that the cell is no longer current matched, leading to significant losses in annual power production [102, 103]. Both the current matching and lattice matching constraint limit the number of bandgaps, with the current world record for triple junction cells [58]. This in turn limits ultimate efficiency and power that may be achieved with multijunctions. Thus, if very high efficiencies are desired, new approaches must be considered. While there has been significant work on hot carrier, intermediate band, and other “third generation” technologies in an attempt to provide alternatives to multijunctions, many fundamental materials science issues must be overcome before these can be practically realized with high efficiency [96, 104-107].

Spectrum splitting represents an alternative approach to either multijunction or third generation technologies. In this approach external optics are used to split the light into different spectral bands. These different spectral bands are then directed onto solar cells with bandgaps tuned to convert each spectral band with maximal
Figure 7.1. As the number of junctions in the system is increased efficiency increases significantly, as losses due to thermalization or lack of absorption are reduced. Detailed balance efficiency calculations for optimized bandgaps show a clear plateau around 6-10 junctions. Independently connected cells (solid line), as in spectral splitting, give higher efficiencies than series connected cells (dashed lines), as in multijunctions. Furthermore, higher concentrations lead to higher efficiencies, as discussed in Chapter 3. Darker shades indicate 500x concentration; lighter shades indicate 1x concentration. Dark and light blue lines indicate realistic cell performance, with 90% of the ideal current absorbed and collected, and reductions in voltage due to non-radiative loss, with external radiative efficiency (ERE) of 1% [73]. Dark and light red lines indicate the ideal case with 100% of ideal current collected with ERE of 100%. Figure courtesy of Emily Warmann [103].
efficiency [108]. As each cell may be independently electrically connected, there is no current matching constraint, allowing for a more optimal choice of bandgaps, and higher efficiency. This gives approximately 1-2% absolute efficiency increase, as shown in Figure 7.1, as well as up to 20% enhancements in annual power production [103]. In addition, many more bandgaps may be utilized with higher material quality, as each cell can be grown on its own lattice matched substrate. As in Figure 7.1, there are significant possible efficiency gains in incorporating more than three junctions, as in current world monolithic multijunctions. However, the spectrum splitting optics must split the spectrum accurately and with low loss to access these gains. As with concentrator multijunction cells, we anticipate that the spectrum splitting module will include significant concentration and will require high accuracy, two-axis solar tracking.

The goal of this project was to design optical structures that could achieve significantly higher efficiencies than the best concentrating multijunction modules, where the world record efficiency currently stands at 36% [58]. As shown in Figure 7.1, the benefits to additional junctions plateau in the 6-10 junction range, and there are significant efficiency benefits to high concentration (500x or greater). In fact, with independent connection and 500x concentration, efficiencies over 50% may be achieved for six junctions, with high quality, but realistic, cell performance. Many optical approaches to spectrum splitting are possible, including holographic, parallelepiped, prism, or grating based approaches [108]. Here we analyze a light trapping filtered concentrator approach, where incident light is trapped within a dielectric slab and passes into the appropriate cell through filters. While the light trapping filtered concentrator approach to spectrum splitting was initially suggested by Goetzberger and is similar in operation to the cavity concentrator proposed by Ortabasi, here we focus on optimizing the design for very high efficiencies [109, 110]. Considering the results in Figure 7.1, it is clear that 6-10 junctions, along with fairly high concentrations, should be included in our final design to achieve efficiencies significantly higher than the current module world record. Furthermore, while previous work has been largely conceptual, we propose an initial, optimized design of the spectrum splitting
submodule, including filter elements, that allows for high efficiencies.

7.2 The Light Trapping Filtered Concentrator

Figure 7.2. Schematic of the light-trapping filtered concentrator spectrum splitting module. We envision the splitting submodule being placed under a traditional high concentration optic. Light enters through the high concentration optic and the angle restrictor on top of the splitting submodule. Upon entering the dielectric textured slab, it is scattered, and trapped by total internal reflection in the slab and the reflector associated with the angle restrictor. As the light travels randomly through the slab, it encounters the various underlying subcells, which have omnidirectional filtering elements that only allow light in the correct spectral band to enter the cell. Figure courtesy of John Lloyd.

Figure 7.2 shows the basic design and operation of the light-trapping filtered concentrator. Light enters via a high concentration optic, allowing for the additional efficiency gains with concentration illustrated in Figure 7.1. Light then travels through the angle restrictor on top of the spectrum splitting submodule. While the high
concentration optic may be fairly standard, it must be designed so that the output angles of light fall within the acceptance angle of the spectrum splitting submodule. Upon entering the textured dielectric slab that lies beneath the angle restrictor, the light is scattered. It is then trapped within the slab by the reflector associated with the angle restrictor, and by total internal reflection at the surface of the dielectric slab. Thus, either a higher slab refractive index or a narrower acceptance angle for the angle restrictor lead to improved light trapping within the slab. Light trapped within the dielectric slab then encounters the subcells underlying the slab. Ideally, each subcell is filtered by an omnidirectional filter, which only allows light of the appropriate wavelengths to enter. Thus, light bounces around the slab until it encounters the appropriate subcell, passes through the filter element, and is absorbed. In this schematic, each subcell is a multijunction cell. As will be discussed in the next section, this allows us to achieve the larger number of bandgaps desired, while reducing loss from light escaping the slab.

7.3 Basic Design Considerations: The Multipass Model

7.3.1 The Thick Slab Assumption

To narrow the design space, we first developed a simple, multipass ray optical model for light propagation within the dielectric slab. We assume ideal filters and slab thickness comparable to the subcell width. According to Monte Carlo simulations, shown in Figure 7.3, a slab of at least this thickness maximizes the probability that light reflected from a filter at a given subcell will next impinge on the appropriate subcell. Conversely, if the slab is too thin, the light ray is likely to impinge on the same non-ideal subcell twice. Under the thick slab assumption, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the probability for light to impinge on the correct subcell with each pass is $f$, the fraction of slab area covered by the correct subcell. Assuming all subcells are of the same size, $f$ is $1/$subcell number. Thus, for idealized filters, a fraction
Figure 7.3. Based on ray geometry, the probability of returned light striking the same cell type twice was determined for a nine subcell geometry. A Monte-Carlo approach was used to determine the direction of the light when it was scattered at the top of the slab, assuming equal brightness in all directions. Once the slab thickness is similar to the subcell width, the light is fully randomized and the probability of returned light striking the same type of subcell twice is minimized.
of light $f$ is absorbed on the first pass through the cell. Then, on the second pass, $(1 - f)(1 - p)f$ is absorbed, where $p$ is the probability of escape at the top of the slab. Performing the summation for infinite passes, we find the overall fraction of light absorbed, or the optical efficiency, $\eta_{opt}$, is:

$$\eta_{opt} = \frac{f}{1 - (1 - f)(1 - p)} \quad (7.1)$$

The results of the multipass model are plotted in Figure 7.4, illustrating that a low escape probability combined with a small number of cells gives the highest optical efficiency.

![Figure 7.4](image-url)
Table 7.1. Sets of Subcells Optimized for AM 1.5D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall Optimum</th>
<th>Limited Top Bandgap</th>
<th>Dual Junction Bottom Cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Cell</td>
<td>2.57 eV</td>
<td>2.20 eV</td>
<td>2.20 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.23 eV</td>
<td>1.78 eV</td>
<td>1.78 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.99 eV</td>
<td>1.48 eV</td>
<td>1.48 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.63 eV</td>
<td>1.36 eV</td>
<td>1.37 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Cell</td>
<td>1.36 eV</td>
<td>1.22 eV</td>
<td>1.23 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.12 eV</td>
<td>1.13 eV</td>
<td>1.15 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.93 eV</td>
<td>0.94 eV</td>
<td>0.93 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Cell</td>
<td>0.72 eV</td>
<td>0.73 eV</td>
<td>0.70 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.39 eV</td>
<td>0.52 eV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>55.7%</td>
<td>54.1%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table above gives three sets of multijunction subcells optimized for AM 1.5D, with current matching imposed within each subcell. While the overall optimum is ideal, the top bandgap is too high to be achieved with current high quality materials. We therefore limited the top bandgap to 2.2 eV in the second column. It is also difficult to find current high quality materials with bandgaps as low as 0.52 eV. Therefore, we restricted the bottom cell to two bandgaps, which has only a small effect on the efficiency. The efficiency values assume ERE of 1% and 500 suns concentration.
7.3.2 Initial Subcell Optimization

As shown in Figure 7.4, to maintain a high optical efficiency in combination with a large number of bandgaps for optimal spectrum utilization, two to four multijunction subcells are optimal. For this initial design, we consider three underlying multijunction subcells, which have been optimized for AM 1.5 D. While further optimization will be performed to maximize performance under our optics, these bandgaps give a starting point for designing filter elements. As shown in Table 7.1, when we limit the bandgap based range based on materials considerations, we find a set of two triple junction cells and one dual junction. While current matching will be required within each of the these multijunction subcells, this will have a smaller effect on efficiency and annualized energy production than if all eight junctions required current matching. This is because all the bandgaps within a given subcell address nearby portions of the solar spectrum, which tend to change together over the course of the day, as there is more red light near dawn and dusk and more blue light at midday.

7.3.3 Reducing Probability of Slab Escape: Design Tradeoffs

As in Figure 7.4, optical efficiency for the light trapping filtered concentrator is maximized when the probability of light escaping the slab is low. This escape probability can be reduced by mounting an angle-restricting device such as an array of compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) on top of the slab. With such angle restrictors the slab can only receive light from within the acceptance angle of the CPCs, but light also only enters the slab through small holes at the bottom of each CPC. Since most of the slab is covered with a reflector, the light escape probability from the slab is reduced by a factor of $1/\sin^2(\theta)$, where $\theta$ is the acceptance angle of the angle restrictor, and we assume for the moment that the output angle of the CPC is $90^\circ$ [60]. As we expect, the probability of escape is lowest for a high index slab and a slab with narrow angle restriction, as shown in Figure 7.5.

While the multipass model suggests maximizing the slab index of refraction and/or minimizing the acceptance angle of the CPCs to maximize optical efficiency, both
Figure 7.5. Probability of slab escape as a function of the slab refractive index and the acceptance angle of the angle restrictor. Schematics on the left indicate the effect of narrower acceptance angle on the angle restrictor shape. The white lines indicate the minimum angle restrictor acceptance angle and refractive index pairs that give 90% optical efficiency for a given subcell number. Even with only two subcells, very high refractive indices (greater than 3) are necessary if no angle restrictor is desired.
approaches involve tradeoffs. Restricting the acceptance angle of the CPCs reduces the maximum external concentration obtainable or equivalently increases the required tracking angular resolution at a given concentration factor. While slab materials with high index of refraction give higher optical efficiency for a wider acceptance angle, they generally have lower bandgaps, such that absorption in the slab may occur. For example, if the slab were composed of a high index semiconductor material such as GaP, a significant portion of the solar spectrum would be lost to parasitic absorption in the slab. Furthermore, a high index slab complicates the design of the omnidirectional filters. While multilayer films can have omnidirectional reflectivity, this omnidirectionality is dependent on the light line for the incoming light. Thus, for light entering a filter from a high index medium, where the light line encloses a wider region of momentum space, omnidirectionality is much more difficult to achieve [63, 111]. In addition, when filters are composed of high index materials total internal reflection within the dielectric slab becomes a serious issue, as a lower index filter would be required to achieve index contrast between the filter stack and the slab.

7.4 Designing Omnidirectional Filters

To avoid the issues associated with designing omnidirectional filter for use under a high index slab, we focused on the use of a lower index fused silica slab that utilizes an angle restricting front surface layer to improve the optical efficiency. We then designed a range of possible filter options for each of the three underlying subcells. The first consideration is achieving omnidirectional reflectivity. We therefore consider stacks made of SiO$_2$ and rutile TiO$_2$ to maximize the index contrast [63, 111, 112]. To design the filters, we used the OpenFilters program, and assumed each filter to have a top interface adjoining the fused silica slab and a bottom interface adjoining subcell with index similar to GaAs [80]. The filters were designed by first creating a chirped stack consisting of alternating layers of rutile TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$, which provided high reflectivity in the region to the red of the transmission band. Next, we set the desired reflection and transmission at each wavelength and a variety of angles based on the
bandgaps given in Table 7.1. The tolerances of each of these reflection and transmission targets were based on the power in the solar spectrum at that wavelength, the power at a given angle, and an overall reflection to transmission weighting which was varied over the design process. With these targets and tolerances, optimization of all layer thicknesses was performed using the least squares minimization included in OpenFilters [80]. While OpenFilters also includes a needle-based optimization approach, we found that adding needles to the optimized chirped stack had little effect on the filter performance, and thus we did not include needle optimization steps in the final filter designs [113]. As shown in Figure 7.6, with such an approach long pass filters that are nearly omnidirectional may be designed. While there is some wavelength dependence of the cutoff with angle, and a mode allowing transmission at one polarization for a narrow range of angles, overall transmission and reflection are quite omnidirectional.

Figure 7.6. Reflectivity as a function of wavelength and angle for an SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ long pass filter optimized for omnidirectional performance. The final design is 29.6 microns thick, and the black dotted line indicates the wavelength where transmission should begin according the the cell bandgaps given in Table 7.1
Figure 7.7. Angle averaged reflectivity for SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ filters optimized for omnidirectional performance. The band pass filters reduce parasitic absorption of lower energy light, but also reduce transmission. The legend gives the thicknesses for each of the filters represented. With thinner filters, greater in band transmission but reduced out of band reflectivity are observed in both band pass and long pass designs. The region between the grey dotted lines indicates where transmission is desired, according the the cell bandgaps given in Table 7.1.
Owing to second order reflections, it is much more difficult to design short or band pass filters that provide omnidirectional reflection and good transmission. In an ideal case, lower energy light will not be absorbed in the higher energy subcells, and thus it is not necessary to use short or band pass filters to keep lower energy light out of these cells. However, in a realistic cell, lower energy light passing through the cell will suffer losses from parasitic free carrier absorption and imperfect back reflection. We estimated these losses at 10-20% for a dual pass through the cell by considering a nominal device design and extrapolating from published free carrier absorption data for similar III-V materials [114-119]. Thus, for the top and middle bandgap subcells, there is a tradeoff between maximizing transmission of in band light to these cells and avoiding losses for lower energy light. If we wish to maximize absorption, a simple anti-reflection coating should be used for the highest energy subcell and a long pass filter for the middle subcell. However, if we wish to minimize parasitic losses, a short pass filter should be used for the top subcell and a bandpass for the middle subcell, with a cost to transmission in the band. Figure 7.7 illustrates this tradeoff for the middle subcell.

As is also evident from Figure 7.7, the thickness of the filter is directly related to the reflection and transmission characteristics. For thinner filters, in-band transmission is improved, but out-of-band reflection is reduced relative to thicker filters. As these filters have fewer layers and fewer interfaces to provide reflection, this result is expected. To further explore these tradeoffs using the ray trace model considered in the next section, a variety of possible filters were designed for each of the three subcells. For the top cell, two different single layer anti-reflection coatings made of TiO$_2$ and Ta$_2$O$_5$, as well as three short pass filters of different thicknesses were considered. For the middle cell, bandpass filters of several thicknesses were considered, as well as long pass filters. For the bottom cell, only long pass filters were considered. For the long pass filters, as shown in Figure 7.8, filters of two different thicknesses were designed for several cutoff wavelengths, allowing for further optimization.
Figure 7.8. Angle averaged reflectivity for SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ long filters optimized for omnidirectional performance on the lowest energy subcell with a variety of cutoff wavelengths. The dotted lines indicate thinner cells, with thicknesses ranging from 11.1 to 13.2 microns. The solid lines indicate thicker cells, from 25.8 to 33.6 microns thick. Within these ranges, the filters with cutoff at longer wavelengths are thicker. The grey dotted line indicates the start of the desired transmission region, according the the cell bandgaps given in Table 7.1.
7.5 Optimizing Geometry and Filter Selection: Ray Trace Results

7.5.1 Filter Selection

To select the optimal filter set, a ray trace model was developed using LightTools, a commercial ray trace software. For each set of three filter elements for the top, middle, and bottom cells, we then optimize the geometry of the angle restrictor. Based on assumptions about the tracking accuracy and external concentration, the incoming angular spread of the output light can be determined. Assuming the external concentrator is operating at the thermodynamic concentration limit:

\[ C_{\text{ext}} = \frac{\sin^2 \theta_{\text{out}}}{\sin^2 \theta_t} \]  

(7.2)

where \( C_{\text{ext}} \) is the external concentration factor, \( \theta_t \) is the angular accuracy of the tracker, which corresponds to the spread of angles entering the concentrator, and \( \theta_{\text{out}} \) is the angular spread of the light exiting the concentrator [60]. For a given \( \theta_{\text{out}} \) both the input and output angles of the compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) structures must be optimized. In addition, an angular offset expressing the difference between the angle restrictor input acceptance angle and \( \theta_{\text{out}} \) is optimized. Increasing the input acceptance angle of the angle restrictor slightly relative to \( \theta_{\text{out}} \) reduces the effectiveness of the angle restrictor for trapping light within the slab, but can also improve transmission through the angle restrictor.

For each geometry, the band gaps are re-optimized to achieve current matching for the incoming photon flux, as is discussed further in the next section. For the ray trace, we assume 20% parasitic loss for dual pass of below band gap light through the cell. This is at the upper end of our previous estimates. We also assume 98% reflectivity at reflecting surfaces within the angle restrictor and on the top and sides of the slab, as for a silver-based mirror. In addition, unless otherwise noted, we assume a tracking accuracy angle \( \theta_t \), of 0.5°, as has been reported for deployed systems. We also neglect Fresnel reflections at the output of the angle restrictor, as we assume
an as yet unspecified anti-reflective coating will be deposited at this interface. With idealized reflectors and filters, the ray trace results accord well with the results of the multipass model.

Figure 7.9. Angle averaged reflectivity for the filter selected based on ray trace results. Top cell tantalate based AR coat (blue line), middle cell long pass filter which is 9.8 microns thick (green line), and bottom cell long pass filter which is 25.8 microns thick (red line) are plotted. The dashed gray lines indicate the spectral regions for each subcell given in Table 7.1.

Owing to the computational intensity of the ray tracing angle restrictor optimization, and the large number of filter combinations, we did not examine every possible filter combination. Instead, we observed trends to arrive at a final filter set. We found that transmission into the top and middle cells was more important than avoiding parasitic loss of below bandgap light. Therefore, a tantalate based anti-reflective coating was preferable for the top cell, and a long pass filter was preferable for the middle cell, as shown in Figure 7.9. For the long pass filters, the cutoff was shifted maximally to shorter wavelengths within the initial filter set. As shown in Figure 7.9, this leads to maximal transmission for in-band light. For the middle cell filter, a smaller number of layers is preferable, to maximize in-band transmission. In contrast,
for the bottom cell filter, increasing reflection of higher energy light is more important, and a thicker filter with many more layers is preferable. In future, it would be interesting to investigate filters with cutoffs at even shorter wavelengths, as well as even smaller numbers of layers for the middle cell filter.

### 7.5.2 Subcell Re-Optimization

With the ideal filter set chosen, the bandgaps of each subcell must be re-optimized to achieve closer current matching with the resulting photon flux. However, due to parasitic losses, the photon flux for each cell is dependent on the bandgaps of all the subcells. To achieve a self-consistent set of bandgaps and efficiency, we first perform the ray trace, then re-optimize the bandgaps to achieve current matching with the resulting photon flux. Then, we ray trace again with the re-optimized bandgaps, and impose current matching with the resulting photon flux. Thus, while the final result is self-consistent, it is not completely current matched, imposing a small loss.

Table 7.2 gives the optimized cell bandgaps for the resulting photon flux. Compared to the original bandgaps on which the filter designs were based, the bandgaps increase, particularly the highest energy bandgap in each subcell. This occurs because the filters are not ideal, and light of higher energy is admitted into the subcells, as is shown in Figure 7.10. As in Table 7.2, the highest bandgap under the resulting photon flux with current matching rises above the 2.2 eV limit we set previously owing to materials considerations. Current matching cannot be achieved with the resulting photon fluxes and the 2.2 eV limitation in a triple junction cell. Thus, we consider a dual junction instead for the highest bandgap cell, which allows for a reasonable highest bandgap and current matching. As shown in Table 7.2, this leads to a slight reduction in overall efficiency. In future, we could also lower the nominal cutoff in the ray trace for the highest energy spectral region, so that current matching could be achieved with a triple junction cell and a reasonable top bandgap.
The table above gives bandgaps for the subcells re-optimized for the incoming photon flux with the final filter set shown in Figure 7.9. The leftmost column gives the original cell bandgaps on which the filter design and initial ray trace were based, as a point of comparison. To achieve self-consistency, current matching is not ideal. With a top triple junction cell achieving near current-matching leads to a very high top bandgap. To limit the top bandgap, we consider a dual junction for the highest energy cell. Efficiency values assume 1% ERE and 90% of ideal current to model realistic cell performance.
Figure 7.10. Photon flux entering top (blue line), middle (green line), and bottom (red line) subcells for optimized geometry, filter and band gaps, with dual junction top and bottom cells, as in Table 7.2. The input aperture for the ray trace structure is 23.2 mm$^2$, and the photon fluxes are averaged over each subcell type. The grey line shows the incident photon flux for the AM 1.5 direct spectrum as a comparison. There is some misallocation of photons to lower energy cells, as well as some photons that escape the slab before they are absorbed.
7.5.3 Angle Restrictor Geometry Optimization

To arrive at the re-optimized bandgap sets introduced in Table 7.2, we optimized the input angle, output angle, and angular offset for the angle restrictor. For both sets of bandgaps the optimal angle restrictor parameters are the same, with an input angle of 11°, output angle of 50°, and no angular offset. The narrower output angle reduces losses from skew rays in the corners of the hexagonal CPC, and no angular offset is necessary to maintain transmission with these parameters. Figure 7.11 illustrates the optimal input and output angles for the optimal case of zero angular offset, showing the optimal efficiency given in Table 7.2.

![Figure 7.11. Efficiency for two dual junction subcell set given in Table 7.2 as a function of angle restrictor input and output angle. 1% ERE and 90% of ideal current are assumed to model realistic cells.](image)

For this optimal design with an assumed tracking accuracy angle of 0.5°, the external concentration corresponds to 478 suns. However, it may be desirable to decrease the external concentration to avoid heating and series resistance losses or to increase the concentration to reduce the cost of the module. Therefore, as in Figure 7.12, we vary the external concentration for several values of the tracking
accuracy angle. While the angle restrictor input angle is optimized for each case, the output angle and angular offset are not, to reduce the computational intensity. We see that there is a fairly broad range of external concentration where efficiency is well maintained, particularly for improved tracking accuracy. In addition, improved tracking accuracy significantly increases the optimal external concentration value, and maximum achievable efficiency.

![Graph](image)

Figure 7.12. Efficiency as a function of external concentration for two dual junction subcells and tracking accuracies of 1° (blue), 0.5° (purple) and 0.3° (red). 1% ERE and 90% of ideal current are assumed to model realistic cells. The kinks in the data are likely due to the fact that the angle restrictor is not fully optimized for each case.

### 7.6 Conclusions

The light trapping filtered concentrator is an interesting approach to spectrum splitting, as it relies on scattered, trapped light, rather than a deterministic light path. Here we have presented an initial optimized design with greater than 35% predicted
efficiency for realistic cells and filters with seven junctions in three underlying multijunction subcells. We find that nearly omnidirectional reflectivity can be obtained with simple TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ multilayer stacks placed under a glass slab. However, to improve optical efficiency in such a low index slab, an angle restrictor is necessary on top of the slab. With a ray trace, we found several trends in selecting the highest performance filter set. For the top and middle subcells, transmission is more important than reflection of below bandgap light, so an anti-reflective coating is optimal for the top subcell, with long pass filters for the other two subcells. We also found that cutoffs for the long pass filters should be shifted to shorter wavelengths to allow further transmission. Finally, we found that region of high efficiencies is quite broad relative to the external concentration, allowing for some design flexibility.

Despite these conclusions, significant further work remains in optimizing this structure. Based on the conclusions from this first round of optimization, further filter design is necessary, with a focus on improving transmission and designing filters with slight variations from the highest performing designs identified here. In particular, the optimal number of layers and the filter cutoff should be varied, so that the filter set may be further refined. In addition, the ray trace spectral region assumptions should be carefully explored to determine if a triple junction top subcell could produce a noticeable increase in efficiency with a reasonable highest bandgap. Finally, alternative geometries should be considered, including varying number of subcells, and placing subcells on the upper surface of the slab between the angle restrictor output apertures to improve optical efficiency and reduce reflector losses.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis several approaches to improving solar efficiency with careful optical design have been proposed. These approaches attempt to improve both the solar cell current, as with light trapping, and the solar cell voltage, as with photon recycling. Finally, the spectrum splitting approach addresses thermalization and lack of absorption losses for improved efficiency. Here, each approach will be briefly reviewed, and opportunities for future work in each area will be identified.

We first considered a ray optical model for understanding light trapping in silicon microwires. While the agreement with experiment was reasonable for large wires, for thinner wires absorption was significantly stronger than that predicted by the model, which we attributed to ray optical effects. An interesting tradeoff arises where thinner wires allow for improved optical absorption, but may also introduce issues with carrier collection, as it can be difficult to define an efficient junction in a thin wire. Coupled electrical and optical simulations, as developed by other members of the group, could be useful for addressing this question. Additionally, we briefly considered a model that attempted to use the optical cross sections from Mie theory to capture the wave optical effects without the computational intensity of finite difference methods, and this could be an interesting avenue for further work.

From the angle restriction calculations, we identified that light trapping GaAs cells produced the highest efficiencies, as they took full advantage of both enhanced light trapping and photon recycling effects. However, current GaAs cells are made in a planar geometry, as epitaxially grown films are smooth and planar. A light trapping geometry would allow for a thinner cell, and also make the photon recycling effect more robust to bulk non-radiative recombination. There are several possible
approaches to achieving a light trapping GaAs cell, including some that are being pursued in the group. Owing to the necessity of maintaining high quality material, directly texturing the cell, as is currently done with silicon, is probably not an option. However, one could imagine introducing individual scatterers or scattering surfaces made of high index materials such as TiO$_2$ or GaP at either the top or back surface of the cell. For angle restriction cells, the back surface is likely preferable, so that angle restriction optics may be placed on the front surface. Design of such a scattering surface, likely using finite difference optical modeling, is a necessary next step in achieving a light trapping GaAs cell for angle restriction. In addition, such a structure would need to be incorporated into a thin, high radiative efficiency GaAs cell which has been lifted off the growth substrate. Over large areas, nanoimprint lithography could prove to be a scalable technique for patterning such a scattering structure.

With planar cells, enhanced photon recycling may be observed, as we demonstrated experimentally with a simple optical multilayer. However, despite the observed voltage increase, we could not demonstrate efficiency enhancements, as normal incidence reflections led to reductions in the current. As we showed computationally, a rugate type angle restrictor design could avoid these current losses so that efficiency increases could be observed. Thus, a natural next step is to fabricate a rugate structure in order to observe these effects experimentally. These experiments could be performed either with thick, planar cells as in our previous experiment, or with thinned light trapping cells, as described above. For light trapping cells, further modeling is required to examine the effects of the narrowband angle restriction provided by the rugate structure, as opposed to the broadband angle restriction considered in this thesis. With narrowband angle restriction, thicker light trapping cells may be required.

For very thin light trapping GaAs cells, fabrication and integration of broadband angle restrictors is another interesting area for future research. As was shown in this work, two-photon lithography can allow for patterning of closely spaced cup-like structures at approximately the ten micron scale. These small scale structures are required so that the areas of illumination for each structure will be within a diffusion
length of each other. While two-photon lithography can produce structures on this scale, this technique is not scalable. A molding process from a master fabricated with two-photon lithography could allow for fabrication over large areas. One could imagine using PDMS or a silica sol-gel to infill the master and make a molded structure. The resulting solid cup structures would then transmit light by total internal reflection. Finally, the array of solid cup structures could be aligned over an array of holes patterned into a reflector which covered most of the top of the cell. The resulting structure would be similar to the broadband angle restrictor presented here for silicon solar cells, though it would need to be fabricated on a significantly smaller scale. While such a process requires an alignment step, it avoids coating the inside of high aspect ratio cup-like structures with high reflectivity metal, as with the fabricated structures presented here. Furthermore, the fabrication of the holes at the bottom of the structures is significantly simplified.

For silicon solar cells, experimental demonstration of enhanced efficiency with angle restriction is a clear next step. As our calculations indicate, HIT-type cells with high voltage show the strongest effects with angle restriction, with thicknesses around 50 microns giving the highest possible efficiencies. While rugate type structures may be used for angle restriction in silicon, the angle restriction improvement is substantially reduced. Therefore, broadband angle restrictors seem preferable for experimental demonstration. To fabricate broadband angle restrictors similar to the design that we have proposed here for silicon, we can use an approach similar to that outlined above for GaAs cells. However, as diffusion lengths are significantly longer in silicon, the cup structure spacing can be on the order of 100 microns, rather than 10 microns for GaAs. At these size scales, write times for fabricating a mold master via two-photon lithography would be very long, and some sort of micro-machining process would likely be preferable.

While this thesis has focused primarily on narrowband angle restrictors with rugate or dielectric multilayer designs and broadband angle restrictors, future work need not be limited to these two approaches. While the narrowband approach allows for diffuse light, for silicon it does not provide angle restriction over all the weakly ab-
sorbing wavelengths. In addition, the angle restriction cannot be made very narrow with dielectric multilayer or rugate designs. Therefore, future work could focus on novel designs that are narrowband, but where the angle restriction is narrower and can occur over a wider wavelength band if desired.

Lastly, we considered an initial, optimized design for the light trapping filtered concentrator spectrum splitting approach. While this design is a promising start, the design space is still not fully explored. Two or four subcells could also be considered, with either dual or triple junction approaches. In addition, it could be interesting to replace the reflector between the angle restrictor apertures with additional cells. This would eliminate losses in the reflector, and should also improve the optical efficiency of the design. Finally, this spectrum splitting approach could also be utilized with lower cost solar cells, such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) and polymer thin films. For these materials efficiency targets would be lower, and angle restrictors and external concentration would likely not be used, so that the module would be flat plate and no tracking would be required. With CIGS, multiple bandgaps may be grown, but it is difficult to make monolithic tandems, so this simple spectrum splitting approach could allow for higher efficiencies. For polymer solar cells, absorption is relatively weak for energies far from the bandgap, and thus filter elements need not necessarily be included.

While there has been significant work considering the optics of solar cells, most of this work has focused on absorption. Here, by considering the thermodynamic limits of solar cells, we have explored additional avenues for optics to enhance solar cell efficiency. The angle restriction approach addresses losses due to emitted light, while the spectrum splitting approach addresses losses due to thermalization and lack of absorption. Thus, optics can be used not only to increase the current by improving absorption, but also to enhance the voltage and address thermalization loss. While these possibilities are tantalizing, much work remains to fully explore these additional avenues for enhancing solar cell efficiency.
Appendix A

Detailed Balance Code for GaAs

Most of the code that was written for the calculations in this thesis simply uses the equations given here or in the references. However, these appendices provide commented versions of the central functions for the detailed balance calculations in GaAs and silicon so that any future users of the codes will know where to begin. While the principles of detailed balance are the same for both GaAs and silicon, for historical and technical reasons the codes were written separately and address the problem somewhat differently. For GaAs, the function shown below first finds the short circuit current by integrating the solar spectrum and the absorptivity. The absorptivity is found using the modified Stuart and Hall formalism presented in Chapter 3, and contained within the findAbsModes function. The current-voltage curve is then traced by varying the voltage and calculating the current losses due to emission and parasitic absorption of radiatively emitted light, as well as Auger recombination. Note that the energies at which the radiative emission is calculated are unevenly distributed to accurately describe the peak shape while minimizing computational overhead. Finally, the maximum power point and efficiency are found.

```matlab
function [eff]= findEfficiency2(theta,W,Rrefl)

%This finds the cell efficiency for a given emission angle (theta), cell
%thickness, W, in nm, and back reflectivity for a light-trapping GaAs cell.
echg=1.60217646e-19;% in coulombs so are we get amps

load Si3N4final.mat %for cladding layers
```

150
n2s=ns;
n1s=ns;
eVs3=eVs;
eVs1=eVs;
Cauger=7e-30;
nia=1.67e6;
load GaAsfinal.mat  %GaAs Optical Constants

anevs=eVs;
clear eVs;
h=4.135e-15;
c=3e10;
bbconst=2/(h^3*c^2);
kT=.025852;%at 300K in eV
Eg=1.424;

abe=interp1(anevs,as,Eg);
nbe=interp1(anevs,ns,Eg);
n1be=interp1(eVs1,n1s,Eg);
n3be=interp1(eVs1,n1s,Eg);

%First we find the short circuit current by integrating absorptivity and
%the solar spectrum
load PhotonFluxvsE;
for m=1:length(eVs)
    if(eVs(m)<Eg)
        as1(m)=0;
        ns1(m)=interp1(anevs,ns,eVs(m));

        abs(m)=0;
        absp(m)=0;

    else
        as1(m)=interp1(anevs,as,eVs(m));
    end
    if(as1(m)==0)
ns1(m)=interp1(anevs,ns,eVs(m));
n1=interp1(eVs1,n1s,eVs(m));
n3=interp1(eVs1,n1s,eVs(m));
alphap=(1-Rrefl)/(4*W);
alphapsave(m)=alphap;
[abs(m),absp(m)]=
    findAbsModes(theta,W,n1,ns1(m),n3,as1(m),1240/eVs(m),alphap);
if(abs==-1)
    error='Mode Solver Fail!'
end

toInt(m)=photonFlux(m)*abs(m)*echg;
else
    toInt(m)=0;
end

[eVints,reind]=sort(eVs(1:(m-1)));
intf=toInt(reind);
photonFlux1=photonFlux(1:(m-1));
fluxInt=photonFlux1(reind);
Jsc=trapz(eVints,intf); %This is in amps/cm²

Estop=max(eVs);
if(Estop<kT*100)
    error='Estop too low. Saturation Current May be WRONG!!!!';
end
numReg=250;
Es=linspace(Eg,1.7,numReg);
Es(numReg+1:numReg+250)=linspace(1.71,Estop,250);

%Now we find current loss from radiatively emitted light across a range of %voltages, as well as Auger recombination loss.
vs=linspace(0,Eg-.0001,500);
for v=1:length(vs)
  for p=1:length(Es)
    if (v==1)
      alphap=(1-Rrefl)/(4*W);
      n1=interp1(eVs1,n1s,Es(p));
      n3=interp1(eVs1,n1s,Es(p));
      ns1(p)=interp1(anevs,ns,Es(p));
      as1(p)=interp1(anevs,as,Es(p));
      [abs2(p),absp2(p)]=
        findAbsModes(theta,W,n1,ns1(p),n3,as1(p),1240/Es(p),alphap);
      %This is based on Stuart and Hall, and calculates the modal
      %structure assuming silicon nitride cladding
    end
    toInt2(p)=echg*(abs2(p))*bbconst*Es(p)ˆ2/(exp((Es(p)-vs(v))/kT)-1);
    toInt2p(p)=echg*(absp2(p)*ns1(p)ˆ2)
      *bbconst*Es(p)ˆ2/(exp((Es(p)-vs(v))/kT)-1);
    if(toInt2(p)<0)
      error=negJo
    end
  end
end

Auger(v)=echg*Cauger*W*1e-7*niaˆ3*exp(3*vs(v)/(2*kT));
Jo(v)=pi*sind(theta)ˆ2*trapz(Es,toInt2);
Jop(v)=pi*trapz(Es,toInt2p);
Is(v)=Jsc-Jo(v)-Jop(v)-Auger(v);
Ps(v)=Is(v)*vs(v);
if(Is(v)<=0)
  break;
end
end
Having traced the IV curve, we now find the max power point and efficiency

\[
[maxP, maxInd] = \text{max}(Ps);
\]

\[
\text{eff} = \frac{maxP}{\text{totPower}};
\]

\[
\text{Josave} = \text{Jo}(\text{maxInd});
\]

\[
\text{Jopsave} = \text{Jop}(\text{maxInd});
\]

\[
\text{Augersave} = \text{Auger}(\text{maxInd});
\]

\[
\text{save}(['\text{DataW}', \text{num2str}(W), '\theta', \text{num2str}(theta), '.mat'], '\text{eff}', 'Is', 'Vs', '
\text{Josave}', '\text{Jopsave}', '\text{Augersave}', '\text{Auger}', 'Jo', '
\text{Jop}', '\text{Jsc}', 'Ps', 'abs', 'absp', 'eVs');
\]

end
Appendix B

Detailed Balance Code for Silicon

For the silicon calculations, free carrier absorption is included, so the light generated current is voltage dependent. This is quite different from GaAs, where the light generated current has no voltage dependence and may be equated with the short circuit current. As the light generated current must be recalculated at every voltage, the central function here simply finds the net current and efficiency at a given voltage. The function may be modified to return either the net current, or the negative of the efficiency at the given voltage, also known as the efficiency figure of merit, as shown here. The open circuit voltage can be determined by minimizing the net current, while the short-circuit current is simply the net current at zero voltage. To determine the efficiency at the maximum power point, the efficiency figure of merit is minimized. Built-in Matlab functions are used to perform these minimizations. One other difference relative to the GaAs code is that Bonna Newman adapted this code to take advantage of the fast vector multiplication in Matlab. This avoids many of the for loops found in the code as originally implemented, and leads to significantly faster run times.

function [FOM]= findEffatV_fast(Va,theta,W,Refl,SRV,
    tauBulk,Nb,ptype,spectrum,HITtop,HITtot,Cf)
% The goal of this function is to find the net current at a given voltage,
% accounting for Auger, radiative emission, free carrier absorption,
% surface, and bulk non-radiative recombination. Inputs: dopant density,
% angle of emission, cell thickness (nm),SRV,bulk lifetime, voltage and
% dopant type
%HIT top is the thickness of the a-Si passivation layer for a HIT cell;
% this is used to calculate parasitic absorption of the incoming light
% HITtot is the total thickness of a-Si (top and bottom) this is used to
% modify the back reflectivity
% Cf is the external concentration
% Initial parameter loading

echg=1.60217646e-19; % in coloumbs so are we get amps
load SioptdataGreen.mat
ni=8.28e9; % per cm^3 at 25C from Richter
anevs=eVs;
clear eVs;
h=4.135e-15;
c=3e10;
bbconst=2/(h^3*c^2);
kT=.0256926; % at 25C in eV
Eg=1.050847; % This is where band to band absorption truly becomes zero...
load(spectrum); % using direct spectrum for now
load aSiPalik.mat
% first we turn the approximate voltage (Va) into dN
V0a=ni^2; % from Richter w/o BGN;
if (ptype)
    p0=nb+ni; %p0a=(Nb+sqrt(Nb^2+4*V0a))/2;
n0=V0a/p0; % n0a = V0a/p0a;
else
    n0=nb+ni; %n0a=(Nb+sqrt(Nb^2+4*V0a))/2;
p0 = V0a/n0; %p0a=V0a/n0a;
end

dNa=(-1*(n0+p0)+sqrt((n0+p0)^2-4*(n0*p0-V0a*exp(Va/kT))))/2;
% Now figuring out effective intrinsic carrier concentration based on
% Schenk's BGN parameterization
nieff=findBandgapNarrowing2(Nb,ptype,dNa);
nia = nieff;
dN = (-1*(n0+p0)+sqrt((n0+p0)^2-4*(n0*p0-nia^2*exp(Va/kT))))/2;
V = Va;
% Now we need to figure out the current, including FCA
ind1 = find(eVs<Eg); % indices less than Eg
ind2 = find(eVs > Eg); % indices greater than Eg

as1(ind1) = 0;
ns1(ind1) = interp1(anevs, ns, eVs(ind1));

as1(ind2) = interp1(anevs, as, eVs(ind2));

ind3 = find(as1); % indices of as1 not equal to 0

ns1(ind3) = interp1(anevs, ns, eVs(ind3));

indaSi = find(eVs > 1.4002);
aaSi = zeros(size(eVs));
aaSi(indaSi) = interp1(aSieVs, aSiAs, eVs(indaSi));

% Here we account for back reflector losses, incl. a-Si losses where % applicable
Rreflval = exp(-2*HITtot*aaSi)*Refl;
alphap = (1 - Rreflval)./(4*W);
lambdaum = 1.24./eVs;

alphaFCAp = 1e-7*2.6e-18.*(p0+dN).*lambdaum.^2.4;
alphaFCAn = 1e-7*1.8e-18.*(n0+dN).*lambdaum.^2.6;
alphap = alphap + alphaFCAp + alphaFCAn;

% Light not lost in the top layer of a-Si before scattering
firstPass = exp(-HITtop.*aaSi);

[abs] = findAbsModes(theta, W, ns1, as1, alphap, 0);

toInt = zeros(size(eVs));
toInt(ind3) = Cf.*photonFlux(ind3).*abs(ind3).*echg.*firstPass(ind3);

[eVints, reind] = sort(eVs(1:(length(eVs)-1)));
intf = toInt(reind);
\[ JL = \text{trapz}(eV\text{ints}, \text{intf}); \] % Absorbed photon flux expressed as a current

% Now that we know the incoming photon flux, all that's left to include is % the various sources of recombination: radiative (including emitted photons % absorbed by FCA and the back reflector), Auger (using Richter's model), % and SRV and bulk recombination, and we'll have the net current % First we deal with the radiative emission....

Estop = max(eVs);
if (Estop < kT*100)
    error = 'Estop too low. Saturation Current May be WRONG!!!!';
end

numReg = 250;
Es = linspace(Eg, 1.4, numReg);
Es(numReg+1:numReg+400) = linspace(1.4, Estop, 400);

indEs = find(Es > 1.4002);
aaSi = zeros(size(Es));
aaSi(indEs) = interp1(aSieVs, aSias, Es(indEs));
Rreflval = exp(-2*HITtot*aaSi)*Refl;
alphap = (1 - Rreflval) / (4*W);

ns1 = interp1(anevs, ns, Es);
lambdaum = 1.24 / Es;
alphaFCAp = 1e-7 * 2.6e-18 * (p0+dN) * lambdaum.^2.4;
alphaFCAn = 1e-7 * 1.8e-18 * (n0+dN) * lambdaum.^2.6;
alphap = alphap + alphaFCAp + alphaFCAn;
as1 = interp1(anevs, as, Es);
[abs2, absp2] = findAbsModes(theta, W, ns1, as1, alphap, 0);

toInt2 = echg.*(abs2).*bbconst.*Es.^2./(exp((Es-V)./kT)-1);
toInt2p = echg.*(absp2.*ns1.^2).*bbconst.*Es.^2./(exp((Es-V)./kT)-1);
%This is the current lost due to radiative emission of emitted light from the cell
Jo=pi*sind(theta)^2*trapz(Es,toInt2);

%This is the current lost due to absorption of emitted light in the non-ideal back-reflector
Jop=pi*trapz(Es,toInt2p);

%Based on Nelson's expressions, assume mid gap traps and same lifetimes for electrons and holes (see Physics of Solar Cells p. 108 and p. 110)
SR=echg*2*((n0+dN)*(p0+dN)-nia^2)/((p0+dN+nia)/SRV+(n0+dN+nia)/SRV);
if(tauBulk>0)
SRH=echg*W*1e-7*((n0+dN)*(p0+dN)-nia^2)/(tauBulk*(p0+dN+nia)+tauBulk*(n0+dN+nia));
else
SRH=0;
end

% From Richter's model (Phys. Rev. B 86, 165202 (2012)), using the inverse of his intrinsic expression for lifetime, to turn into a bulk rate and multiply by thickness and charge. Also, taking out radiative part, since we have accounted for that separately...

%Then we implement Richter's model
Noeeh=3.3e17;
Noehh=7.0e17;
geeh=1+13*(1-tanh((n0/Noeeh)^0.66));
gehh=1+7.5*(1-tanh((p0/Noehh)^0.63));
Auger=echg*W*1e-7*((n0+dN)*(p0+dN)-nia^2)*
(2.5e-31*geeh*n0+8.5e-32*gehh*p0+3e-29*dN^0.92);

netJ=JL-Jo-Jop-SR-SRH-Auger;
power=netJ*V;
eff=power/(Cf*totPower);
FOM=-eff;
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